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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF 
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
October 9, 2001 
The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, October 9,2001, in the 
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the 
President. 
Regents present: 
Larry D. Willard, President 
Jack L. Fortner, Vice President 
David Archuleta, Secretary/Treasurer 
Richard Toliver 
Sandra K. Begay-Campbell 
Eric Anaya 
Judith Herrera 
Also present: 
William C. Gordon, PhD, President - UNM 
Advisors to the Regents 
Rachel Jenks, President, Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Andrea Cook, President, Associated Students of UNM 
John Geissman, President, Faculty Senate 
Connie Beimer, President, Alumni Association 
Members ofthe administration, the media, and others 
Absent: 
Mary Poole, Chair, UNM Foundation 
James Herrera, President, Staff Council 
Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1 :00 p.m . 
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ADOPTION OF AGENDA 
Regent Archuleta moved to approve the agenda of the meeting. Regent Fortner seconded 
the motion. Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. Motion 
carried. 
PUBLIC INPUT 
There was no public input. 
APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 14,2001 BOARD 
MEETING 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the summarized minutes of the August 14, 2001 
Board meeting. Regent Toliver seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. Motion carried. 
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT 
President William Gordon presented an administrative report to the Regents highlighting 
three administrative appointments: Dr. Reed Dasenbrock, Dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences; Dr. Stafford Hood, ACE Fellow; and Gabriella Gutierrez, Associate Dean 
for the School of Architecture and Planning. Dr. Gordon briefed the Regents on fall 
enrollment data availability and a PNM Chair in Microsystems, Commercialization and 
Technology. President Gordon announced that Cristina Beato, MD, Associate Dean for 
Clinical Affairs and Assistant Professor of Family Medicine in the School of Medicine 
has been nominated as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Health (Bush Administration). 
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS 
John Geissman, President, Faculty Senate 
Dr. Geissman reported on Faculty Senate issues. He noted that the faculty had met in an 
emergency meeting regarding freedom of speech issues and that a resolution had come 
from that endeavor. 
Rachel Jenks, President, GPSA 
Rachel Jenks, GPSA President reported on GPSA budget and priorities and handed out 
and explained a new GPSA funding brochure. It describes all the different funding 
avenues available to graduate students as individuals and organizations with GPSA funds. 
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GPSA has recently discovered $23,522 (interest from the GPSA Endowment) to put 
toward graduate student research. 
Andrea Cook, President, ASUNM 
Andrea Cook, ASUNM President reported on ASUNM. Highlights included the 
candlelight vigil following the September 11 th attack; fall budget process; homecoming 
events; and the Sock Hop. The traditional Parade of Lights will not be held this year due 
to Big I construction, but rather a carnival held instead. 
Connie Beimer, President, Alumni Association 
Connie Beimer, President of the Alumni Association (handout distributed) reported on 
highlights of the Association. Welcome Back Days were a success. The Alumni Board 
of Directors will hold its next meeting on October 25. Homecoming events were 
presented to Board including a homecoming schedule of events with a theme of Route 
66. 
REGENTS' COMMENTS 
Col. Toliver honored the men and women in uniform throughout the U.S., especially 
those lost at the Pentagon, World Trade Center, and in Pennsylvania. Regent Toliver 
stated that "those who serve the nation know well the price of freedom - that it isn't 
free." He introduced and saluted representatives of the armed forces, who were present. 
. Regent Willard punctuated Regent Toliver's comments with his appreciation as well. 
Regent Anaya noted two events where student involvement is a big part: Lobo 
Orientation, won an award at the 2001 National Orientation Directors Association 
(Region III) after three UNM students presented workshops on the orientation model at 
UNM; and he introduced Dathan Weems who presented briefly on the Spring Storm, a 
community service event, to be held on April 6, 2002. 
CONSENT AGENDA 
Regent Archuleta moved to approve the consent agenda. Regent Fortner seconded the 
motion. Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
A. Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 8/24/01 
The Finance and Facilities Committee recommends approval to dispose of property as 
listed on the surplus property list dated 8/24101. . 
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A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A. 
B. Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 9/21101 
The Finance and Facilities Committee recommends approval to dispose of property as 
listed on the surplus property list dated 9121101. 
A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B. 
C. Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
The Health Sciences Center Clinical Operations Board recommends approval of the 
appointments to the UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff. 
A copy of the appointments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit C. 
D. Ratification of2001 Summer Session Candidates for Degrees 
The Academic/Student Affairs Committee recommends approval of the ratification of the 
2001 summer session degrees for candidates. 
A copy of the list of candidates is made a part of these minutes as Exhibit D. 
DISCUSSION ITEMS FOR ACTION 
Approval ofUNM-Valencia Campus Bond Election 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented the background on 
asking approval from the Regents for the UNM-Valencia campus bond election, a local, 
general obligation bond issue. Regent Toliver commented that he and his wife recently 
visited the Valencia campus. He recognized Dr. Alice Letteney, Director of Valencia 
Campus and her staff for their accomplishments at that campus. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the UNM -Valencia Campus Bond Election 
process. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
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Science & Technology Corporation @ UNM (STC): 
Approval of Appointments to the STC Board of Directors: 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented briefly on the 
background of the appointments recommended. Proposed new Board members are Dr. 
Joseph Cecchi, Dr. Steven Brueck, Dr. Pope Moseley, and Larry Willard. Proposed to be 
renominated to Board are Gregg Mayer, William Schuler, and Patricia Tubaugh. Ms. 
Weaks noted that Regent Willard will replace Regent Archuleta on the STC Board of 
Directors. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the appointments, as noted above. Regent 
F ortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Amendments to STC Bylaws and Memorandum of Agreement: 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented briefly on the 
recommended changes to the Bylaws and Memorandum of Agreement between UNM 
and STC. It was brought to the attention that, on the recommendation of University 
Counsel, a change in the language of the Bylaws should be that "the number of directors 
shall be no less than 20." 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the changes to the STC Bylaws and 
Memorandum of Agreement. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
V oice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
A copy of the revised Bylaws and Memorandum of Agreement are made a part of these 
minutes as Exhibit E. 
Approval ofUNM-Los Alamos Cerro Grande Fire Impact Funding 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, briefly presented on the request 
for funding from the Federal Emergency Preparedness Administration for reimbursement 
for losses associated with the Cerro Grande fire by the UNM-Los Alamos campus. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the UNM-Los Alamos Cerro Grande Fire 
Impact Funding. Regent Fortner seconded the motion . 
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Legislative Funding Requirements: Information Technology FY 2002-2003 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented on two information 
technology projects that are recommended for approval, one from main campus and one 
from Health Sciences Center. The request from main campus is for $1,099,855 and the 
request from Health Sciences Center is for $100,000, both reviewed by the Finance & 
Facilities Committee and Executive Cabinet. The Commission on Higher Education 
(CHE) had required that these be approved for submission by September 15 but due to 
the cancellation of the September 11 Regents' meeting, this was deferred to today, with 
the consent of the CHE. She noted that the background information in the agenda books 
for this item was an error and unrelated; Curt Porter distributed the correct material for 
the Board. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the legislative funding requirementslinformation 
technology FY 2002-2003. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Legislative Funding Priorities 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented an overview of the 
major priorities. This is an annual process, to forward UNM's legislative priorities to the 
Commission on Higher Education. The request presented is for a $34 million increase in 
the UNM Operating Budget appropriation. Regent Toliver asked for more information 
on the School of Medicine Ethics Program and the out-of-county indigent fund. Dr. Phil 
Eaton, Vice President for Health Sciences responded to these inquiries. The total ethics 
program on campus will be led by HSC to specifically expand the role of leadership to 
bring dialogue to the entire state regarding many critical ethical issues in health care, i.e., 
urban Indian, undocumented alien, Medicare patient and cost of pharmacy, behavioral 
illness patients with psychiatric disease and lack of coverage, organ transplant and the 
availability of organs, etc. On responding to the out-of-county indigent fund, Dr. Eaton 
stated that HSC delivered $11 million in uncompensated out-of-county indigent care this 
past year. The legislature gives HSC $1.5 million and in the last year they have removed 
approximately $500,000 of that coverage. This request is to ask the legislature to restore 
it. Discussion. 
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Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the legislative funding prioriti~s. Regent 
Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval to Send Letter Regarding University Balances to the Commission on Higher 
Education (CHE) 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented on the letter proposed in 
response to the CHE' s request to President Gordon that two areas be addressed: 1) a plan 
for addressing deficit in our auxiliary area; and 2) a plan to raise balances in our 
Instruction and General Budget to three percent. Ms. Weaks recognized Dupuy Bateman, 
Associate Vice President for Auxiliary Services, who is largely responsible for the 
progress in Auxiliary Services over the past two years. Discussion. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval to send the letter regarding University balances to 
the CHE. Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried . 
Approval for Tenants ofUNM Faculty Leased Lots to Grant Junior Liens 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented briefly to explain this 
recommended change. This change allows individuals who own homes but on leased 
property from the University to have junior liens against that property, the provision 
being that the combined mortgages (first and second) would not exceed 95% of the 
appraised value of the property. Discussion. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval for the tenants of UNM faculty leased lots to grant 
junior liens. Regent Toliver seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval to Acquire Real Property: 1101 Medical Arts, NE (Building 2), Presbyterian 
Healthcare 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented Kim Murphy, Director 
of Real Estate, who gave the Regents a synopsis of the request to purchase property. Mr . 
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Murphy stated this request is to purchase leasehold improvements owned by Presbyterian 
Healthcare at 1101 Medical Arts, Building 2, an existing clinic, approximately 6,000 SF 
to be purchased at the appraised value of $220,000. Plans are to relocate a unit of the 
University Hospital, currently in leased space, into this facility. This is part of a program 
to reduce UNM leased space. Discussion. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval to acquire real property: 1101 Medical Arts, NE 
(Building 2), Presbyterian Healthcare. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Consultant Selection for Feasbility Analysis for University Arena 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, introduced Roger Lujan, Director 
of Facility Planning who presented on the consultant selection. This was for a feasibility 
study of the University Arena (the Pit) celebrating its 35th anniversary. The study 
assesses the capability of that building to adapt not only to competition in the Mountain 
West Conference but at the ability to expand seating, spectator amenities, and associated 
infrastructure in the facility. The recommended consultant for this project is Rosser 
International, Inc. in association with Westwork Architects in Albuquerque. Discussion. 
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the consultant selection for the feasibility analysis 
for the University Arena (the Pit). Regent Archuleta seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Architect Selection for Children's Hospital and Critical Care Pavillion 
Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, presented the background on the award of the 
design commission for a new Children's Hospital and Critical Care Pavillion at UNMH 
to the associated firms of DCSWlPerkins & Will. This project is one of the largest 
projects the Hospital will undertake, at approximately 400,000 SF. This will be the first 
step in the ultimate replacement of older facilities at UNMH. The planning budget is $5 
million to be allocated over three successive years out ofUNMH capital funds. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the architect selection for Children's Hospital 
and Critical Care Pavillion. Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
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Motion carried . 
Contract for Approval: Job Order Contracting 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, gave a brief summary of job order 
contracting, a concept initiated on several university campuses and one that UNM has 
adopted. It is pricing of individual components of all types of construction jobs that are 
undertaken by the University. A book is published describing the jobs and contractors 
bid on same. The contract goes to the low bidder. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the contract for job order contracting. Regent 
Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of the Nomination of Maria Raby Griego to the UNM Health Sciences Center 
Clinical Operations Board 
A copy of Maria Raby Griego's resume was distributed. Discussion. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the nomination of Maria Raby Griego to the 
UNM Health Sciences Center Clinical Operations Board. Regent Fortner seconded the 
motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of the Nomination of David R. Schmidt and Anne Kass to the UNM Carrie 
Tingley Advisory Board 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the David R. Schmidt and Anne Kass to the 
UNM Carrie Tingley Advisory Board. Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried . 
9 
Approval of Participation of the UNM Health Sciences Center in Proposed New Mexico • 
Cancer Care Alliance 
Regent Willard commented on how delighted the Board was to have Dr. Cheryl Willman, 
Dr. Phil Eaton, Steve McKernan, and Stephany Wilson in the audience and asked them to 
join the Regents at the table and noted how important this project is to the community 
and the state. Dr. Eaton, Vice President of Health Sciences, presented on this project. He 
noted that for the past two years or so, Dr. Willman and Stephany Wilson have been 
working with the other community hospitals and with the surgeons and oncologists in the 
community to form the New Mexico Cancer Care Alliance (Alliance). The Alliance will 
allow the UNM Cancer Center to put itself into position to obtain a designation as a 
comprehensive cancer center from the National Cancer Institute (NCI). He noted three 
important implications: 1) it brings the most advanced treatments available in cancer 
research to the people of the state of New Mexico; 2) it has a specific focus on cancer 
problems that are unique to the people of New Mexico; and 3) the Cancer Center has a 
continued important role in research (drug discovery, and understanding the mysteries of 
cancer). With this NCI designation, the Cancer Center will join other leaders in the U.S., 
making an extraordinary impact in the assault on cancer. In order for our Cancer Center 
to be eligible for the NCI designation, we must have spectacular scientists. Dr. Eaton 
noted that Dr. Cheryl Willman leads that group with approximately $38 million in 
cancer-related funding from the federal government. Second, we must focus on problems 
in New Mexico. Tertiary, we must have access to a large number of cancer patients who 
can participate in clinical trials. To gather that population of patients, an alliance is being • 
formed with Presbyterian Hospital, St. Joseph's Hospital, the VA, UNMH, and Lovelace 
Medical Center, along with community physicians. He stated that the legal, 
programmatic, and fiscal aspects have come to a point where we are anticipating the 
signing of the Alliance in early November which means that these new therapies and 
approaches for care could be available by the first of 2002. He noted that the state 
legislature understood this project and the enormous economic impact that this could 
have to the state and, last year, provided the UNM Cancer Center $5.6 million 
specifically to move toward this goal. Dr. Cheryl Willman, Director of the Cancer Center 
and Stephany Wilson, Attorney for Health Sciences, spoke extensively to the use of those 
resources, the progress over the past two years, the legal aspects and structure of the 
bylaws and constitution of the non-profit corporation, the goal and benefits of achieving 
NCI designation all with the ultimate goal of attaining the highest quality care to cancer 
patients in New Mexico. Discussion. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the participation of the UNM Health Sciences 
Center in the proposed New Mexico Cancer Care Alliance. Regent Fortner seconded the 
motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
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Motion carried . 
A copy of this resolution is made a part of these minutes as Exhibit F. 
INFORMATION ITEMS 
Graduation Project Update 
David E. Stuart, Associate Provost, gave an executive summary of the Graduation Project 
at the University of New Mexico. Regent Willard commended Dr. Stuart on his efforts in 
this regard. 
ADJOURNMENT OF OPEN MEETING 
Regent Archuleta moved to adjourn the open meeting and go into executive session. 
Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Immediately following the open meeting, the Regents met in executive session regarding 
the University Counsel's Quarterly Report on pending/threatened litigation pursuant to 
Section 10-15-1-H.(7) NMSA 1978. The executive session was noticed. 
Meeting adjourned at 3:15 p.m. 
G\L _____ 
-----
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Surplus Property Department 
Disposition Approval List 
8/24/01 
lJNM ID Dept. Turning In Equip Description Manufacturer Model Serial Year Acqu. Cost ReasonDeleted 
106028 SOM.cANCER RESEAR ICE MACHINE SCOTSMAN N/A 164609 1976 $1,364.00 Beyond Repain 
123218 SOM-PEDIATRICS CENTRIFUGE BECKMAN TJ-6 JTJ-GR 1978 $5,162.00 Beyond Repain 
142307 HSC-ANIMAL RESOUR DISPENSER BEDDING GIRTON BD8036 81010702 1982 $16,850.00 Beyond Repain 
159984 SOM-PATHOLOGY WATER BATH GILSON CYTOSPIN 7K4381lS 1984 $1,979.00 Beyond Repain 
159994 SOM-PATHOLOGY MICROSCOPE REICHERT N/A 365113 1984 $9,900.00 Beyond Rep';n 
169387 ELECTRICAL & COMP TERMINAL DIGITAL N/A AB44602CM2 1985 $3,621.00 Beyond Rep'; .. 
176764 ELECTRICAL & COMP TERMINAL DIGITAL Vf240 AB61600859 1987 $1,114.00 Reyond Rep';n 
178729 SOM.cANCER RESEAR PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 2686A 2602J56265 1987 $3,155.00 Beyond Rep.ln 
179351 TIIEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE SF. ORM5010 1987 $2,129.00 Beyond Rep.;n 
181187 ENGLISH COMPUTER APPLE MACSE 467ZMM5010 1988 $2,294.00 Beyond Repain 
182628 ENGLISH COMPUTER ZENITH Z-159 750CD0878 1988 $1,588.00 Beyond Repain 
182822 COMMUNICATIVE DIS AUDIOMETER MAICO MA-41 64727 1987 $1,561.00 Obsole,e 
183107 COLLEGE OF FINE ART PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2743178261 1988 $1,644.00 Ob.ole,e 
184033 ENGLISH COMPUTER ZENITH ZDF 1217 82SCCOOOl5 1988 SI.459.00 Beyond Repain 
184068 LIIlRAR Y -ZIMMERMA COMPUTER DIGITAL D435051AU WF824050050 1988 $58,988.00 Beyond Rep.;" 
184127 AMERICAN INDIAN ST COMPUTER ZENITH ZDII1217 819CIII149 1988 SI.320.00 Beyond Repain 
184152 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE MACSE F846F02 1989 SI,919.00 Beyond Repain 
184154 TIIEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE MACSE F846ALG 1989 SI,632.00 Beyond Repairs 
184156 TIIEATRE AND DANCE COMPlJfER APPLE MACSE 1'846EQA 1989 SI,919.00 Beyond Repain 
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lJNM m Dept. Turning In Equip Denrlptlon Manufacturer Model Serial Year Aequ. Cost ReasonDeleted 
184157 TIIEATRE AND DANCE COMPlITER APPLE MACSE F846EMF 1989 $1,919.00 Deyond Repaln 
184166 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPlITER APPLE MACH F85069J 1989 $2,015.00 Beyond Repaln 
184634 ATIILETICS EDITING CONTROL JVC RM86U 17257008 1989 $1,050.00 Deyond RepaiR 
184639 ATIILETICS JVC SEI'ARATOR JVC SAEIOO 12350158 1989 $1,716.00 Beyond RepaiR 
185417 CIVIL ENGINEERING COMl'lfl'ER JOy 286 lINI7739 1989 $6,985.00 lIeyond RepaiR 
186083 ENGLISII COMPUTER ZENITH ZDF 1217 907ClI002699 1989 $1,462.00 Deyond Repain 
186137 COMPlITINO CENTERJ COMPUTER AI'I'LE MACH CX F9156EYM5665 1989 $2,891.00 Deyond Repairs 
186590 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPlITER APPLE MACSE F9142VM 1989 $2,245.00 Beyond RepaiR 
186666 COMPlITlNG CENTERJ PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 285IJ28249 1989 $1,671.00 Obsolete 
187135 COLLEGE OF NURSING LASER PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2904J07970 1989 $1,689.00 Obloleto 
I.BtH:!7 MED-ADM1NISTRATIO PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33471A 2925Jl9636 1990 $1,541.00 Obsolete 
188780 UNIVERSITY SECRET A PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2926J23453 1990 $1,711.00 Beyond RepaiR 
189227 CAREER SERVICES COPIER MACHINE CANON F124400 CTHOl388 1990 $9,627.00 Beyond Repai .. 
189339 EDUC-PHYSICAL PERF COMPUTER IBM 8555031 230077569 1992 $2,097.00 Obsoleto 
189348 CHEMICAL ENGINEER I POWER SUPPLY OMEGA OM-903 9121624 1990 $5,385.00 Beyond RepaiR 
189576 ELECTRICAL & COMP PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33449A 3001A59940 1991 $1,485.00 Beyond RepaiR 
189676 COMMUNICATIVE DIS PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR HP33471A 2949JAOUTQ 1990 $1,030.00 Beyond RopaiR 
189956 ENGLISH COMPUTER COMPUTER WORKS 282-12 K89 I 220296 1990 $1,260.00 Beyond RepaiR 
190093 CIVIL ENGINEERING COMPUTER NORTHGATE NEC-2A 126188 1990 $7,753.00 Boyond RepaiR 
190404 SOM-OBGYN PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR LASERJET 3 2945J86546 1990 $1,485.00 Beyond Repairs 
190412 COLLEGE OF PHARMA LAPTOP COMPUTER ZENITH ZSF3004 0040E002719 1991 $3,921.00 Beyond Repaln 
190721 PHYSICS & ASTRONO SUN SPARKSTATION I COMP SUN MICROSYSTEM SPACSTNI 949Fi058 1991 $11,221.00 Beyond Repairs 
190792 ENC1USII COMPUTER MARATHON AUVA220 009134 1991 $1,565.00 Beyond RepaiR 
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UNM ID Dept, Turning In Equip Description Manufacturer Model Serial Year Aequ. Cost ReasonDeleted 
191108 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPlITER APPLE M5361 FI028A2WKOI 1991 $2,888,00 Beyond Repai .. 
191413 BIOLOGY PRINTER APPLE MOIOLLA CA035SZD 1992 $2,109,00 Beyond Repairs 
192435 SOM·CLlNICAL RESEA COPIER MACHINE RICOH FT2260 2140070350 1991 $4,015,00 Oeyond Repairs 
192558 SPANISH AND J'ORTUG PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33449NLJIIl 30HA65900 1991 $1,643,00 Oeyond Repairs 
192686 EDUC·PHYSICAL PERF CQMPlJrER IBM 8555W61 23PBKRB 1991 $3,437,00 Oblolete 
193256 COLLEGE OF I'IIARMA PRINTER IIEWI.ETT PACKAR 33471A 3049J021GP 1992 $1,045.00 Beyond Rep.lrs 
193370 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPLJI'ER APPLE CLASSIC E 1080MZM0435 1991 $1,373,00 lIeyond Repain 
193371 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPlITER APPLE CLASSIC E1080PHM0435 1991 $1,086.00 Beyond Repairs 
193391 COLLEGE OF NURSING COPIER MACHINE GESTETNER 2316ZD 245J9249 1991 $2,495.00 Beyond Repairs 
193610 TIIEATRE AND DANCE COMPlITER APPLE MAC IISI F2113LPMC56 1992 $2,632.00 Beyond Repain 
193611 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPlITER APPLE MAC IISi F21l3LFLC56 1992 $2,632.00 Beyond Rep.irs 
193692 LAW SCHOOL PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33449A 3033A42049 1991 $1,484.00 Beyond Repairs 
193792 SOM-OBGYN COMPUTER DIGITAL 212LP TCOO037729 1991 $3,472.00 Beyond Repairs 
193974 STUDENT HEALTH CE COPIER MACHINE MINOLTA EP4230 3155612 1991 $5,628.00 Beyond Repairs 
194082 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER- APPLE MACIISi F211mJpC56 1992 $3,319.00 Beyond Repain 
194083 MUSIC CPU COMPUTER APPLE M0491 F21l2NQGC56 1992 $3,319.00 Beyond Repal" 
195324 FOREIGN LANGUAGES COMPUTER ZENITH ZCV3726EF I 05EE00864 J 1992 $1,774.00 Beyond Repai" 
195439 TIIEATRE AND DANCE APPLE MONITOR APPLE MAC IISi 7028078 1992 $1,915.00 Beyond Repair. 
195488 COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL AQUILA 19B 1191EOO2615 1992 $1,398.00 Beyond Repai" 
195533 ENGLISH COMPUTER APPLE M5921LLA FI2075ZSC81 1993 $4,776.00 Beyond Repain 
195534 ENGLISH COMPUTER APPLE MS921LLA FI207SZIC81 1993 $4,776.00 Beyond Repairs 
195536 ENOLISH COMPUTER APPLE M5921LLA FI2075YXC81 1993 $4,776.00 Beyond Repai" 
195537 ENGi.lSII COMPUTER APPLE M5921LLA FI2075Z3C81 1993 $4,776,00 Beyond Repairs 
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llNM II) Dept. Turning In Equip Description Manufacturer Model Serial Year Aequ. Cost Reason Deleted 
195543 ENGLISII MONITOR APPLE MI044LLA S 120309JD07 1993 $1,055.00 Beyond Repai" 
195544 ENGLISH MONITOR APPLE MI044LLA S 120309FD07 1993 $1,055.00 Beyond Repai" 
195546 ENGLISII MONITOR APPLE MI044LLA SI20309ED07 1993 $1,055.00 neyond Repai" 
195548 ENOI.ISII MONITOR APPLE MI044J.J.A S 120309KD07 1993 51,055.00 n.yond Repai" 
195627 INTERNATIONAJ.I'RO COMPUTER ZENITII ZCV3726EF 107EC008978 1992 51,676.00 lI.yond Repai" 
195704 SOM-MEDICINE COMPUTER IBM 8555041 23PCDMR 1992 52,693.00 lI.yond Repairs 
195724 SOM-OBGYN FAX MACHINE CANON L770 C023433I 1992 $3,019.00 Beyond Repairs 
195815 GRADUATE STUDIES COMPUTER IBM 8555V41 23YVHZX 1992 $1,999.00 Beyond Repairs 
195820 ENGLISII COMPUTER APPLE MACLC E13461ZM0442 1992 $2,076.00 Beyond Repai" 
195822 ENGLISH MONITOR APPLE MACLC E1397HOM0442 1992 $1,697.00 lI.yond Repsi" 
195857 LlIlRAR Y -ZIMMERMA COMPUTER DIGITAL DEC SYSTEM5500 AB 1230 I AOX 1992 $68,431.00 Beyond Repairs 
196693 CHEMICAL ENGINEERI POWER SUPPL Y OMEGA OM992 9117005 1992 $5,430.00 Beyond Repairs 
196751 L1IlRARY-ZIMMERMA COMPUTER DIGITAL 55HTI AIl1460lPKU 1992 $8,251.00 Beyond Repairs 
196959 ENGLISH COMPUTER APPLE M0350 E 1433TXM0442 1992 $,,813.00 . Beyond Repairs 
197040 COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL NCD NCD17CRP6TWK 0792K005556 1993 $3,321.00 Beyond Repairs 
197300 WOMEN'S STUDIES COMPUTER CMS 286 N/A 1992 $1,222.00 Beyond Repail1 
197306 LInRARY -ZIMMERMA COMPUTER DIGITAL R400X AB14600QMX 1992 $43,355.00 Beyond Repail1 
197426 PIIYSICS & ASTRONO SUN SPARKST ATION II COMP SUN 147B 2351'1000 1993 SIO,165.00 Beyond Repail1 
197427 PIIYSICS & ASTRONO SUN SPARKSTATION IPC CO SUN 478 235M0162 1993 $4,987.00 Beyond Rcpall1 
197513 TIlE VARGAS PROJECT COMPUTER THOR 38640 N/A 1993 $1,529.00 Beyond Repairt 
197514 THE VARGAS PROJECT COMPUTER THOR 38640 N/A 1993 $1,529.00 Beyond Repairt 
197572 ELECTRICAL & COMP CPI J COMPUTER INTEL 2BI TOOOl4490 1993 $4,760.00 Beyond Repail1 
197693 ARCHITECTURE & PLA I'HINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33481A 3128JGlYYK 1992 $1,152.00 Oblolete 
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197883 VICE PROVOST FOR R' PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33459A 3151J11086 1993 $2,446.00 Oblolde 
198337 SOM-CANCER RES EAR COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 486DX2150 610074 1993 $3,155.00 lIeyond Repairs 
198596 COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL NCD NCDI7CRP6TWK 0792KOOS55 I 1993 $3,321.00 Beyond Repairs 
198758 SOM-SURGERY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 386SXI25 N/A 1993 $2,OS3.00 lIeyond Repairs 
198782 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU COMPUTER EQUUS 48633 63471 1993 $2,335.00 Deyond Repairs 
198812 COLLEGE OF PIIARMA CPU COMPUTER EQUUS 486/66DX 63926 1994 $3,204.00 Deyond Replirs 
198963 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER APPLE M0364LLB F2232M06C53 1993 $1,693.00 Beyond Repairs 
199009 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER WORKSTATION NCD NCDl7CRP6KD 0992KI07610 1993 $3,291.00 lIeyond Repairs 
199029 INTERNATIONAL PRO COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 386DX33 627196 1993 $1,754.00 Beyond Repairs 
199312 FOREIGN LANGUAGES COMPUTER PROFESSIONAL TEC 386SX25 N589180011 1993 $1,621.00 Beyond Repairs 
199318 ENGLISH COMPUTER ZENITH 2316SX 8048586 1993 $1,842.00 Beyond Repairs 
199321 STUDENT GOVERNME CPU COMPTER APPLE MI050 S0219WRTC97 1993 $1,585.00 Beyond Repairs 
199425 STUDENT GOVERNME PRINTER APPLE B0813LLA CA141XZPOIOI 1993 $1,455.00 Beyond Repairs 
199516 SURPLUS PROPERTY- COMPUTER CWI 48633DX PM92356 1993 $2,420.00 Beyond Repairs 
199519 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY COMPUTER CWI 48633DX PM92357 1993 $2,420.00 Deyond Repairs 
199606 FOREIGN LANGUAGES COMPUTER APPLE M03060 FC2402VIC53 1993 $1,559.00 Beyond Repairs 
199623 COMMUNICATIVE DIS COMPUTER CLINCHER NB5620 562092120490 1993 $1,455.00 Beyond Repairs 
199684 SOM·PATHOLOGY PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33491A 3211J34828 1993 $4,287.00' Beyond RepaiD 
199911 SURPLUS PROPERTY· MONITOR NCO NCO I 7CRP6KD 0992KI07513 1993 $3,291.00 Beyond RepaiD 
199912 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER WORKSTATION NCO NCO 17CRP6KD 0992K107474 1993 $3,291.00 Deyond Repairs 
199915 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER WORKSTATION NCO NCD17CRP6KD 0992KI08969 1993 $3,291.00 Deyond RepaiD 
200056 SOM-DEAN'S OFFICE COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 486DX33 724012 1993 $2,742.00 Beyond Repairs 
2(J0084 SOM·ASST DEAN-UNO COMPUTER APPLE M4300 F3244 140672 1993 $15,009.00 Beyond Repairs 
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200476 1'111 LOSOPII Y COMPUTER APPLE M4500LI.A FC24521l8450 1993 $2,093.00 Beyond Repain 
201191 PHYSICS & ASTRONO CONSAN liARD DRIVE CONSAN STI2400N WT003107 1994 51,445.00 Ilcyond Replan 
201376 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPlHER GATEWAY 2000 4DX33 1258957 1993 51,545.00 Beyond Repairs 
201943 MATHEMATICS & ST A CPU COMPUTER NCD 17MCP6TWKD 05930103363 1994 52,479.00 Beyond Repairs 
201948 TIIEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE CENTRIS 610 F23341.6ZCN7 1994 51,480.00 lIeyond Repain 
201955 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE CENTRIS610 F2334LAWCN7 1994 51,480.00 Beyond Repairs 
201959 TIIEATRE AND DANCE COMPlHER APPLE CENTRIS610 F2334KG6CN7 1994 51,480.00 Beyond Repairs 
201961 THEATRE ANI> DANCE COMPUTER APPLE CENTRIS 610 F2334LIJ3CN7 1994 51,480.00 Ucyond Repair. 
201966 ART MUSEUM COMPUTER ZENITH UBP003500 3HSARL009550 1994 51,562.00 Beyond Repairs 
201992 HISTORY CPU COMPUTER ZENITH UIlP003500 3HSARL009554 1994 51,562.00 Obsolete 
202024 COMPUTING CENTERJ COMPUTER NCD 17MCP6TWKD 05930103463 1994 52,479.00 Beyond Rep,i,. 
202025 COMPUTING CENTERJ TERMINAL NCD 17MCP6TWKD 05930103392 1994 52,479.00 Beyond Repain 
202034 COMPUTING CENTERJ COMPUTER NCD 17MCP6TWKD 05930103404 1994 52,479.00 Beyond Repain 
202038 COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL NCD 17MCP6TWKD 06930\ 04231 1994 52,479.00 Beyond Repairs 
202047 MATHEMATICS & STA COMPlJfER NCD 17MCP6TWKD 05930\ 035 18 1994 52,479.00 Beyond Repai" 
202055 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER NCD 17MCP6TWKD 05930103782 1994 $2,479.00 Beyond Repain 
202142 COMPUTING CENTERJ COMPlHER GATEWAY 2000 4DX33 1495068 1994 52,090.00 Beyond Repairs 
202169 COMPUTING CENTERJ COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX33V 1596674 1994 S2,200.00 Beyond Rep,ln 
202271 ENGLISH COMPUTER ZENITH UBP003300 37SARJOO0596 1993 SI,478.00 Beyond Repalll 
202342 MATHEMATICS & ST A COMPUTER STATION TATUNG TWSS040 3A04002340 1993 $6,000.00 Beyond Repalll 
202345 UNM Foundation, INC. COMPUTER SERVER COMPAQ 3080 6319HDT60138 1993 S6,716.00 Beyond Repairs 
203413 SOM-PSYCHIATRY COMPlJfER LAPTOP APPLE M4550 FC2452EU450 1993 SI,932.00 Beyond Rcpaill 
203511 THE VARGAS PROJECT COMPlJrER THOR 48633X 1043411 1994 52,558.00 lIeyond Repalll 
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203619 
203805 
203963 
203970 
204220 
2U4267 
204488 
204489 
204490 
204602 
204633 
204727 
204999 
205249 
205389 
205392 
205585 
205888 
205979 
206052 
206097 
206104 
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NUCLEAR ENGINEERI CPU COMPlITER 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY SCANNER 
TilE VARGAS PROJECT COMPUTER 
TIIEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER 
OFFICE OF l1NDERGRA COMPUTER 
SOM-MEDICINE CPU COMPUTER 
THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
COMPlITER 
COMPlITER 
COMPlITER 
COMPlITER 
OFFICE Of RESEARCH CPU COMPUTER 
PROVOST/ACADEMIC CPU COMPUTER 
STUDENT ACCOUNTIN COMPlITER 
• 
Manufacturer 
CRYOGENIC 
MIRROR TECH 
THOR 
APPLE 
GATEWAY 2000 
APPLE 
APPLE 
COl 
COl 
EOISON STEEL 
GATEWAY 2000 
APPLE 
ZENITH 
OATEWAY2000 
Model 
M4493 
800 
4863350128K 
QUA ORA 650 
4SX33 
MI205 
BI429LLA 
386SX25 
386SX25 
386DX40 
BABY AT 
M2113 
UBP003300 
4SX33 
COMPlITlNG CENTER! COMPlITER CONCENTRA TO SYNOPTICS 3000N 
COMMUNICATIVE DIS COMPUTER 
COMMUNICATIVE DIS COMPlITER 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
SOM-PATHOLOOY 
COMPlITER 
COMPlITER 
COMPlITER 
SOM-CANCER RES EAR COMPlITER 
MEDIA ARTS PROORA COMPlITER 
SOM-B10MED SCIENC COMPUTER 
APPLE 
GRASS 
660AV 
12Ca23 
WIN 386SX 
ZENITH UBP003300 
PINNACLE MICRO SIERRA 
APPLE 
OATEWAY2000 
OATEWA Y 2000 
M4440 
4DX33 
4DX33 
Serial 
HFA93CI18 
S8301209 
1046131 
FC3491B4 ICE 
1686694 
CK3365L9CA2 
LC3334MIVA3 
C910901319 
N/A 
N/A 
2049476 
FC35005KIJO 
3LSARJOl3220 
1628503 
1718894 
XB337BYQCD9 
51Q39M 
N/A 
3LSARJOl2649 
110200366 
FC09RYC44I 
1968583 
1968590 
• 
Year Acqu. Co,t ReasonDeleted 
1993 $1,530,00 lIeyond Repairs 
1994 $1,923,00 lIeyond Repairs 
1994 $1,921.00 lIeyond Repairs 
1994 $2,941.00 lIeyond Repairs 
1994 $1,465,00 lIeyond Repaira 
1994 $2,347,00 lI.yond Repain 
1994 $1,643,00 lIoyollllllopal" 
1993 $1,345.00 lIeyond Repain 
1993 $1,484,00 Beyond Repairs 
1994 $1,260.00 lIeyond Repain 
1994 $2,740,00 lIeyond Repairs 
1994 $1,812,00 Oblolele 
1994 $1,333.00 Oeyond Repairs 
1994 $1,5 I 5,00 Beyond Repairs 
1994 $1,402,00 Beyond Repain 
1994 $2,293,00 Beyond Repain 
1994 $3,576.00 Beyond Repairs 
1994 $1,239.00 Beyond Repairs 
1994 $2,377.00 Beyond Repain 
1994 $3,175.00 Beyond Repairs 
1994 $2,286.00 Beyond Repairs 
1994 $1,985,00 Beyond Repairs 
1994 $1,985,00 Beyond Repairs 
-~.~~~~-- ............•..•.••.•.•.•..•.....• 
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206108 SOM-PATHOLOGY COMPUTER APPLE M2765 FC403D3B453 1994 $2,087.00 Beyond Repairs 
206514 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P560 2560347 1995 $3,149.00 Beyond Repairs 
206518 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P560 2560353 1995 $2,489.00 Beyond Repairs 
206674 CHEMICAL ENGINEERI COMPUTER FILE SERVER COMTRADE QUANT RUM 33466 1994 $5,282.00 Beyond Replirs 
207163 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPlJ1'ER ADAPTEK 520MB PENTIUM 1995 $6,566.00 lIeyond Repairs 
207414 PHYS PLANT-fORD UT COMPUTER COMPAQ 3200 6408HJA55057 1994 $1,299.00 Beyond Repairs 
207427 CIVIL ENGINEERING COMPUTER IBM f51 23KfBVP 1995 $1,374.00 lIeyond Repairs 
207886 BIOLOGY SCANNER EPSON FLATW/OCRPHOT 1 TQOO04376 1995 $1,349.00 Beyond Repairs 
207986 TAOS EDUCATION CE PRINTER PANASONIC KXP4430 2KMBIU28518 1995 $1,075.00 Beyond Repairs 
208005 TAOS EDUCATION CE PRINTER PANASONIC KXP4430 2KMDIU29 129 1994 $1,075.00 Beyond Repairs 
208010 TAOS EDUCATION CE COMPUTER IBM 486DX266 28216 1995 $1,425.00 lIeyond Repail'l 
208277 ENGLISH COMPUTER ZENITH UBC00270001 4GSBWN004312 1995 $1,540.00 Beyond Repairs 
208279 ENGLISH COMPUTER ZENITH UBC0027000 I 4GSBWN003838 1995 $1,999.00 Beyond Replirs 
208543 LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA COMPUTER ZENITH ZSELECTPT 4SSCAGOO0309 1995 $2,111.00 Beyond Repairs 
208602 COLLEGE Of fiNE ART COMPUTER DELL XPSP60 47Y7W 1995 $2,119.00 Beyond Repairs 
208607 MUSIC COMPUTER DELL XPSP60 47Y7T 1995 $2,742.00 Beyond Repairs 
209229 SOM-EMERGENCY ME CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 3510803 1995 $1,892.00 Beyond Repail'l 
209312 SOM-PSYCIIIATRY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 3175845 1995 $2,040.00 Beyond Repairs 
209459 LIBRARY-FINE ARTS COMPUTER ZENITH ZSELECTPT 54SCAGOO127S 1995 $2,111.00 Beyond Repairs 
209461 LIBRARY-ZIMMERMA COMPUTER ZENITH ZSELECTPT 4SSCAGOO0330 1995 $2,647.00 Beyond Repairs 
209552 EOUC-PHYSICAL PERF COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 3239497 1995 $2,180.00 Oblolete 
209702 SOM-PAHIOLOGY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P590 2814230 1995 $3,190.00 Beyond Repairs 
210002 SOM-PATHOLOGY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P590 3053891 1995 $3,245.00 Beyond Repairs 
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210025 LIBRARY-ZIMMERMA' COMPUTER ZENITH ZSELECTPT 4SSCAGOOO332 1995 $2,111.00 Beyon~ Repairs 
210026 LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA COMPUTER ZENITH ZSELECTPT 4SSCAG000331 1995 $2,111.00 Beyond Repairs 
210027 LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA COMPUTER ZENITH ZSELECTPT 4SSCAGOO0316 1995 $2,111.00 Beyond Repai .. 
210409 SOM-CIfILDRENS I'SY COMPUTER GA TEWA Y 2000 1'590 3235127 1995 $3,324.00 Beyond Repai", 
210421 SOM-CHILDRENS PSY PRINTER llEWLETT PACKAR SCANJET IIC 3265A58812 1994 $1,215.00 lIeyond Repah. 
210483 SOM-CIIILDRENS PSY CPU GATEWAY 2000 P575 4494015 1996 $1.613.00 lIeyond Repal .. 
210483 SOM-CIIlLlJRENS I'SY COMl'lJl'ER GATEWAY 2000 1'575 4494015 1996 $1,613.00 lI.yond Repairs 
2\0813 III STORY CPU COMPUTER DELL 466DM 4CWNW 1995 $1,419.00 Oblole •• 
2 \0814 III STORY CPU COMPUTER DELL 466DM 4CWNY 1995 $1,419.00 Beyond Repairs 
210815 III STORY CPU COMPUTER DELL 466DM 4CWNS 1995 $1,419.00 Obsole., 
210816 HISTORY CPU COMPlITER DELL 466DM 4CWNZ 1995 $1,419.00 Ob,ol,., 
210817 HISTORY CPU COMPlITER DELL 466DM 4CWPO 1995 $1,419.00 Ob,olel. 
210818 HISTORY CPU COMPUTER DELL 466DM 4CWNS 1995 $1,544.00 Obsolete 
210952 PHILOSOPHY COMPUTER APPLE M3632 XB5022PV41 X 1995 $2,029.00 Beyond Repairs 
211027 COLLEGE OF PHARMA CPU COMPUTER EQUUS 1'133 N/A 1996 $3,698.00 B,yond Repairs 
212851 MATHEMATICS & ST A CPU COMPUTER lITRON P90W N/A 1995 $3,291.00 Beyond Repai .. 
213421 ENGLISH COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 2898496 1995 $1,875.00 Beyond Repairs 
2136\0 COMPUTING CENTER! MONITOR GATEWAY 2000 PS75 3540371 1996 $2,369.00 Beyond Repairs 
213822 STUlJENT GOVERNME COMPlHER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 3422314 1995 $1,836.00 Beyond Repai .. 
214094 SPANISH AND PORTUG COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 BABY AT 2988746 1995 $1,810.00 Beyond Repairs 
214096 SPANISH ANlJ I'ORTLJG COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 BABY AT 2988744 1995 $1,8\0.00 Beyond Repai", 
214176 SOM·MEDICINE CPU COMPUTER COMPUTER WAREH 486DX266 246813 1995 $2,585.00 Deyond Repairs 
214319 COMtvllJNICATIVE DIS CO!vH'UTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 3674578 1996 $2,048.00 Deyond Repairs 
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214712 MUSIC COMPUTER UTRON 486DX4100 ANNAM011 1996 $1,570.00 Beyond Repairs 
214781 SURPLUS PROPERTY- VIDEO PROJECTOR ELECTRO HOME SPC3501 104280001 1996 $12,198.00 Beyond Repairs 
215120 SOM-PATHOLOGY COMPUTER APPLE 6100/66 XB53705S4TZ 1996 $2,155.00 Beyond Repairs 
215422 MATIIEMATICS & STA CPU COMPUI'El~ TATlJNO COMpS 5F28002222 1996 $4,934.00 lJeyond Repairs 
215615 . SPANISII AND I'OIrI'lJO COMPUTER AI'I'L1! M342ILLA XC44929Q3112 1995 $I,616.0() lIeyund lIepI;" 
215736 PIIILOSOPHY COMPUTER ZENITH ZSELECT 50SCWD006206 1996 $1,164.00 Beyond Repairs 
215766 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER POWER COMPlJTIN POWERIOODT 0790683 1995 $2,844.00 Beyond Repai" 
215836 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 BABY AT 3574219 1996 $2,021.00 Beyond Repairs 
215994 VP INSTITUTIONAL A COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 H59929 1996 $2,634.00 Beyond RepailS 
215996 VP INSTITUTIONAL A COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 H59928 1996 $2,634.00 Beyond Repairs 
215999 VI' INSTITUTIONAL A COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSI20 3559927 1996 $2,634.00 Beyond Repairs 
216240 UNM Foundation, INC. . COMPUTER GA TEWA Y 2000 1'590 3387068 1995 $2,437.00 Beyond Repaill 
216389 COMMUNICATIVE DIS COMPUTER IBM A5949 78CMHD1 1996 $4,167.00 Beyond Repairs 
216395 OFFICE OF RESEARCH CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5-100 3677579 1996 $2,677.00' Beyond Repairs 
216415 SOM-PATHOLOGY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5100 3464308 1996 $3,341.00 Beyond Repairl 
216675 STUDENT GOVERN ME COMPlffER GATEWAY 2000 P575 3665843 1996 $2,174.00 Beyond Repairl 
216720 SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL COMPlffER APPLE 7100 FC4420173YM 1995 $3,453.00 Beyond Repairs 
216791 SPANISH AND PORTUG COMPUTER ZENITH UBC110000 5 KSDJAOOI 1S3 1996 $1,768.00 Deyond Repairs 
216906 PI-IYS PLANT-INFORM COMPUrER SAGER NS9540D 570990 1996 $2,960.00 Beyond Repairs 
216912 PIIYS PLANT-FORD UT COMPlffER UTRON P75 7570395 1996 $2,550.00 Beyond Repairs 
216916 WATER RESOURCES A CPU COMPUrER DELL MM5 5HMM2 1996 $2,377.00 Beyond Repairl 
216941 COMPlfflNG CENTER! COMPlffER GATEWAY 2000 P575 3741695 1996 $2,350.00 Beyond Repairs 
216944 COMPIITING CENTER! COMl'UrER GATEWAY 2000 P575 3741712 1996 $2,015.00 Beyond Repairs 
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217142 COMPUTING CENTERJ COMPUTER APPLE PWRMAC8500 XB5460443FT 1996 $4,554.00 Beyond Ropai .. 
217148 COMPUTING CENTERJ COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 2615971 1995 $1,807.00 Beyond R.pai .. 
217363 CIIEMICAL ENG/NEERI COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 1'575 3815823 1996 $2,479.00 Beyond R.pairJ 
217497 STUDENT PIJIlLICATIO COMPUTER MICRON 1'75 OOOS 1996 $1,665.00 lIeyond Repli .. 
217899 SOM-CIIILDRENS PSY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 4768483 1996 $2,578.00 Beyond Repaira 
218290 PIIYS PLANT-I'ORD UT COMPUTER UTRON P75 7582324 1996 $2,550.00 Beyond Repain 
218400 PHYS PLANT-ACCOUN COMPUTER UTRON PI20 7582321 1996 $2,850.00 Beyond Repli .. 
218409 PHYS PLANT-INI'ORM COMPUTER SERVER HEWLETT PACKAR 51001,11 SG54201837 1996 $11,078.00 Deyond Repal .. 
218968 HSC-ASSOC DEAN CLI COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5-100 4726784 1996 $2,283.00 Beyond Ropai .. 
219334 STUDENT GOVERNME CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 4594972 1996 $2,267.00 Beyond Repairs 
219390 FOREIGN LANGUAGES COMPUTER ZENITH ZDK6662QO 62SDZAOOOOOI 1996 $1,389.00 Beyond Repairs 
220064 COMMUNICATIVE DIS COMPUTER IBM THINKPAD 78KTlI89 1996 $3,763.00 Deyond Repain 
220381 SOM-OBGYN CPU COMPLJfER VISTA P90 012267 1996 $1,889.00 Beyond Repain 
220581 SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL COMPUTER APPLE 72001120 FC6199816MY 1996 $2,371.00 Beyond RepaiD 
220996 SOM-OBGYN CPU COMPUTER MICRON PeIOO 6661470002 1997 $2,028.00 Beyond RepaiD 
220997 SOM-OOGYN CPU COMPUTER MICRON PCIOO 6661470001 1997 $2,028.00 Beyond RepaiD 
221287 ART MUSEUM COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5100 4354040 1996 $1,916.00 Beyond RepaiD 
221288 ART MIJSElJM COMPlJI'ER GATEWAY 2000 1'5100 4356142 1996 $2,865.00 Beyond Repai .. 
221539 UNM-SANT A FE COMPLJfER ZENITII ZYP8570QL 5JSDD800784I 1996 $1,999.00 Beyond Repairs 
221540 UNM-SANT A FE COMPUTER ZENITH ZCM 1450 lJI' M I ZE5052009978 1996 $1,999.00 Beyond RepaiD 
221630 GltADUATE STUDIES COMPUTER UTRON P75 CUE20018596 1997 $1,554.00 Beyond Repai .. 
221632 GRADUATE STUDIES COMPUTER UTRON P75 CUE8001873 I 1997 $1,704.00 Beyond Repair> 
221633 GRADUATE STUDIES COMPUTER UTRON P75 CUE20018600 1997 $1,704.00 Beyond Repai .. 
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221714 KNME-TV COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5-133 6750091 1997 $1,663.00 lleyond Rep.i,. 
221715 SOM-CIIILDRENS PSY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PS-133 67S0094 1997 $1,663.00 Beyond Repai,. 
221718 SOM-CIIILDRENS PSY COMPlITER GATEWAY 2000 PS-IB 67S0092 1997 $1,663.00 Deyond Repai,. 
221897 PURCIIASING COMPUTER ZENITII ZMU877ISJ N363042347 1997 $1,624.00 Deyond Repai,. 
222191 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPlHER EXTENSA PlOD 391666S1409 1997 $2,823.00 Deyond Repai,. 
222222 PIIYS PLANT-FORD UT COMPUTER METRO COMPUTER P75 N/A 1997 $1,650.00 Beyond Repai,. 
222256 PURCHASING COMPUTER ZENITH A940TWRA N364002648 1997 $1,624.00 Beyond RepI;,. 
222595 PHYS PLANT-INFORM COMPUTER METRO COMPUTER PI20 RlCKE03-2 1997 $I,7S0.00 Beyond Repain 
222628 STUDENT GOVERN ME COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 5828992 1997 $1,714.00 Beyond Repai .. 
222697 SOM-CIIILDRENS PSY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PS-200 7026569 1997 $2,099.00 Beyond Repai .. 
222705 SOM-CH1LDRENS PSY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5-133 7035927 1997 $1,529.00 Deyond Rep.i .. 
224416 SOM-OBGYN COMPUTER ASTPREMIUM BRAVO MS T 5133 216AUOO04604 1997 $2,388.00 Beyond Repain 
224419 SOM-OBGYN CPU COMPUTER ASTPREMIUM BRAVO MS T 5133 236AUOO05419 1997 $2,087.00 Beyond Repai,. 
224717 SOM-CHILDRENS PSY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 5299404 1996 $1,915.00 Beyond Repain 
224984 UNM Foundation, INC. COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 G6200 9000022927 1997 $2,336.00 Beyond Repain 
224988 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 6328539 1997 $1,773.00 Deyond Repal,. 
225291 SOM-OBGYN CPU COMPUTER ASTPREMIUM P133 216AUOO04672 1997 $2,058.00 Beyond Repai .. 
225560 SOM-CHILDRENS PSY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5-200 7077340 1997 $2,148.00 neyond Repol,. 
225585 BIOLOGY COMPUTER PANASONIC S21 1'120154 1997 $1,100.00 Deyond Rep.!,. 
225732 COMPUTER SCIENCE COMPUTER MICRON EL2000 8374460001 1997 $10,829.00 Beyond Repain 
225934 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPlITER GATEWAY 2000 PSI66 6505717 1997 $2,130.00 Beyond Repain 
226231 UNM·SANT A FE C(i/lWUTER PACKARD BELL CIIS Y130404804 1997 $1,070.00 Beyond Repain 
226349 EDlJC-TEACIIER EDUC COMPLJfER UTRON P166 P771752 1997 $1,775.00 Beyond Repai .. 
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233767 PIIYS Pl.ANT-AREA T COMPlITER METRO COMPlITER lJrRON UEA98081142 1999 $1,650.00 Ileyond Repairs 
234222 SOM-niOMED SCIENC COPIER MACIIiNE CANON 6412F NLJP03874 1999 $1,433.00 Beyond Repairs 
235225 PIIYS Pl.ANT-REMODE COMPUTER METRO COMPUTER 1'2266MMX NIA 1999 $1,765.00 Beyond Repai ... 
235582 STUDENT PUDLICATIO COMPlITER MUl.TIMEDIA PII300MHZ 20599PI12099 1999 $1,655.00 Ileyond Repairs 
240850 COLLEGE OF PIIARMA CPU COMPlfrER EQUUS 48633 62652 1993 $1,959.00 Beyond Repairs 
241461 UNM Foundation, INC. COMPlITER APPLE MACGJ XA851009D8G 2000 $2,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
244651 ALLIANCE TRANSPOR COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5-90 4141337 1998 $3,311.00 Beyond Repairs 
244652 ALLIANCE TRANSPOR COMPUTER DELL OPTIPLEX GXM51 6PM86 ~ $2,357.00 Beyond Repairs 
244653 ALLIANCE TRANSPOR COMPlITER MICRON MS4PE W/P 133 708868002 !Jti $2,800.00 Beyond Repairs 
244655 ALLIANCE TRANSPOR COMPIITER DIGITAL A75WW VENTURI KN72I CSL77 1998 $2,584.00 Beyond Repairs 
Count of Items to Auction 305 Cost of Items to Auction $948,884.00 
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67654 CIlEMICALINUCLEAR CLEAN BENCH ENVIRCO NIA 2939 1969 $1,447.00 Beyond Repei" 
121898 SOM-BJOCI-IEM. & MOL FREEZER FORMA SCIENTIFIC 8138 80013-3 1978 $2,032.00 Beyond Repel" 
138676 CIIEMISTRY GAL VANOSTAT PRINCETON NIA 21108 1978 $4,177.00 lI.yond Repeirs 
147137 HARWOOD FOUNDATI CPU ZEOS PANTERA90 10256632 1996 $3,122.00 Ob,olele 
164373 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO MIC~O PROCESSOR COLLINS 02786 0121 1984 $1,650.00 Ob,olele 
164374 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO MICRO PROCESSOR COLLINS 02786 0247 1984 $2,600.00 Ob,olele 
164376 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO MICRO PROCESSOR COLLINS 02786 0242 1984 $2,600.00 Obsolele 
164378 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO MICRO PROCESSOR COLLINS 02786 0145 1984 $2,600.00 Obsolele 
165953 CIIEMICALINVCLEAR PRESS LAB BUEHLER SIMPLIMET II 362NS-2915 1985 $1,350.00 Ob,olele 
169775 MECHANICAL ENGINE COMPUTER ZENITH ZF-151-52 505DDI198C 1985 $1,617.00 Beyond Repei" 
178462 MECHANICAL ENGINE COMPUTER ZENITH ZF-158-42 611EE1295 1986 $2,458.00 Beyond Repal" 
178463 SURPLUS PROPERTY· COMPUTER ZENITH ZW·158-43 537DF0824 1986 $2,442.00 Beyond Repab1 
179347 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE SE 6NM5010 1987 $2,129.00 Beyond Repal" 
181321 BIOLOGY COMPUTER ZENITH ZDHI211-BO 731CH0305 1988 $1,100.00 Beyond Repal" 
181343 LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA MICROPRINTER CANON PC 80 33102405 1987 $4,325.00 Ob,olele 
181543 CHEMISTRY COMPUTER APPLE M2503 F645BHW 1987 $1,681.00 Beyond Repal" 
181549 CHEMISTRY COMPUTER APPLE MAC PLUS F62826E 1986 $2,738.00 Beyond Repel" 
182095 HSC·POSTAL SERVICE PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR 33440A 2718J63158 1988 $2,276.00 Ob.olele 
IS2990 SOM-ADMISSIONS & S PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2803J01352 1988 $1,609.00 Ob,olele 
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183036 EDUC-EDUCATION SPE MONITOR APPLE MAC PLUS 17SGMOOIA 1988 $2,114.00 Beyond Repairs 
183799 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY VIDEO RECORDER POLAROID N/A M009288 1988 $1,824.00 Beyond Repairs 
183860 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE MACH 166J9M5030 1988 $3,644.00 Beyond Repairs 
183875 COMPUTER SCIENCE COMPUTER SUN 3/60 8201'1500 1988 $5,135.00 Ob.ole'o 
184155 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE MACSE 1'846 ... 06 1989 $1,842.00 Boyond Repsi .. 
184167 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE MACH 1'848004 1989 $2,015.00 Beyond Repairs 
184380 SOM-FAMIL Y & COMM PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2851J15152 1989 $1,727.00 Beyond RepaiR 
185415 SOM-RADIOLOGY PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2841A15647 1989 $4,376.00 Oboole'. 
186008 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPlJrER MEMOREX TELEX 7040 G83702352 1989 $2,476.00 Beyond Repairs 
186044 SURPLUS PROPERTY- COMPUTER APPLE MAC II F846C5G 1989 $5,023.00 Beyond Repairs 
186241 CTR MICRO-ENGINEE COMPlJrER IBM N/A 728296944 1991 $46,341.00 Beyond Repairs 
186911 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE MACSE/30 E91600K 1989 $2,886.00 Beyond Repairs 
187262 BIOLOGY SCANNER APPLE A9M0337 9220670 1990 $1,322.00 Beyond Repairs 
187306 EDUC-COLLEGE OF ED PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2914J2463I 1990 $1,671.00 Beyond Repairs 
188064 SOM-MOL GENETICS/ PRINTER APPLE M6000 CA843 MOP 1989 $3,081.00 Beyond Repairs 
188073 UNIVERSITY HONORS PRINTER APPLE M6000 CA9115P3 1990 $3,442.00 Beyond Repairs 
188238 SOM-MEDICINE PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2928J90644 1990 $1,701.00 Obsolet. 
188243 SURPLUS PROPERTY· COMPlJrER APPLE MACSE F92648GK02 1990 $3,281.00 . Beyond Repairs 
188244 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY COMPlJI'ER APPLE MACSE F9237L7 1990 $2,699.00 Beyond Repairs 
188247 LINGUISTICS COMPlJrER APPLE MACHCX F926417 1990 $3,860.00 Beyond Repairs 
188257 MUSIC COMPlJrER APPLE MACHCX F92640R 1990 $4,209.00 Beyond Repairs 
188781 UNIVERSITY SECRETA DESKTOP IBM 30 23-U006699 1990 $2,299.00 Ob,ole'e 
i89848 SOM-RADIOLOGY PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR liP 3003JAOAQR 1990 $1,048.00 Beyond Repairs 
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190401 SOM-ADMISSIONS & S PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33449A 2945J85989 1990 $1,485.00 ObsolclCI 
191330 BIOLOGY DISK DRIVE DIGITAL SZI2CCA AB036600RKH 1991 $9,975.00 Beyond Repairs 
191343 ART & ART HISTORY COPIER SHARP SF8300 06612196 1991 $2,555.00 Beyond Repairs 
191714 SOM-CANCER RES EAR PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33449A 3033AI8175 1991 $1,509.00 Obsolete 
191794 SOM·CELL 13I0LOGY & COMPUTER UNKNOWN CZ805A 07K03779 1991 $2,658.00 Beyond Repairs 
192917 SOM-MEDICAL INVEST PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 333471A 301IJH3090 1991 $1,015.00 Beyond Repairs 
192969 EDUC-INDIVlDlJAL,FA COMPUTER IBM 8530731 23ADARA 1991 $1,649.00 Beyond Repai ... 
193227 MECHANICAL ENGINE COMPUTER ZENITH Z386SX OS I AFO 10540 1991 $2,228.00 Beyond Repairs 
193434 BIOLOGY DISK DRIVE DIGITAL SZI2CXA ABI2600JRB 1992 $3,181.00 Beyond Repairs 
193435 BIOLOGY DISK DRIVE DIGITAL SZI2CXA ABI2600KP7 1992 $3,181.00 Beyond Repal ... 
193440 BIOLOGY TAPE DRIVE DIGITAL TLZ04DA HBII311170 1992 $2,377.00 Beyond Repal ... 
193441 BIOLOGY TAPE DRIVE DIGITAL TLZ04DA HBII311179 1992 $2,377.00 Beyond Repairs 
193449 BIOLOGY OPTICAL DISK PINNACLE MICRO RE0650 D4801 1992 $4,50S.00 Obsolet. 
193450 BIOLOGY DISK DRIVE PINNACLE MICRO RE0650 D4802 1992 $4,50S.00 Beyond Repai ... 
19364S EDUC-EDUCATION SPE MONITOR APPLE CLASSIC E 1073GDM0435 1991 $1,487.00 Beyond Repairs 
193834 SOM-MEn LAB SCIENC COMPUTER ZENITH Z386SX 104CCOl1849 1991 $2,143.00 Obsolet. 
194277 SOM-PATHOLOGY SCOPE TABLE SCIENTIFIC INST 10 HEADED MlCROSCP TBL 1992 $1,010.00 Beyond Repairs 
194328 SOM-PHYSICAL THER COMPUTER APPLE M0435LLA BCLTM0420 1992 $1,086.00 Obsolete 
194960 EDUC-EDUCATION SPE MONITOR APPLE M0442LLA BGMI296 1992 $1,908.00" Beyond Repairs 
195096 SOM·EI'ICCINM TUMO COMPUTER HEWLETT PACKAR AI094A 6131A02970 1992 $27,203.00 ( Beyond Repairs 
195097 SOM·EPICCINM TUMO COMPIJl'ER HEWLETT PACKAR C2213A 3124AI6086 1992 $6,300.00 Beyond Repairs 
195198 BIOLOGY COMPUTER SUN MICROSYSTEM 478 I31M3313 1992 $6,804.00 Beyond Repairs 
19S206 BlOLOOY WORKSTATION SUN 47 136FI780 1992 $S,152.00 Beyond Repairs 
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195467 PHYS PLANT-AREA Til COMPUTER ZENITH 2CV3276EF 107EC008703 1992 SI,425.00 Obsolete 
195468 PIIYS PLANT-AREA TH COMPUTER ZENITH 2CV3276EF 107EC008686 1992 SI,425.00 Obsolete 
195501 PROVOST/ACADEMIC DESKTOP ZENITII 2CV3276EF 107EC008733 1992 SI,425.00 Obsolete 
195558 SOM-PEDIATRICS PRINTER HEWLETT I'ACKAR 33449A 3116JAS616 1992 SI,509.00 neyond Rerelre 
195618 SOM-PEDIATRICS COMPUTER liAR V ARt) API' ARAT 44 A33912 1992 52,552.00 Obsolete 
195678 BIOLOGY CD ROM DRIVE SUN N/A 14602032 1992 SI,600.00 Beyond Repel ... 
19.5848 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER ZENITH ZCV3726E1' 107ECOO08952 1992 SI,668.00 Oblolete 
196022 MUSIC COMPUTER MARATHON 386 901748 1992 $2,593.00 Beyond Repairs 
196047 COMMUNICATIVE DIS COMPUTER COMPUADD 333 482735 1992 S4,44 1.00 Oblolete 
196409 BIOLOGY COMPUTER PORTABLE APPLE M5416 F2145HA9706 1993 $2,654.00 Oblolete 
1964.51 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER IBM L40.5X 23CV748 1992 S3,319.00 Obsolete 
196484 CONTINUING EDUCAT FAX MACHINE SHARP F04900 10100213 1992 $2,185.00 Obsolete 
197295 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER APPLE M0360 CK211216C53 1992 $2,823.00 Obsolete 
197477 SOM-DEPT OF NEUROS COMPUTER NORTHGATE SP433 264006 1992 S3,S7I.00 Beyond Repel ... 
198284 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER HEWLETTPACKAR 13S0SX 3141A02263 1993 S5,413.00 Obsolete 
198339 SOM-PROGRAM EVAL, PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR HP33481A 3208JLOD22 1993 SI,041.00 Obsolete 
198370 BIOLOGY WORKSTATION SUN MICROSYSTEM 1 PC 228M2186 1993 S2,702.00 Beyond Repai ... 
198578 SOM-PEDIATRICS MONITOR APPLE 140 N/A 1993 S2,S24.00 Ob.olete 
198588 SOM-OCCUPATIONAL COMPUTER APPLE IISI FC218CONC53 1993 S2,556.00 Beyond Repein 
198589 SOM-OCCUPATIONAL PRINTER APPLE M2000 CA212G6SM201 1993 SI,45S.00 Oblolete 
198823 CONTINUING EDUCAT PRINTER APPLE M2000 CAI42XRLMOI0 1993 SI,118.00 Beyond Repain 
198897 BIOLOGY DISK DRIVE DIGITAL SZI2CXA AB22501MJ7 1993 SI,968.00 Beyond Repairs 
199022 VI' FOR STUDENT AFF COMPUTER ZENITH ZWL32006 22EDOOl756 1993 S2,409.00 Beyond Repaira 
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199189 SOM.QBGYN PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR 33449A 322 I AS0994 1993 $1,501.00 Obsolete 
199490 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 ZXP25S4 305358 1993 $2,789.00 Beyond Repai .. 
199534 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER HEWLETT PACKAR 386125N 3229501256 1993 $1,686.00 Oblolete 
199820 LANGUAGE LEARNIN COMPUTER APPLE KOI02LLA FI2386AI718 1993 $3,923.00 neyond Repal .. 
199887 BIOLOGY CPU SUN 478 226M0898 1993 $6,824.00 Ohaolel. 
199924 COMPUTING CENTERJ POWER SUPPL Y TRIPPE VAI200D 0904001 1993 $1,699.00 Obaolete 
199959 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX33V 1475265 1993 $3,020.00 Ob,olel. 
200533 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER HEWLETT PACKAR D2492A 3235S00992 1993 $1,486.00 Beyond Repal .. 
200535 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER HEWLETTPACKAR D2492A 3232501601 1993 $1,453.00 Beyond Repal .. 
200708 SOM-CANCER RES EAR PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR C200lA USBBI08221 1993 $2,550.00 Ob,olel. 
201573 SOM.QCCUPATIONAL COMPUTER APPLE MI254 SG317FOJVA2 1993 $2,139.00 Obaolet. 
201750 BIOLOGY DISK DRIVE DIGITAL SZI2JJA AB32504PPC 1994 $8,857.00 Beyond Repairs 
201949 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE CENTRIS610 F2334LAUCN7 1994 $1,480.00 Beyond Repal .. 
202957 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266V 1360115 1993 $3,815.00 Obsolete 
204141 COMPUTER SCIENCE COMPUTER HEWLETT PACKAR C2711A 3250C25455 1994 $4,663.00 Beyond Repal .. 
204266 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE BI430LLA F2336J8UCN7 1994 $1,480.00 Beyond Repal .. 
204275 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE LC III LC3346REVA3 1994 $1,356.00 ileyond Repal .. 
204332 GALLES SUPERCOMPU COMPUTER METRO 486DX33 N/A 1994 $2,654.00 neyond Repll .. 
204577 ATHLETICS COMPUTER ZENITH UBP003300 3 LSARJO I 2646 1994 $2,048.00 Beyond R.pal .. 
204771 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX33V 2020930 1994 $2,110.00 Ob,olete 
204780 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 2137361 1994 $2,045.00 Ob,olete 
204946 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP !'HINTER HEWLETT PACKAR CI790A 3316J26480 1994 $3,665.00 Obsolete 
205311 HARWOOD fOUNDATI CPU SYSTEM GATEWAY 200(J 4SX33 1443712 1994 $1,785.00 Obsolete 
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205464 UNIVERSITY BUSINES PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR C200lA USTB070389 1994 $1,500,00 Obsol .. e 
205788 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 BABY AT 2206857 1994 $3,374,00 Beyond Repai,. 
205861 SPECIAL SERVICES·UP MONITOR APPLE M1298 S12220WCD07 1992 $1,055.00 Oblolete 
206418 SOM-CHiLDRENS PSY COPIER RICOH FT4727 A31173020152 1994 $6,866.00 Beyond Repal,. 
206647 PPD·ENGINEERING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 2231816 1994 $1,809.00 Obsolete 
206822 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE MONITOR GATEWAY 2000 NEC 17" 4875223LA 1995 $1,070.00 Beyond Repal,. 
206847 JOURNAL OF ANTHRO COMPUTER ZENITH ZSL4434 45SBDA007346 1994 $1,528.00 Beyond Repai .. 
206989· SOM·PHYSICAL THER COMPUTER APPLE M1878LLA XB42IBUGI 7S 1994 $2,994.00 Beyond Repal,. 
207011 SOM-PHYSICAL THER COMPUTER APPLE M2196LLA XB4229ZHIGV 1994 $2,398.00 Oblolete 
207016 GALLESSUPERCOMPU COMPUTER IBM 9334501 2650535 1994 $9,920.00 Beyond Repail1l 
207171 COMPUTING CENTERI COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 3046990 1995 $3,064.00 Beyond Repalre 
207848 SOM-BI0CHEM. & MOL COMPUTER MICRO PROFFESSIO 486DX266 700125544 1995 $1,918.00 Beyond Repai .. 
208250 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER COMPAQ 2840 7404HDX21608 1995 $1,299.00 Beyond Repail1l 
208251 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER COMPAQ 2840 740lHDX22364 1995 $1,299.00 Beyond Repaln 
208252 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER COMPAQ 2840 7401 HDX22398 1995 $1,299.00 Beyond Ropai .. 
208253 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER COMPAQ 2840 7401 HDX22400 1995 $1,299.00 Beyond Repel .. 
208254 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP COMPUTER COMPAQ 2840 7401HDX22366 1995 $1,299.00 Beyond Repal .. 
208287 MUSIC COMPUTER APPLE MI20S F1312HLMCC5 1993 $3,75l.00 Beyond Repal .. 
208298 STUDENT GOVERNME COMPUTER UTRON 486DX266 N/A 1995 $3,712.00 Beyond Repel .. 
208299 STUDENT GOVERNME COMPUTER UTRON 486DX266 N/A 1995 $4,974.00 Beyond Repal .. 
208337 NATIVE AMERICAN ST COMPUTER APPLE M1787 XB43659S3WQ 1995 $1,945.00 Beyond Repsl .. 
208369 GAI.LES SUPERCOMPU VIEW STATION HUMAN DESIGNED BAJ2S1083001 0408019310 1995 $1,530.00 Beyond Repaln 
208635 SOM-PSYCIiIATRY COMPUTER APPLE MI227 FC2320VI 1993 $1,829.00 Beyond Repai .. 
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208816 GALLES SUPERCOMPU VIEW STATION HUMAN DESIGNED BAG25008200 1 0408019300 1995 $1,S30.00 Beyond Rep"llI 
208831 GALLES SUPERCOMPU VIEW STATION HUMAN DESIGNED BAl23 I 08300 1 0408019315 1995 $1,S30.00 Beyond Repallll 
208833 GALLES SLJPERCOMPLJ VIEW STATION HLJMAN DESIGNED BALIS0042001 0408019298 1995 $1,069.00 Beyond Repallll 
208838 GALLES SLJPERCOMPLJ VIEW STATION HUMAN DESIGNED BAJ23 1083001 0408019309 1995 $1,530.00 Beyond Repallll 
208908 SOM-ANESTIIESIOLOG COMPUTER APPLE MI205 FC338DTZCA2 1994 $2,602.00 Beyond Repallll 
209014 GALLES SUPERCOMPU COMPUTER IBM 7208001 2640061 1994 $3,791.00 Beyond Repall1 
209015 GALLESSLJPERCOMPLJ COMPUTER IBM 701125T 2623926 1994 $13,309.00 Beyond Repall1 
209081 SOM-PROGRAM EVAL, COMPtITER ZENITH UBC0028 488BDB004098 1994 $1,813.00 Obsolete 
209413 SOM-PHYSICAL THER COMPUTER APPLE MI596 XB50323X41X 1995 $2,933.00 Obsolete 
209414 SOM·PHYSICAL THER COMPUTER APPLE M1596 XB5050B7HIY 1995 $1,853.00 Obsolete 
209469 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER APPLE M2798LLB FC434HMJ2BG 1995 $1,313.00 Beyond Repall1 
209470 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER APPLE MI865LLA TP4010EH15H 1995 $2,645.00 Beyond Repairs 
209553 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 3238486 1995 $1,980.00 Obsolete 
209640 SOM·MEDICINE COMPUTER HEWLETTPACKAR 48625VL 3404A04234 1994 $1,439.00 Obsolete 
209661 HSC·FACILITIES MAN COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 NEW TOWER 2849470 1995 $2,624.00 Beyond Repall1 
209795 SOM·EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER HEWLETT PACKAR HPVL2560 3434S00472 1995 $3,626.00 Obsolete 
210268 ART & ART HISTORY COMPUTER APPLE M2113 XB420JOHICH 1994 $2,057.00 Beyond Repall1 
210386 CONTINUING EDUCAT COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5·75 3239375 1995 $3,599.00 Beyond Repall1 
210590 SOM-MEDICINE COMPUTER DELL 57SXPS 4MHQJ 1995 $1,969.00 Beyond Repall1 
210637 SOM-PEDIATRICS MONITOR APPLE M2391 FC50405F44K 1995 $3,342.00 Obsolete 
210672 SOM·BIO·MED COMM COMPUTER APPLE M1596 XB5140BR41Y 1995 $2,067.00 Beyond Repell1 
210673 SOM·DEPT OF NEUROS COMPUTER APPLE M1596 XB5041F941Y 1995 $1,853.00 Beyond Repe;,. 
210771 EDlJC·EDllCATION SPE COMPUTER APPLE PERFORMA578 L042907R2ZH 1995 52,011.00 Beyond Repairs 
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210782 LIBRARY -ENGINEERIN COMPlITER APPLE M2332LL FC449HCL23D 1995 S2,634.00 Beyond Repai .. 
210911 SURPLUS PROPERTY- COMPlITER GATEWAY 2000 NEW TOWER 3336250 1995 S2,015.00 Beyond Repairs 
211046 ANTHROPOLOGY COMPlITER MICRON M4P1486DX266 3028000001 1995 S2,894.00 Beyond Repai .. 
211061 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P4D66 3151681 1995 SI,830.00 Beyond Repail. 
212746 SOM-OCCUPATIONAL MONITOR APPLE M2196LL XB422A031GV 1995 S2,017.00 Obsolete 
212783 POLITICAL SCIENCE COMPlITER APPLE M3076 XC44529H3JY 1995 S1,601.00 Ob.olete 
212784 POLITICAL SCIENCE COMPUTER APPLE M3076 XC4452GP3JY 1995 S1,601.00 Ob.olcte 
212875 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY MONITOR M1TSUBISHI SDSSOOC 007043101655 1995 SI,552.00 Beyond Repai .. 
212910 ANTHROPOLOGY COMPlITER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 2361170 1994 SI,765.00 Beyond Repal .. 
213242 COMPlITER SCIENCE MONITOR SILICON GRAPHICS CMNB007YT7S 0800690883F6 1995 SI,I41.00 Beyond Repal .. 
213247 COMPlITER SCIENCE COMPlITER BACKUP NATIONAL PERIPHE CONNER PAB24944 1995 SI,209.00 Beyond Repal .. 
213598 ANTHROPOLOGY COMPlITER GATEWAY 2000 P575 H40365 1996 S2,369.00 Beyond Repal .. 
213812 LAW SCHOOL COMPlITER DELL 90XPS 4PP4N 1995 S3,299.00 Beyond Repal .. 
213847 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPlITER COMPAQ 28608 7507HPM41291 1995 S2,640.00 Oblolete 
213849 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER COMPAQ PROLlNEA433 AS04HKASE356 1995 SI,636.00 Obsolete 
214044 EDUC-LEADERSHIP & COMPUTER APPLE M2391 FC5248S444K \995 S2,964.00 Beyond Repairs 
214191 SOM-PHYSICAL nlER COMPUTER APPLE 540C FCSI694428V 1995 S3,138.00 Obsolete 
214226 CONTINUING EDUCAT COMPUTER DELL S90XMT 5MMKB 1996 S2,968.00 Beyond Repai .. 
214313 COMMUNICATIVE DIS COMPUTER OATEWAY2000 P575 3674576 1996 S2,048.00 Obsolete 
214507 ATHLETICS COPIER MACHINE XEROX S614Z 1 KU02SS00 1996 S2,569.00 Beyond Repairs 
214693 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY APPLECOMP APPLE 7200ns FC538060SQT 1996 SI,82S.00 Obsolete 
214695 MEDIATECHNOLOOY APPLECOMP APPLE 7S00/100 FC5392ME3FX 1996 S2,764.00 Beyond Repairs 
214731 OFFICE OF UNDERGRA COMPlITER ZENITH U8CIII000 SSSDJC00917S 1996 SI,999.00 Obsolete 
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214766 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5-75 4693025 1996 $2,516.00 Beyond Repal" 
214853 OFFICE OF UNDERGRA COMPUTER ZENITH UBCI11000 5SSDJC009177 1996 $1,999.00 Oblolele 
214857 COMPUTER SCIENCE MONITOR VIEWSONIC PT810 Q354200210 1996 $2,236.00 Beyond Repai" 
214859 COMPUTER SCIENCE COMPUTER NET EXPRESS PENTIUM I 33 96092007 1996 $3,715.00 Beyond Repai" 
214865 COMPUTER SCIENCE COMPUTER APPLE 710080 FC5120F344H 1995 $2,805.00 Ueyond Rep.;" 
214936 CTR MICRO-ENGINEE DESKPRO COMPAQ DESKPR0466 A542HKS6F952 1996 $1,550.00 Ob,ol .. e 
215678 COLLEGE OF PINE ART COMPUTER AI'PLE M2332LLA FC522HJT23D 1995 $3,532.00 Oeyond Rep.l" 
216235 SOM-PHYSICAL THER PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR C2520A USOOl68852 1996 $2,137.00 Oblolele 
216341 POLITICAL SCIENCE COMPUTER INTEL VISTA486 010988 1995 $1,540.00 Ob,ol"e 
216342 POLITICAL SCIENCE COMPUTER INTEL VISTA486 011065 1995 $1,540.00 OblolelO 
216480 WOMEN'S STUDIES COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 3696954 1996 $1,704.00 Beyond Repal" 
216881 CONTINUING EDUCAT COMPUTER DELL 590XMT 5MMKC 1996 $2,968.00 Beyond Repai" 
216942 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 3741701 1996 $2,015.00 Beyond Repal" 
217316 LIBRARY-B. BUNTING COMPUTER VISTA 586 QI1880 1996 $3,303.00 Beyond Repa;" 
217439 L1BRARY-ZIMMERMA COMPUTER APPLE 7100/80 FC5372FD44H 1996 $1,677.00 Beyond Repal" 
217714 HSC-FACILITIES MAN COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSI20 3957483 1996 $2,512.00 Beyond Rep.l" 
217717 SOM-MED LAB SCIENC COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PS75 4167018 1996 $2,633.00 Oblolel. 
217762 ANTHROPOLOGY COMPUTER OATEWAY2000 P5100 3806368 1996 $2,238.00 Beyond Rep.; .. 
217772 SOM-F AMIL Y & COMM COMPUTER ZENITH STATIONGT 5QSDNTOOO053 1996 $5,842.00 Boyond Rep.l" 
217856 SOM-ASST DEAN-UNO COMPUTER OATEWAY2000 G6200 4538982 1996 $4,087.00 Obaolel. 
217986 SOM-FAMILY &COMM COMPUTER VISTA PENTIUM I 00 012194 1996 $2,990.00 Beyond Repa; .. 
;: Hn 56 OFFICE OF UNDERGRA COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PS-133 4707270 1996 $2,147.00 Beyond Repai .. 
218403 PIIYS PLANT-ADMINIS COMPUTER UTRON P75 7582326 1996 $2,550.00 Beyond Repairs 
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218632 AMERICAN INDIAN ST COMPUTER APPLE 6116CD S055 1904425 1996 $1,483.00 Beyond Reps; .. 
218644 OFFICE OF UNDERGRA COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5·75 3593738 1996 $2,271.00 Obsolete 
218792 ANTHROPOLOGY COMPUTER DIGITAL VENTURISP75 KA549HEHFW 1996 $2,949.00 Beyood Repai .. 
218826 SOM-CANCER RESEAR COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 4113989 1996 $2,244.00 Beyond RepI; .. 
218920 HSC·PUBLIC INFORMA COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5·133 4793043 1996 $1,910.00 Obsolete 
218973 ATHLETICS COMPUTER COMPAQ DOCK STATION 1125HAWI0329 1996 $1,041.00 Beyond Repal .. 
219336 STUDENT ACTIVITIES COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSI20 4594974 1996 $2,267.00 Beyond Repai .. 
219342 CONTINUING EDUCAT COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 4666800 1996 $1,705.00 Beyond Repairs 
219343 CONTINUING EDUCAT COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 4666801 1996 $1,705.00 Beyond Repairs 
219345 CONTINUING EDUCAT COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 4666804 1996 $1,705.00 Beyond Repal .. 
219346 CONTINUING EDUeAT COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P575 466803 1996 $I,70S.00 Beyond RepI'" 
220043 MUSIC COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P57S 4296463 1996 $1,579.00 Beyond Repal .. 
220066 COMMUNICATIVE DIS COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5100 4776654 1996 $1,728.00 Beyond RepII .. 
220S04 SOM·DERMATOLOGY COMPUTER COMPAQ P75 653IHPW2F729 1996 $2,303.00 Beyond Repal .. 
220S18 HSC·PUBLIC INFORMA COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSI33 5270892 1996 $2,039.00 Obsolete 
220847 COMPUTER SCIENCE COMPUTER POWER HUB FORE SYSTEMS 710S 625MCS066 1996 $26,411.00 Beyond Repalro 
220851 COMPUTER SCIENCE COMPUTER FORE SYSTEMS ASX200BXAC 24965771 1996 $18,507.00 Beyond Repal .. 
221025 SOM·PSYCHIATRY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSIOO 5340780 1997 $1,212.00 Beyond Repai .. 
221121 SOM·ASST DEAN·UND COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 S247696 1996 $2,328.00 Obsolete 
221291 EARTH & PLANETARY COMPUTER APPLE PM7200 XB6300DE8FD 1997 $2,371.00 Beyond Repa; .. 
221395 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5100 4463324 1996 $1,987.00 Beyond RepI; .. 
221396 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSIOO 446332S 1996 $1,987.00 Beyond Repai .. 
221397 COMPUTING CENTER! COf\1PUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSIOO 4463326 1996 $1,987.00 Beyond Repai .. 
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221748 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER VISTA PI50 012698 1997 $1,744.00 Beyond Repai" 
221753 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER VISTA PI50 012700 1997 $1,744.00 Beyond Repai" 
221755 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER VISTA PI50 012620 1997 $1,744.00 Beyond Repsi" 
221818 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER COMPUTER APPLE PM8500 XB6200TM7P3 1997 $4,039.00 Beyond Repsi" 
221845 SPECIAL SERVICES·UP COMPUTER VERSA S433 54004722 1997 $1,199.00 Beyond Repailll 
222370 GALLES SUPERCOMPU COMPUTER CISCO MATRIX 6060989 1997 $2,450.00 Beyond Repsi" 
222460 THEATRE AND DANCE COMPUTER APPLE CENTRIS650 478325 1997 $1,227.00 Beyond Repallll 
224277 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER VISTA PI50 012825 1997 $1,897.00 Beyond Repailll 
224278 COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPUTER VISTA PI50 012826 1997 $1,897.00 Beyond Repailll 
224307 WOMENS RESOURCE C COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSI20 5372298 1997 $2,164.00 Beyond Repallll 
224308 STUDENT GOVERNME COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 5290760 1997 $2,125.00 Beyond Repai" 
224309 STUDENT GOVERNME COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 5290761 1997 $1,926.00 Beyond Repailll 
224991 ' HSC·TELEMEDICINE COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5200 6300688 1997 $2,761.00 Beyond Repallll 
224993 HSC·TELEMEDICINE COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5200 6300690 1997 $2,761.00 Beyond Repai" 
225210 COMPUTER SCIENCE MONITOR NOK 445Xl 9642009667 1997 $1,882.00 Obsolete 
225218 OFFICE OF UNDERGRA COMPUTER ZENITH SMK8871SX N46602044S 1997 $2,103.00 Obsolete 
225572 CONTINUING EDUCAT COMPUTER COMPAQ 5166 6637HVU6T240 1997 $2,375.00 Oblolete 
225850 SOM-CANCER RES EAR COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5133 6160578 1997 $1,784.00 Beyond Repallll 
225927 SOM-CANCER RES EAR COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5166 6803650 1997 $2,183.00 Beyond Repallll 
226090 COMPUTER SCIENCE SUN COMPUTER SUN MlCROSYSTEM UL TRAI50 635F0206 1997 $10,457.00 Beyond Repallll 
226145 SOM·MEDICAL INVEST COMPUTER COMPAQ APRI 31 M DTKVTI NONE 1997 $3,385.00 Beyond Repallll 
226166 SOM-PEDIATRICS COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5200 6518195 1997 $2,548.00 Beyond Repallll 
226194 SOM·CANCER RESEAR COMPUTER DELL XPS200 8MTlS 1997 $2,206.00 Beyond Repailll 
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CTR MICRO-ENGINEE REACTOR CANNABALIZED 
SOM-PEDIATRICS MONITOR 
COLLEGE OF FINE ART COMPtrrER 
COLLEGE OF t'lNE ART COMl'lJI'ER 
HSC-TELEMEDICINE COMPlJl'ER 
IISC-FACILITIES MAN COMPtrrER 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES COMPtrrER 
SOM-PATHOLOGY CHIRON HEATER 
STUDENT GOVERNME COMPtrrER 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PRINTER 
SOM-pEDIATRICS COMptrrER 
SOM-PEDlATRICS 
SOM-pEDlATRICS 
SOM-PEDIATRICS 
COMptrrER 
COMPtrrER 
COMPtrrER 
CONTINUING EDUCAT MONITOR 
OFFICE OF UNDERGRA COMptrrER 
PROVOST/ACADEMIC COMPtrrER 
COMPtrrER SCIENCE COMptrrER 
HSC-VlCE PRESIDENT COMPtrrER 
SOM-MEDICAL INVEST COMPtrrER TAPE BACKUP 
HSC-LlBRARY CAMERA 
SOM-CANCER RESEAR COMPUTER 
SOM-PEDIATRICS PRINTER 
Manufacturer 
BUILT BY DEPT 
GATEWAY 2000 
VISTA 
VISTA 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
CHYRON 
GATEWAY 2000 
BRADLEY 
APPLE 
APPLE 
APPLE 
APPLE 
CTX 
DELL 
Model 
SG 
1'5133 
1'150 
1'150 
P5200 
1'5200 
1'5133 
6601013 
1'5133 
200M 
pM6500 
pM6500 
PM6500 
pM6500 
464EX800 
XPSM233 
HEWLETT PACKAR D4217NIVA6 
SILICON GRAPHICS R5000SC 
DIGITAL 5200ML 
SEAGATE 
DIGITAL 
DELL 
APPLE 
HI PRO 
D600L 
P233MMX 
LW8500 
Serial 
SHOUGU 
6716499 
012768 
012772 
7163622 
7268469 
7267075 
JIH855 
6734249 
NONE 
XA72918DAHW 
XB7341 Y2AHW 
XA72918ZAHW 
XA729I 8TAHW 
OU7-74000465 
C3NVW 
US72355943 
08006902F868· 
KN748RZ389 
GR002HS 
3051121 
DQGQ9 
BG80403H9WX 
Year Aequ. Cost ReasonDeleted 
1996 $6,597.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1997 $1,549.00 Obsolete 
1997 $1,897.00 Beyond Repairs 
1997 $1,897.00 Ileyond Repairs 
1997 $3,012.00 Ileyond Repairs 
1997 $2,020.00 Beyond Repairs 
1997 $1,588.00 Beyond Repairs 
1996 $35,350.00 Beyond Repairs 
1998 $1,578.00 Beyond Repairs 
1998 $2,425.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1998 $2,444.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1998 $2,444.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1998 $2,317.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1998 $2,317.00 Beyond Repairs 
1998 $1,300.00 Beyond Repairs 
1998 $2,179.00 Obsolete 
1998 $2,300.00 Obsolete 
1998 $6,972.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1998 $1,165.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1998 $1,040.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1998 $1,192.00 Beyond Repai .. 
1998 $2,120.00 Beyond Repairs 
1998 $1,791.00 Beyond Repairs 
- - ... _---- .... ....... "' ................... , 
• 
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232732 STUDENT FINANCIAL COMPUTER CLHINTRNTL 0580P233 800913 1998 $1,256.00 Beyond Repal .. 
232733 STUDENT FINANCIAL COMPUTER CLHINTRNTL 0580P233 800661 1998 $1,256.00 Oblolete 
232739 STUDENT FINANCIAL COMPUTER CLHINTRNTL 0580P233 800921 1998 $1,256.00 Obsolet. 
232742 STUDENT I'INANCIAL COMPUTER CLHINTRNTL 0580P233 614021 1998 $1,256.00 Ubsolet. 
232743 STUDENT FINANCIAL COMPUTER CLHINTRNTL 0580P233 614018 1998 . $1,256.00 Ublolet. 
232744 STUDENT FINANCIAL COMPUTER CLHINTRNTL 0580P233 614015 1998 $1,256.00 Oblolet. 
232746 STUDENT FINANCIAL COMPUTER CLHINTRNTL 0580P233 614020 1998 $1,256.00 Ob,olet. 
236656 RECREATIONAL SERVI COMPUTER APPLE PM6400 XB6454KL95R 1997 $1,638.00 Beyond Repairs 
Count of Items to Auction 280 Cost of Items to Auction $844,546.00 
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TO: 
FROM: 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER 
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD 
FORMB 
SUBJECT: Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to UNM 
Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on October 9, 2001. 
APPLICABLE REGENTS' POLlCY· RPM 2.13.2 
REOUESTED ACTION: Approval of the appointments to the UNM Health Sciences Center 
Medical Staff. 
REAPPOINTMENTS - 2002/2003: 
Emergencv Medicine 
William Boehm, MD 
Juliane Bohan, MD 
Douglas Binder, MD 
Judith Brillman, MD 
Paul Cheney, MD 
Cameron Crandall, MD 
David Doezema, MD 
David Dominguez, MD 
M. France Doyle, MD 
David Espey, MD 
Mari Forbes, MD 
Pediatrics 
Joseph Aguirre, MD 
Bernadette Albanese, MD 
Sherri Alderman, MD 
Dale Alverson, MD 
Theresa Anaya, MD 
Manuel Archuleta, MD 
Paul A vritt, MD 
Annalisa Behnken, MD 
Elizabeth Blewett, MD 
William Berman, MD 
Laura Caffey, MD 
Karen Campbell, !vlO 
Louis Chicoine, 1'",10 
Stephen Cohen, MD 
• 
• 
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• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
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REAPPOINTMENTS - 2002/2003 CONTINUED: 
Pediatrics 
Denise Coleman, MD 
Connie Connors, MD 
Guy Crocetti, MD 
Stewart Duban, MD 
Jeffrey Fabl, MD 
Jami Frost, MD 
William Green, MD 
PsychiatrY 
Patrick Abbott, MD 
Steven Adelsheim, MD 
Catherine Baca, MD 
Richard Barendsen, MD 
Claudia Berenson, MD 
Michael Bogenschutz, MD 
Juan Bustillo, MD 
Stephanie Fallon, MD 
R. Gregory Franchini, MD 
Roberto Gomez, MD 
Dora Wang, MD 
Radiology 
Anna Champlin, MD 
Jose Garcia, MD 
Blaine Hart, MD 
Michael Hartshorne, MD 
Charles Kelsey, PhD 
Loren Ketai, MD 
Roland Lee, MD 
Julie Locken, MD 
Thomas Martin, MD 
Fred Mettler, MD 
Madelyn Stazzone, MD 
SurgerY 
Bret Baack, MD 
Albert Brenner, DDS 
Karen Chun, MD 
Richard Conn, MD 
Arup Das, MD 
Ronald Escudero, MD 
Lawrence Gibel, MD 
permanent appointmentS: 
EmerQ:encv Medicine 
Frances W. Craig, MD 
Diane Rimple, MD 
2 
• 
• 
• 
permanent appointmentS Continued: 
• Family & Community Medicine :e Ghassan Ghuneim, MD Alexandra Kazaras, MD 
• 
Brian Shelley, MD 
Cleora Shunkamolah, MD 
• 
• 
Medicine 
Michael Anderson, MD 
• Michel A. Boivin, MD 
• 
Douglas Clark, MD 
• 
David Dedrick, MD 
Sri G. Gorty, MD 
.. Clark E. Haskins, MD 
• 
James E. Liebmann, MD 
Marcos E. Maldonado, MD 
• James Rich, MD 
• 
Mark Sheldon, MD 
Anurag Soni, MD 
• Corey Tancik, MD 
• Neurolo2:V 
• Manuel Gurule, MD 
• 
Dean Roller, MD 
• Orthopaedics 
•• 
Elizabeth Mikola, MD 
• Patholo2:V 
• Rebecca Irvine, MD 
• 
Jeffrey Nine, MD 
• 
Carla Wilson, MD 
• Pediatrics 
• 
Kimberly J. Broxterman, MD 
• 
Christine Fong, MD 
t PsychiatrY 
• 
George Davis, MD 
Marcelo Eizner, MD 
• Kathryn Fraser, MD 
• Surgerv 
• Michael S. Davis, MD 
• 
Brett Henderson, MD 
• 
Garth T. Olson, MD 
Kenneth 1. Padilla, DDS 
• Jason M. Wilson, MD t 
• • ~ 
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Pediatrics 
Bruce Trigg, MD 
PsychiatrY 
Juan Hernandez, MD 
Change in Primary Faculty Appointment: 
Roberto Gomez, MD, Department of Psychiatry to Family Practice 
APPROVED BY THE HEALTII SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD: 
September 7, 2001; AND PENDING APPROVAL BY THE HEALTII SCIENCES CENTER 
CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD: October 5, 2001. 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
Llj}~ 
William C. Gordon, Ph.D. 
President, University of New Mexico 
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ABEYTA,AARON MICHAEL 
ABREU,ALLAN ROBERT 
AGUIAR III,ROGER ANTHONY 
ANGELES,CATHERINE 
BEGAY,WALLACE ALBERT 
BELT,BOWEN MICHAEL 
BENALLY,STACEY LYNNEA 
BENSMILLER,PAMELA ELIZABETH 
BISHOP,DANIELLE 
C'DE BACA,BERNARDETTE 
CAHILL,SARA ANN 
CHRISTENSEN III,CARL W. 
CHUMLEY, JASON PATRICK 
CLARK,SARAH NAOMI 
CLARK,STACEY DAWN 
COBLE,AMY M 
COLLYMORE,KAROL ANN 
DAVIS,RACHELLE LAREE 
DEAN,BRITNEY J 
DIPIPPO,ELIZABETH ALEXANDRA 
ECKHART,DAVID R 
FERNANDEZ, FARRELL LEIGH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO OFFICE .HE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MAJOR 
ENGLISH 
COMMUNI CA TI ON 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
HIST & ANTH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
ENGLISH 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
PSYCH & SOC 
LATIN AMER)CAN STUDIE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
COMMUNICATION 
ENGLISH 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCH & SOC 
MINOR 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
MANAGEMENT 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPANISH 
SPANISH 
SOCIOLOGY 
COMMUNICATION 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
JOURNALISM AND MASS C 
MANAGEMENT 
CHEMISTRY 
HISTORY 
CHEMISTRY 
PAGE 
• 
08122101 • 
FRIETZE,LUKE AARON 
GABEL,NltOLE ELIZABETH 
GOLDEN,MELISSA LEIGH 
GULLICK,COLWYN KEIL 
GUSCOTT,KELLY MICHELLE 
HAYNES,SHANNON BEATRICE 
HERNDON, AMBER JANET 
HERRERA, ERIKA KRISTIN 
HESS,JOSHUA P. 
HIRSCHY Y SALAZAR, VIDA CRISTAL 
HOANG,TRI D. 
HUSSAIN,MAY NOELLE 
KINNIRy,SEAN M 
KITTS,KARYN MARTINEZ 
LINCOLN,GRETA LOUISE 
LOPEZ, DESIREE ANN 
LOVATO,JENNIFER ALLIE BALTZER 
MARTI~,PATRICE 
MAZAN,RYAN 
MCKENNA,CHRISTOPHER M. 
MONIER,JILL E. 
MONTOYA, JASON PAUL 
NAKAI,LUCINDA 
NOCK,MARJORIE SUE 
PARRA,DENISE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
CRIMINOLOGY 
COMMUNICATION 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
EUROPEAN STUDIES 
ENGLISH 
COMMUN & SPAN 
COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
BIOLOGY 
PROFESSIONAL WRITING 
PSYCH & HIST 
MANAGEMENT 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
THEATRE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CRIMINOLOGY 
HISTORY 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUNI CA TI ON 
ENGLISH MUSIC 
CREATIVE WRITING 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUNICATION 
COMMUNICATION 
PHILOSOPHY 
ECONOMICS 
SPANISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
FAMILY STUDIES 
CRIMINOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PAGE 2 • 
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PAUL,JESSICA NICOLE 
PEREA,JO*EPH FRANCIS 
PEREZ, REBECCA ROCHELLE 
PETERSEN,ERIN N 
PFEIFFER,STACI K 
PHILIPPOU,A. 
PHILLIPS,THOMAS SCOTT 
PLYMALE,JENNIFER MARIE 
QUINLAN, LEAH CLAIRE 
QUINTANA,MARIA L. 
RAMOS,MARISA ROSE 
REBSTOCK,CHARLES JOHN 
REINERT,MICHELLE RENEE 
REYES,DANIEL P 
RICHTER,PAUL DANIEL 
SALAZAR, ESTEBAN J 
SALAZAR, PATTY ANTONIA 
SANCHEZ, DOROTHY SUE 
SANGALANG,STEVEN ABELLA 
SEMPREVIVO,MICHAEL ANTHONY 
SIEGEL,MATTHEW DAMIAN 
SKAINS,REBECCA LYLE 
SlAGLE,BRANDY VICTORIA 
SMITH,ASHLEY WARREN 
SMITH,BRIDGET LEIGH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE .THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUNI CA TI ON 
HISTORY 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CR-WRT & PSYCH 
SOCIOLOGY 
COMMUNI CA TI ON 
COMMUNICATION 
CRIMIN & SPAN 
PSYCH & FS 
CRIMINOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HISTORY 
HISTORY 
ASIAN & COMMUN· 
CRIMINOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUNICATION 
COMMUNICATION 
CREATIVE WRITING 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
BIOLOGY 
BIOl & ENGL 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIOLOGY 
CRIMINOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
FAMILY STUDIES 
SOCIOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MEDIA ARTS 
COMMUNICATION 
MUSIC 
PSYCHOLOGY 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
MEDIA ARTS 
THEATRE 
THEATRE 
MANAGEMENT 
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SPILCA,NICOLETA 
TESCH,PAtRKCIA TOULOUISE 
THOMAS,SHANTARAHIL 
TOMMASO,MELISSA LYNN 
TOULOUSE,MARGARET C. 
VALDEZ,CRISTAL M 
VILLA,JOANNE MARIE 
VISOR,HUGH DAVID 
VIZCAINO,MELINA V. 
WULFF,JAMES 
ARAMOVICH,CAROLYN JOYCE 
ASPAAS,KIMBERLY A. 
BARKER, LESLI E 
BESS, EMI LI E CORA 
BRYANT,JUANITA S 
CARREJO,KIHBERLY ANN 
COCHRAN,NATASHA KAY 
CORTEZ,MONICA ANNA 
DENDY,JULIAN TODD 
ESPARZA,BLANCA ESTELLA 
GAUSSOIN,SARAH ANNE 
GOMEZ,R. JOANN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2DDl 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ECON & SOC 
PSYCH & CRIMIN 
ART & ASIAN 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
POL SC & SPAN 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
CRIMINOLOGY 
ENGLISH-PHILOSOPHY 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
EARTH AND PLANETARY S 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOL & SPAN 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
WOMEN STUDIES 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUNI CA TI ON 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
MINOR 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
BIOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
SPANISH 
CHEMISTRY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
PAGE 4 • 
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• 
GOODRICH,MICHAEL XAVIER 
KOEHLER,DANIEL LYMAN 
MORZINSKI,ANNA CHRISTINE 
NATEK,NANCY HELEN 
NEHRING, SERENITY ROSE 
PONDER-SUTTON, AGATE M 
RHOLL,KELLY ANN 
SECOR,NICHOLAS TOWER 
SHORT,JENNIFER KIMBERLY 
SOTO,ELI ERIC 
STEWARD III,OSWALD 
STIMPSON,SYLVIA MAE SKELTON 
TUCKER,CHRISTINA LANTER 
UTTERBACK,BENJAMIN JAMES 
WEAVER,MICHAEL 
WESTPHAL,CLAYTON CARL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC~THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS 
EARTH AND PLANETARY 
EARTH AND PLANETARY 
EARTH AND PLANETARY 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
ANTH 
BIOL 
& PSYCH 
& PSYCH 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
S 
S 
S 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
PROFESSIONAL WRITING 
DI~TRIBUTED MINOR 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
PAGE 5 
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ADAME,ADRIA.N S. 
AGUILERA,LAURA L 
BACA,CARLOS CHRISTIAN 
BRADSHAW,KERRIE JOLENE 
BROCK,TRAVIS JAMES 
BURWELL,SANDRA E. 
BUTLER,KRYSS C 
CARIVEAU,JOSHUA LANE 
CHADWICK,NELSON G. 
CLAW,MONICA, 
COWAN, KELLY ROY 
DAVIS, LUKE TYRONE 
DEVERAUX,EHILIE KRISTINE 
EYLICIO,DAVID LEE 
FINN, ISAAC JEROME 
GALINDO, BLANCA AZUCENA 
GANNON,PATRICK DOUGLAS 
GELINA,STEPHEN FRASER 
GONZALES,DOMINIC N 
HASKAMP,ADRIAN BATTLE 
JIMENEZ,FELIX ROY,JR 
LINDQUIST,AARON TROY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT O. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
GENERAL ~ANAGEMENT (C 
1M-LA & MARKET 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
TRAVEL & TOURISM (CON 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
MANAGEMENT INFO SYSTE 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEM 
ACCOUNTING (CONCT) 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTING (CONCT) 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
FINAN & GN MGT 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEM 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
MINOR 
PAGE 6 • 
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MALLEY,JOHN AQUILES. 
MARTINEZ~REUBEN G 
MCELLIGATT,DIANE KATHLEEN 
MIER,JEREMY A. 
MYERS,JAIME MICHELL 
PAGE,HEATHER HUTCHINSON 
PRENTISS,ANNALEE MARIE 
ROWAN, MICHAEL RANDOLPH 
SEHARA,AKIKO 
THATCHER,SASHA NICOLE 
WI LSON, LESLI E 
WOODS,JOHN CLINTON 
WRUBLE,KEVIN T 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT O. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEM 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
ACCOUNTING (CONCT) 
MANAGEMENT INFO SYSTE 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
PROD & OPERATION MANA 
ACCOUNTIN~ (CONCT) 
MANAGEMENT INFO SYSTE 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
MARKET & P&O M 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
MANAGEMENT INFO SYSTE 
MANAGEMENT INFO SYSTE 
PAGE . 7 • 
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CHAVEZ,FABIOLA 
JONES, JEFFERY R. 
MORENO,MAVEL MARINA 
SALAZAR,CANDY PAULINE HOISINGTON 
STERN,TEQUA MARIE 
FIEDLER,ANNETTE MELISSA 
HUDSON,MICHELLE L. 
IADAROLA,LA.RA 
MARTINEZ,DOLORES LOUISE 
MCGLONE,COLLEEN ANN 
SOSA,DONA V 
TREVINO, DAWN A 
ARMIJO,JULIE M 
BACA,MIGUEl ADOLFO 
BENNETT,THOMAS RICHARD 
BISHOP-BALSAMO,NORA D. 
CHAVEZ,HARIE ANTOINETTE 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
SPANISH 
SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCAT 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCAT 
COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTI 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTI 
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTI 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTI 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPC ED & EL ED 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MINOR 
MINOR 
MINOR 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
MATHEMATICS 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
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CHAVEZ, SONYA', M. ' 
CHICHARELLO,MARGIE 
CORDOVA, KYLE ELISE 
CORLESS, COLETTE HEATHER 
CROSS, CORAL AVIVA 
DIAZ ,ALISSA A 
DONALDSON, ,JAMI E 
FAITH, DALE JOHN 
FLORENZANO,ASHLE ELISE 
HAWKINSON,EMMY CLARE 
HOLSTON, TINA DIANE 
JOSEPH,HEATHER FRANCES 
KAHLER,DEBORAH D. 
KENNERLY, REBECCA MARIE 
LAVALLEE,DUSTIN NEIL 
LIMON, SARAH ELIZABETH 
LINDSEY,BARBARA JANENE 
LOPEZ,ANDREA RAE 
MONEY,ROBERT CLARENCE 
REID,CASEY A. 
RYLES, HEATHER A 
SARRACINO-SALAZAR,RENEE V. 
SONGER,POLLY MARIE 
TRIPLEHORN, RONALD ORION 
TRUJILLO,CAMILLA CARMEL ITA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPC ED & EL ED 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS 
TESOL 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
MATHEMATICS 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
MATHEMATICS 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
MUSIC 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
PAGE 9 • 
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VALLEJOS,JEANETTE ELAINE 
VELASQUEZ, PAMELA M. 
ZAMORA,HOLLIE MARIE 
BRUNEAU,CRYSTAL ELAINE 
CHAVEZ,CHRISTOPHER JOHN 
CHAVEZ,ELIZABETH ROSE TRAILLE 
KOCHER,ELIZABETH ANNE 
RICO,LESLEY LORRAINE 
GUTIERREZ,RANDY D 
HORWAT,THOHAS ANTHONY 
MCBURNETT,CORBIN DEAN 
MONTOYA, GARY BENNIE 
NIXON,~RISTIE LYNN 
RIVERA,FELXPE FERMIN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF 
MAJOR 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
MATHEMA TI CS 
MINOR 
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
MINOR 
PAGE 10 • 
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BACA·ORTEGA,VALENTIN~0 
GALLEGOS,JERRY RICHARD 
HULSE,ERIN KATHLEEN 
LOPEZ,BLANCA ALICIA 
ROOD,LYDIA THOMAS 
ACOYA,GARRETT GREGORY 
ADAHS,ANGELA L. 
ADAHS,HEGAN MARIE 
ALZAGA JR,MANUEL HERNANDEZ 
ANAYA,CHERYL LYNN 
ANDERSON,JAMES BRUCE 
ANGLADA,DEBORAH C 
APODACA,DAWN ANNETTE 
APODACA,STEPHANIE SENA 
ARCHULETA,CYNTHIA JEAN 
BABCOCK,MATTHEW MCLAURINE 
BADER,AMANDA LEE 
BAGWELL,CLAUDIA FONSECA 
BARNES,AMY JO 
BENGSON,THERESA A. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO .. OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MAJOR 
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCT 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCT 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCT 
MAJOR 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ART EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HISTORY 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARN 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MINOR 
MINOR 
PAGE 11 • 
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BERGH,AUTUMN RAE 
BIANCHETTI-LETTERIS,MARIE A 
BIG MAN,ALDEN F, JR 
BISCHOFF,MICHAEL E. 
BLOCK,ANDREW KEITH 
BOWERS,JERALD MICHAEL 
BROWN,STEPHANIE LEE 
BRYCE,MARIA G. 
BRYSON, KATHLEEN M. 
BUCHANAN,JOSHUA S. 
BURKE, JULIE ANN 
CABOT,THOHAS MAC DONALD 
CARRILLO,SANTIAGO PATRICIO 
CARRUBBA,JOANNE PETRINA 
CHAVEZ,TOH A. 
CHIMONI,8ERNARD 
CHISHOLM,PHYLLIS BAILEY 
CODER,MONICA MURPHY 
, 
CORDARO,AHY RUTH 
CORDOVA, CATHERINE C. 
CORY,JODI L 
DAVIDSON,MARY PATRICIA 
DE ARHOND,CARYN LYNN 
DEBACA,JANETTE N. 
DOBEY,RACHELLE DEANNE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
HISTORY 
COUNSELING 
COMPARATIVE LITERATUR 
LINGUISTICS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ENGLISH 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ART HISTORY 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GEOGRAPHY 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
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DUDLEY,SHELLA SPENCER 
DUNLAP,JOHNNIE CHRISTINE 
EDMISTON,MALLY W 
EDSALL, TINA M 
. EGRY, SARAH RUTH 
EMBRES,CHERI MARIE 
ENSIGN,TANIA RAE 
ESQUIBEL,JESSICA RENEE 
EVANS, JULIE D 
FARLEY,MARGARET K 
FERNANDEZ, TERESA P 
FISCHER,ANTHONY MARTIN 
FLORES,ZINA MARIE 
FULLER,CHRISTINE H. 
FULWYLER,CONNIE JO 
GALLEGOS,AUDRA ELENA AZTECMAYA 
GARCIA,PATRICIA MARIE 
GRADY,RACHEL A 
, 
HANKINS,BRUCE L. 
HARALSON-HINES,NANCY LYNNE 
HEDRICK,DEBRA R. 
HENDRIX, RONALD JAMES 
HENRY,KAREN GAIL 
HERRERA, BERNICE VERONICA 
HERRMANN,KRISTIN MARIE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC~ THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
GERMAN STUDIES 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SPANISH 
GERMAN STUDIES 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ART HISTORY 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PAGE 13 • 
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ISAACS,ROY SAMUEL 
lSAACS,SHIFA DEEN 
IVANOV,VIKTOR BORIS 
JACOBS,DONNA V. REED 
JAQUEZ,MISTY L. 
JIMENEZ,CYNTHIA LYNN 
JONKMAN,BEVERLY G 
KALBERER,PETER 
KELSEY,CYNTHIA MARIE 
KHAN,ARIF H. 
KING,PAULA NICOLE 
KLEIN,INGA S. 
KOEPKE,SALLY SPRINGFIELD 
KUCHERA, CYNTHIA S 
LESICA,MARGITA 
LEUTE,DIANA JOY 
LIBERHAN,BONNIE LEE 
LIVINGSTON,AYESHA LYNN 
, 
LOZANO,PAHELA JEAN 
LUCAS,GARY THOHAS 
MADHANI,YASMIN A 
MANN,MELISSA LOUISE 
MARTINEZ,DENINE HARlE 
MATTHEWS,ELIZABETH ANN 
MCKEEVER,TRACY LYNN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAHS 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEHENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
COHPARATIVE LITERATUR 
SPANISH 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARN 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
HISTORY 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPANISH 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PAGE 14 
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MENA,ALDO NICOLAS 
MENICUCC1,JANEA ANN 
MICHAEL,CHARLES 
MILSTEIN,TEMARA J. 
MONTOYA, KIMBERLY ANN 
MORGAN,KAREN 
MOYANO,MARIA JOSEP JARQUE 
MUNOZ-MARMON,HEATHER 
MYERS, KAREN KROMAN 
NECOCHEA,VIRGINIA 
NOLAN,PATRICIA JANE 
O'DONNELL,SHANNA DAWN 
OETZEL,KERI BOLTON 
OLBRYS,KEVIN WALTER 
OVERTON, ANNETT E 
PARK,SEON SOOK 
PEARSON, JEFFREY V. 
PEDERSON,DANA DIANE 
, 
PEREA-SALAZAR,KRISTINA M. 
PEREA, ANTOINETTE ESTELLA 
PIERZAKOWSKI,AMBER MARIE 
RAMIREZ,MIGHAEL 
RANDALL,SARA L. 
REED,JUDY ELLEN 
REILLY,EUGENIA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE~THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARN 
COMMUNI CA TI ON 
COUNSELING 
GEOGRAPHY 
LINGUISTICS 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
COMMUNICATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCAT 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
PHILOSOPHY 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
HISTORY 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
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RENOUARD,JOSEPH PAUL 
RICKETTS',AMY KAY 
RICKETTS,KAREN PAGE 
RIVERA TUNON,MARIA TERESA 
ROBERTSON,REBECCA MARIE 
ROMERO,ARSENIO 
RYAN,ELLIOT C 
SAENZ,HILDA 
SANCHEZ,JESSICA F 
SANCHEZ,JOSEPH CHARLES 
SANCHEZ,REGINA BERNADETTE 
SANDOVA,IREYNA LINDA 
SCHLEE,RYAN NEIL 
SHAUGER,ROBERT CLARENCE 
SHONKWILER,ANNA MADRIGAL 
SHOOK,CLARINDA LEE 
SICKENGER,REBECCA JANE 
SMITH, GI NA R 
SPENCE,JANET RUTH 
STEELY , SHELLY 
STRUCK-MARTINEZ,SHANNON K. 
SWISHER,REBECCA KING 
TABORA,RENEE FELICIA 
TAKECHI, ISSEI 
THOMAS,ANDIRHAMAN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART HISTORY 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COMMUNICATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HISTORY 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
PAGE 16 • 
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THOMPSON,FANNIE H. 
TlET JE,VICTORIA 
TOYA,MARIAM CAMILLA 
TRIPP,NICHOLA RENEE 
TUCKER,KERYN ELYSABETH 
TUTTLE,GERALDINE LOUISE 
TYE.GENNY ANNE 
TYSON,KERSTI VERNA 
VARELA,CLAUDIO PEREZ 
VENA,MARJAN 
VERPLOEGH,FRANCESCA MONIQUE 
VOCALE,SHARON MARIE 
WILLIAMS,JULIE ANNE 
WILSON,TERRENCE PATRICK 
WINN,DOREEN A. 
WINTERS-RIZIKA,DAWN R. 
WOODARD,BLAIR DEWITT 
WOODARD,MARK CHRISTOPHER 
, . 
WOODWARD,WHITNEY SUZANNE 
WORTH,LAUREL KATHLEEN 
WYMER,TERESA LYNN 
ZAMORA-MAES,KARLA ANNE 
ZENS,PAMELA JEAN 
ZUFALL,MICHAEL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
COMMUNICATION 
SPANISH 
COMMUNICATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHI 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
LAT AM & C&R PL 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ENGLISH 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
PAGE 17 • 
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REHDER,HARK RICHARD 
ROHERO,HICHAEL JEROHE 
OLEWINE,HICHAEL CHARLES 
VENCILL,THOHAS ROBERT 
BLANKLEY,REBECCA RAE 
HAYASHI,YOSHIHI 
KELLY,ANNE E 
ALVAREZ,HEATHER GAY 
LANCE,JEFFREY CHARLES 
LANDER,PETER HAWKINS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HEXICO -- OFFIC~THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUHHER 2001 
HAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
MASTER OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMMUNITY & REGIONAL 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN HAZARDOUS WASTE ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
HAZARDOUS WASTE ENGIN 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEE 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEE 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
MAJOR 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
MASTERS OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
MAJOR 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
LAND A & C&R PL 
MAJOR 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MINOR 
MINOR 
MINOR 
MINOR 
PAGE 18 • 
08/22/01 • 
REESE-SMITH,GERRI LYNN 
SCHWAGER',JENNIFER JILL 
CHAVEZ,ANGIE 
HERRERA, ANN KATHLEEN 
LEWIS,DEBORAH 
LYNN,BARBARA ANN 
MARES,KATI[ VALERIO 
MARQUEZ,RUBY HELEN 
MONTOYA,JUDY A. 
OLGUIN,LAWI~ENCE RAYMOND 
ORTIZ, EDNA T. 
PORTO,MARV CATHERINE EMERSON 
SALAZAR,CECILIA MARTINEZ 
BROWN,PAMELA RUTH 
GOETZ,THERESE ELIZABETH 
MIDKIFF, KHtK DAVID 
RA8AA,EHAB 
STOUGHTON, NED S. 
TWO FEATHERS,JACQUELINE GAYLE 
WURST,NELLEKE HARGREET 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE. THE REGISTRAR PAGE 19 • CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR MINOR 
PUBLIC ADMI NI STRA TI ON 
PUBLIC ADMI NI STRA TI ON 
PUBLIC ADMI NI STRA TI ON 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMI NI STRA TI ON 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
MAJOR MINOR 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
08/22101 • 
ALBRECHT,ALEXANDER ROBERT 
BADE,JOAN HARlE 
BALES,CHANDRA LEE KIERSTEAD 
BLEA,CAROL ANNE 
BROCK,ERIC FRANK 
BUTLER ,KAREN LEE 
BYRD,CHERYL ADAIR 
CAVOSIE,AARON JOSEPH 
CHAPHAN,HARGARET ANN 
CHAVEZ, PAULI NE 
CHO,WOO JEONG 
CRESPIN, BRYAN CHRISTOPHER 
DONEUDI,CHARAN A. 
ECKELKAHP-BAKER,LISA 
EDWARDS,ALISSA LINDER 
FLORES,ELIZABETH HONET 
FRANKEL,CHRISTOPHER C. 
FRISKE,JUSTIN T. 
GAO,CHENGYI 
GIBLIN,NANCY G. 
GRISENTI,DAVID LEROY 
GURNEY,HATTHEW L. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
PHYSICS 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
GEOGRAPHY 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CHEMISTRY 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
EARTH AND PLANETARY S 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
CHEMISTRY 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
MINOR 
PAGE 20 • 
08122101 • 
HAN,JIBIN 
HARTE, TINA HARlE 
HENSHAW,GINA L. 
KAISER,WOLFGANG LEONHARD 
KAZA,REKHARANI VENKATA VIJAYAL 
KNUDSEN, BETSY 
KOLLASCH,KARLA ELAINE 
KOZOLA,BRIAN DEAN 
KRAHER,NAHISA K 
LANOUE,HARIANNA DJUNA 
LINDBLOH,DEBRA SUE 
LI U ,WEI 
LU,HAIYAN 
LUND,HARCI KIM 
HAGAL,SANJAY SRINATH 
HANDALPU,SREENIVASA R. 
HANDIGA,RAGHURAH VEERA VENKATA 
HAYER,GERALD THOHAS 
HEDLOCK,JENNIFER ALYX 
HILLER,CHARLES LLOYD 
HOORES,LEE ANN 
HURPHY,RYAN JAHES 
NOHURA,NAOKO 
O'KEEFE,HAURA TERESA 
OBER,TANYA H. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO .• OFFICE. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMHER 2001 
HAIN CAHPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
GEOGRAPHY 
PHYSICS 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
HECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
STATISTICS 
CHEHISTRY 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
PAGE 21 • 
08122101 • 
OLIVA,JON-PAUL GERARD 
PASQUIER~KENDALL ANN 
ROMERO,8RYAN R08ERT 
RUSSELL,REGAN MARIE 
SANKURATRIPATI,SIREESHA 
SATTEL8ERGER,JENIFER ANN 
SMALL,DANIEL EDWARD 
STRAUSS,JASON M. 
T08IN,KELLY ANN 
WAYMIRE, RUSSEL LEAVITT 
WOLF JR,LLOYD SPOTTED 
WU,YANMIN 
WULFF,TASHA LEANNE 
WURST,NELLEKE MARGREET 
ZHANG,JUN 
ZHOU,QUAN 
ZHU,ZHONGQXANG 
ARIZMENDI JAIME,EDITH RUTH 
8ENITEZ PLASCENCIA,ORQUIDEA 
CORTES, I RM~~ 
DIAZ REYES,AMELIA 
FERNANDEZ,A8IGAIL SANCHEZ 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
8IOLOGY 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
8IOMEDICAL SCIENCES 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SPEECH AND HEARING SC 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
GEOGRAPHY 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CHEMISTRY 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
MAJOR 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
MINOR 
PAGE 22 • 
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FLORES, VERONICA 
GARCIA SALGADO,HIRNA GRACIELA 
GARCIA SOSA,ELIA DEL SOCORRO 
GONZALEZ ARCE,ALICIA 
GONZALEZ DE LA O,GUADALUPE 
HERNANDEZ BAEZA,RITA IRENE 
HERNANDEZ REYES,TOHASA LUCILA 
HERNANDEZ,ELENA 
HINOJOS SEANEZ,ELSA RUPERTA 
JIMENEZ,ARACELI 
LEON,ZOILA 
LOPEZ TARANGO,NORBERTA' 
LOPEZ, NORBERTA 
LUEVANO FORD,SANDRA GUADALUPE 
MEDEL PEREZ, BERTHA YOLANDA 
MURGUIA ACOSTA,HARIA LOURDES 
NEGRETE,HARIA ISABEL REDONDO 
NITTERAUER,MARGARET ELLEN 
ORIHUELA ROORIGUEZ,HAGDALENA 
RAMIREZ,ANGIELICA 
REYES,VIRGINIA 
RIVERA GUTIERREZ,ALEJANDRA 
SALAZAR, TERESA 
SANVICENTE RIVERA,JOSEFINA 
SIAS CASAS,HARTIN EDUARDO 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
\ 
MAIN CAMPUS 
I GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
! 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
PAGE 23 • 
D81221D1 • 
SOSA,HARIA DEL PILAR 
SOTOHAYOR,SANDRA 
TAPIA, HUGO 
TELLEZ,SARA ESTHER ORTIZ 
TORRES,HARIA DE LOS ANGELES 
VALLES ORTIZ,PATRICIA H 
COTTER, THOMAS JEFFERY 
ANDREWS,RONALD PAUL 
BARCAU,HUGUREL ALEXANDRU 
BLANCHARD, BRUCE DAVID 
BORG,HEATHER 
BURKE,NANCY JEAN 
COLLI~S,JOSEPH ANDREW 
CONNEEN,SHEILA LENORA 
CULHANE,JOLANE 
DEVAULT,SARA LINDA 
DIAZ DE GALlEGOS,GABRIELA 
ELDRIDGE,JENNIFER JO 
ELIASSI,HEHDI 
FERNANDEZ-GILBERT,ARTURO 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUHHER 2DDI 
HAIN CAHPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAHS 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
HASTER OF WATER RESOUR~ES 
HAJOR 
WATER RESOURCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
MAJOR 
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES 
MATHEMATICS 
COUNSELING (CONCT) 
SPECIAL EDUCATION (CO 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
ED THOUGHT & SOCIOCUL 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPANISH AND PORTUGUES 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGINEERING 
SPANISH AND PORTUGUES 
MINOR 
MINOR 
PAGE 24 • 
08122101 • 
FIELITZ,LYNN RICHARD 
GARCIA,~ARLOTTA ANN 
GRIFFIN, JULIE ANN 
GRUENEWAlD,DAVID A 
HAGMAN,LYNDA WILSON 
HAGUE, KRISTEN LEIGH 
HAIBACH,FREDERICK GEORGE 
HERD,CHRISTOPHER DONALD KELLY 
HOWELL,LYN CONLEY 
HRABER,P. To 
HUGHES,SAMMY LEE 
IM,HYUN JU 
JACOBS,JENNIFER ANN 
JANOT,JEFFREY MICHAEL 
JOHNSON, TRACY LIND 
LEWIS,ANTHONY JOSEPH ALAN 
LEY, DAVID JONATHAN 
LOSER,MARILYN MAGUIRE 
MATIKI,ALFRED JANA 
MAULDIN, BARBARA BARIEAU 
MAYNES,LISA RENEE 
MENDOZA, JESSE GIL 
NELSON,RAYMOND CARL 
O'DONAUGHY,THERESA LYNNE 
ODONNELL,KELLY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO .. OFFIC. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 20Dl 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
ED THOUGHT & SOCIOCUL 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ED THOUGHT & SOCIOCUL 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
ENGLISH 
CHEMISTRY 
EARTH AND PLANETARY S 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARN 
BIOLOGY 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
ENGINEERING 
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO 
ENGLISH 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARN 
LINGUISTICS 
ART HISTORY 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARN 
PHYSICS 
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES 
ECONOMICS 
PAGE 25 • 
08/22101 • 
PARKER,TASSY 
PARKINSON,WILLIAM JERRY 
PEREZ,FRANK G. 
PERIMAN,RICHARD DANIEL 
PERRY,TRAVIS WILLIAM 
POWELL,AMY JO 
PRINGLE,SCOTT EDWARD 
RICHARDS,SUSAN VALERIE 
ROBERTS,AKI 
RUIZ-GARCIA,MARTHA ELIZABETH 
SHAW,COLIN ARTHUR 
SHUKLA, PRA TI BHA 
SOUKUP,JAMES DAVID 
TAYLOR,WILLIAM STEVE 
TEAGUE,KATHLEEN WYNNE BLACK 
WALKER,DENISE DANIELLE 
WEAVER,ANNE GENEVIEVE HERA 
WILLIAMS,WILLIAM THOMAS 
, 
WUNSCH,THOHAS FRANZEN 
XU, LIYANG 
YE,DONGMEI 
ZHOU,RUHAI 
ZVOCH,KEITH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO --
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
SOCIOLOGY 
ENGINEERING 
COMMUNICATION 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
ENGINEERING 
HISTORY 
SOCIOLOGY 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
EARTH AND PLANETARY S 
COMMUNICATION 
ENGINEERING 
ECONOMICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
ENGINEERING 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS 
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOG 
PAGE 26 • 
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ACEVEDO,CONSUELO A 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO •. OFFIC. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ARCHITECTURE 
MAJOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
MINOR 
PAGE 27 • 
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ADAMS,DANIELLE 
BEEBE,KENNETH JAY 
BURNS,ROBERT EUGENE 
COOPER,CHAD DOMINIC 
CREANGE, MElI SSA 
FARR,CHARLES PATRICK 
FLEMING,VIRGINIA GRACE 
HINE,WENDY LEE 
HOFFMAN,NICHOLAS J. 
HOFFMAN,NICHOLAS JOSEPH 
HOWELL,GEORGIA BETH 
ISKE,CELIN.A M. 
KUCKUCK III,FREDERICK WILLIAM 
LEONARD, KATHRYN BLISS 
NEWTON,AMY JEAN 
NICHOLS,TIHOTHY ANDREW 
ROSENBERGER, MICHELLE KATHLEEN 
RUTHERFURD,ELIZABETH ANNE 
SMITH,KIMBERLY KAYE 
TANG,WENJUN 
VILLEGAS,DIANE MARIE 
VRETENAR,NATASA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICa THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT O. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
POLICY AND PLANNING 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOL 
MANAGEMENT INFO SYSTE 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOL 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI 
MANAGEMENT INFO SYSTE 
ACCOUNTING (CONCT) 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
MINOR 
PAGE 28 • 
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WRIGHT,FRANCELLA M 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO •• OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT O. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT (C 
PAGE 29 • 
08122101 • 
BLISS,ANDREA L. 
DRAGER,HEATHER CAPPS 
MARTINEZ,YOLANDA M. 
PREBLE,NICOLE ELIZABETH 
SHOWALTER,DEAN C. 
SISNEROS,JULENE DARICE 
SMITH,STEVEN LANE 
YELVERTON,WILLIAM THOMAS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
HEALTH SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
PHYSICIAN ASliISTANT 
RADIOLOGIC SCIENCES 
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
MINOR 
PAGE 30 • 
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MAESTAS, ERIKA APRIL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO •• OFFIC. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
HUMAN SERVICES 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN HUMAN SERVICES 
MAJOR 
HUMAN SERVICES 
MINOR 
PAGE 31 • 
08122101 • 
ACQUE,MICHELLE GAYLE 
HUSKAY,PAUlA S 
HITCHELL,JESSICA DELPHINE 
RIGGS,RANDALL WAYNE 
SAH,ROBERT,I\ J 
SI LVA, DONN,I\ 
TAHE,CARLENE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO •• OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
NURSING 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
MAJOR 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
(BRAN 
MINOR 
PAGE 32 • 
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BROWN,SALINA 
MORRISSETTE,ROSANNE P. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
MAJOR 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
(BRAN 
MINOR 
PAGE • 
OB/22/01 • 
BLAYLOCK-HENDREN,EVA DAWN 
MUSKRAT,DON ALAN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
LIBERAL ARTS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN LIBERAL ARTS 
MAJOR 
LIBERAL ART 
LIBERAL ART 
(BRAN 
MINOR 
PAGE 34 • 
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ARVISO,KRISTOPHER LANCE 
TONY,TOMYA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE. THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
CERTIFICATE WITH 1 TO 2 YEARS TO COMPLETION 
MAJOR 
DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY 
DENTAL ASSISTING 
MINOR 
PAGE 35 • 
08/22/01 • 
KAIBETONEY,EDDIE ALBERT 
KYLESTEWA,LAURIE ROSE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICe THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
MAIN CAMPUS 
OTHER ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN PRE-BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR MINOR 
PRE-BUSIN~SS ADMINIST 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
MAJOR MINOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST 
PAGE 36 • 
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BOWEN, MELINDA KAYE 
CHARLEY, FRANCES A 
EUSTACE,DANIELLE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO ., OFFIcJIit THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
GALLUP BRANCH 
NURSING 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
MAJOR 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
(BRAN 
MINOR 
PAGE • 
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BEGAYE,KIH~ERLY KAYE 
DEMPSEY,ANNALENE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO •• OFFica THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
GALLUP BRANCH 
GENERAL STUDIES 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN GENERAL STUDIES 
MAJOR 
GENERAL STUDIES 
GENERAL STUDIES 
MINOR 
(BRAN 
PAGE 38 • 
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ANTONE,ETTA M 
CURTIS,LYLE P 
JOE, JEFFERSON S 
SMITH,PHILEN D 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC~ THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
GALLUP BRANCH 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
CERTIFICATE WITH 1 TO 2 YEARS TO COMPLETION 
MAJOR 
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTI 
WELDING TECHNOLOGY 
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTI 
DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY 
MINOR 
PAGE 39 • 
08122101 
• 
ROSENBAUM,ALICIA MARY 
WALLACE,LETITIA M 
BEGAY,SHELDON 
BILL Y ,EMMA J 
CODY,DAWNETTE 
CHEE ,VALINA ANN 
WATCHMAN,LANEL A 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC~THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
GALLUP BRANCH 
OTHER ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN ART STUDIO 
MAJOR 
ART STUDIO 
MINOR 
ASSOC OF ARTS IN PRE-PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
PRE-PROFESSIONAL EDUC 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING 
MINOR 
MAJOR MINOR 
ACCOUNTING 
ACCOUNTING 
ACCOUNTING 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN SCHOOL HEALTH PROMOTION 
MAJOR MINOR 
r SCHOOL HEALTH PROMOTI 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN MICROCOMPUTER OPERATN 
MAJOR MINOR 
MICROCOMPUTER OPERATI 
PAGE 40 • 
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FRITZ,DUANE G. 
LINE, JO ANI~ H. 
ULBRICHT,EGAN KENNETH 
YEARY,HADOUNA A 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
VALENCIA COUNTY BRANCH 
GENERAL STUDIES 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN GENERAL STUDIES 
MAJOR 
GENERAL STUDIES 
GENERAL STUDIES 
GENERAL STUDIES 
GENERAL STUDIES 
MINOR 
(BRAN 
PAGE 41 • 
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APODACA, RICHARD E 
HERRERA, DINAH MARY 
PINO,TOBY 
ULBRICHT,EGAN KENNETH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
VALENCIA COUNTY BRANCH 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
CERTIFICATE WITH 1 TO 2 YEARS TO COMPLETION 
MAJOR 
COMPUTER AIDED DRAFT I 
OFFICE AND BUSINESS T 
COMPUTER AIDED DRAFT I 
ART STUDIO 
MINOR 
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GUTIERREZ,CHRISTORHER RAY 
PEASLEY, DAGMAR G 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
VALENCIA COUNTY BRANCH 
OTHER ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCI IN SEMICONDUCTOR MFG TECHNOLOGY 
MAJOR MINOR 
SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFAC 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
GENERAL SCIENCE 
MINOR 
PAGE • 
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LUJAN, BERNADETTE YVONNE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE.THE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
TAOS CENTER 
HUMAN SERVICES 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN HUMAN SERVICES 
MAJOR 
HUMAN SERVICES 
MINOR 
PAGE 44 • 
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• 
_UJAN, ROSEM".RI!O 
;TORMO,ANGELA 
rRUJILLO,DIANA SUE 
IALDEZ,JAKE GREGORIO 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO·· OFFICE ~HE REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
TAOS CENTER 
GENERAL STUDIES (BRAN 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN GENERAL STUDIES 
MAJOR MINOR 
GENERAL STUDIES 
GENERAL STUDIES 
GENERAL STUDIES 
GENERAL STUDIES 
PAGE 45 • 
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IAUL ,MARTHA MARY 
IEDINA,MARY A 
'ISANO, TERESA 
:AEL ,SANDRA M 
lEAD I NG, MARGERY 
toMERO, RENEE '8 
;ANCHEZ, VELMA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO·· OFFICE ~E REGISTRAR 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SUMMER 2001 
TAOS CENTER 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
CERTIFICATE WITH 1 TO 2 YEARS TO COMPLETION 
MAJOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST 
BUSINESS COMPUTER PRO 
HOLISTIC HEALTH AND H 
BUSINESS COMPUTER PRO 
APPLIED ARTS AND CRAF 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST 
EARLY CHILDHOOD MULTI 
MINOR 
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TRUJILLO,JUANITA GRACE 
VIGIL,ROBERTA J 
ARCHULETA, LINDA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFIC~ THE REGISTRAR 
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TAOS CENTER 
OTHER ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN PRE-BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
PRE-BUSINESS ADMINIST 
PRE-BUSINESS ADMINIST 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN SOUTHWEST STUDIES 
MAJOR 
SOUTHWEST STUDIES 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MAJOR MINOR 
JOURNALISM & MASS COM PSYCHOLOGY 
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BOSEY, THEA .S 
NILSSON-WEBER,ASA M 
KAMM,JENNIFER LEE 
MENDEZ,ROElERT 
FLORES,DAVID ANGELO 
ANDAZOLA,FRANK ANDREW 
KAY, RONAl[, RAYMOND 
MARTINEZ,GUILLERMO MAXIMINO RIVERA 
TESSENDORF,ETHAN G 
CONFIRMED DEGREES, 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MINOR 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN 
MINOR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN 
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BREYER,SOPHIA K. 
DERAS,HARIO R 
JAHNER,JESSICA 
ROSENBERGER, LAURA HARlE 
SPRIGGS, STEPHANIE ANN 
FENDICK,TIFFANY LYN 
HOLMES,KATHERINE ELIZABETH 
LATONA,DAMIAN MARIUS 
BIVENS,JESSICA ANN 
BUTLER,LONNETTE 
GODDARD,NATHAN RAYMOND 
POLEY,ANDREW MORRIS 
SCHWARZ,VERENA 
TOMIHARA,MORIKI 
LEBOW,KASSEY SHEVON 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MAJOR 
THEATRE 
THEATRE 
DANCE 
THEATRE 
THEATRE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FINE ARTS 
MAJOR 
ART STUDIO 
ART HISTORY 
ART STUDIO 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
MAJOR 
THEATRE 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
THEATRE 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
MAJOR 
HUSIC 
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BAILEY,MICHAEL C 
BENAVIDEZ II,ROLANDO JUSTIN 
CARSTENS,SARA ELAINE 
CORONADO,RAQUEL R. 
DEHKO,JESSIE KAY 
GALLARDO,CLAUDIA JOSEF INA 
GONZALES,CARLOS RIIS 
GREINEL,DANIEL A. 
HICKS,DONTAY L 
HUSSEY,LINDA ELAINE 
LEE, JENNIFER HOWARD 
LEWELLEN-SIDDLE,MARK 
LOWDEN,JACQUELINE R 
LUX,HICAH STEPHEN 
HCCABE,MICHAEL REAM 
MCDONALD,.IOYCE RAE 
MCGUIRE, REBECCA 
MORRIS,HAltTHA L. 
PAUL,ALLISON REAGAN 
SANDOVAL DE HALONEY,NINA 
SWEERS,JAHIE ELIZABETH 
TORNBERG,CASEY CHARLES 
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UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
SUMMER 2001 
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MAJOR 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
HINOR 
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COLLYER,PERCY ED~ARD 
DOHINGUEZ JR,ALBERTO RAHON 
HILLER,BILLIE JENNIFER 
NAPIERKOWSKI,JOYCE ANN 
SAIDSERESHT,HOJDEH 
THOHAS,TRENT HOLLAND 
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DOCTOR OF PHARHACY PROGRAH 
DOCTOR OF PHARHACY 
HAJOR 
PHARHD 
PHARHD 
PHARHD 
PHARHD 
PHARHD 
PHARHD 
HINOR 
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REVISED MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
THE REGENTS OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
AND 
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION @ UNM 
This Revised Memorandum of Agreement is made as of October 9,2001 between the Regents of 
the University of New Mexico, a public corporation of the State of New Mexico (the "University" 
or "UNM"), and the Science and Technology Corporation @ UNM ("STC"), formed under the 
New Mexico Nonprofit Corporation Act and the New Mexico Research Park Corporation Act. 
This Revised Memorandum of Agreement amends and restates the Memorandum of Agreement 
between these parties entered into on June 8, 1993 and amended thereafter on July 1, 1996, 
September 12, 1997 and September 12,2000. 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, the University desires to enhance the economic well-being of the State of New 
Mexico by using certain assets of the University in the form of intellectual properties created by 
the research efforts of its faculty and land that is dedicated for commercial development in the 
name of the Science & Technology Park at the University of New Mexico (the "Park"); and, 
WHEREAS, the University believes that through the formation of STC, which will bring special 
expertise to the commercialization of University-owned intellectual property and management and 
development of the Park, new business ventures and new jobs will be created and existing New 
Mexico business will be helped to be more competitive, preserving existing jobs; and, 
WHEREAS, the University believes that STC will also become a significant partner with the 
national laboratories in the transfer of laboratory technology to the private business and industry 
sector; and 
WHEREAS, the formation of STC will provide an opportunity for the University to retain 
outstanding research faculty through their participation in commercialization of their inventions 
while retaining faculty status; and, 
WHEREAS, the University believes that the creation of management expertise in STC will bring a 
financial return to the University that may be reinvested in the University's research activities, 
building stronger programs; and 
, 
WHEREAS, the existence of STC will provide significant opportunities for the University 
students to participate in and learn about entrepreneurial ventures, small business opportunities, 
and gain practical business management experience. 
• NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed as follows: 
• 
• 
• 
1.0 THE STC ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL FUNCTIONS 
1.1 STC agrees to operate according to its Articles of Incorporation filed April 16, 1993 and 
Bylaws, as adopted by STC and approved by the University Board of Regents, and all 
amendments approved thereafter. 
l.2 STC agrees to organize and operate in such a manner that retains the corporation's legal 
status as a tax-exempt nonprofit organization pursuant to Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code or any successor statute and to comply with the conditions prescribed in 
the New Mexico Nonprofit Corporation Act and the New Mexico Research Park 
Corporation Act. 
1.3 STC may organize itself and employ staff as it deems appropriate to conduct its business 
. and fulfill its responsibilities to the University. STC agrees that the President of the 
University, the Provost of the University, the Vice-Provost for Research of the University, 
a dean of an academic college nominated by the University President, the University Vice 
President for Business and Finance, the Vice-President for Health Sciences of the 
University of New Mexico, and two research faculty members nominated by the 
University President (one of whom shall be a member of the faculty or staff of the UNM 
Health Sciences Center who shall be appointed upon the recommendation of the Vice-
President for Health Sciences) shall be included as voting members of the STC Board of 
Directors. The membership of the Board of STC may not consist of more than 40 percent 
employees or officers of the University. A member of the Board of Regents designated by 
it to serve on the Board shall be considered not to be an employee or officer of the 
University. 
1.4 STC shall employ its own staff The corporation may, however, from time to time 
contract with the University for professional services to be provided by an employee of the 
University. The University may also provide for adjunct or affiliated faculty appointments 
of STC employees when it is determined that the latter have some specific expertise to 
contribute to the teaching or research programs of the University. 
l.5 STC shall establish its own operating policies and procedures. The Board of Directors 
shall organize itself in such a manner to assure proper oversight of the business activities 
of the corporation. 
2.0 ASSIGNMENT OF UNIVERSITY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
2.1 The University agrees to maintain an intellectual property policy that clearly establishes 
the University's ownership of certain technology or Inventions and requires disclosure of 
such technology or inventions to the University's Administration. 
2.2 The University agrees to make available all such disclosures with their supporting 
information to STC for its consideration of assignment to STC for commercialization . 
STC will evaluate such property to determine its potential commercial value and advise 
2 
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• 
2.3 
2.4 
the University within a reasonable period of time (generally not to exceed ninety (90) days 
after delivery of the disclosure to STC) if STC desires to enter into an assignment 
agreement with the University. Upon request of STC after such evaluation, the University 
shall execute all necessary assignments to convey its ownership interest in any selected 
intellectual property to STC. The University may, in its sole discretion, assign intellectual 
property to STC at any other time. To enhance the prospects for commercialization, the 
University will provide funds to pay the cost of patenting inventions, the amount of which 
shall be within the prerogative of the University, which costs are recoverable as provided 
in Section 2.4 below. 
Appendix A is the standard assignment agreement form that will be entered into by the 
University and STC. This form may be modified upon recommendation of the President 
ofthe University and the corporation and approval by the boards of those parties. If STC 
elects not to request an assignment of specific intellectual property, the University is free 
to pursue independent avenues of commercialization of the property. The University shall 
advise STC of such actions taken. 
The University and STC agree that the proceeds realized by STC from the 
commercialization ofthe intellectual property shall be disbursed pursuant to University 
Policy and existing agreements with third parties. STC and the University shall be 
reimbursed for all development costs related to patent prosecution and commercialization 
ofthe intellectual property before royalty distributions are made, whereupon STC shall 
receive forty percent (40%) of the remaining royalties. Note, "proceeds" means the gross 
income from the sale, lease, licensing or other commercialization of the intellectual 
property by STC, and "development costs" means University or STC funds expended for 
commercialization, including, but not limited to, the costs of patenting the intellectual 
property and all other costs expended or incurred in licensing the intellectual property. 
Development costs do not include the salaries or other employment costs of the University 
or STC. Proceeds shall be distributed in accordance with STC's policies but not less than 
every six (6) months beginning the first January subsequent to the assignment from the 
inventors to UNM. STC shall hold in trust all monies payable to UNM and the inventor(s) 
until those monies are disbursed. 
2.5 The University agrees that STC shall be permitted to apply its expertise in determining 
what form of commercialization will be adopted for intellectual properties assigned to the 
corporation. The University agrees to make its best effort to preserve the exclusive rights 
to STC to assigned intellectual property and agrees that STC shall not be responsible for 
resolving claims by inventors or others relating to development or ownership of the 
intellectual property except to the extent of its share of licensing or other 
commercialization income. 
2.6 STC accepts the responsibility to seek funding other than from the University for any costs 
other than patent costs of developing University assigned intellectual property into 
commercial value. The University agrees to assure the necessary access to Inventors of 
intellectual property assigned to STC in order that full commercial value may be obtained. 
3 
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2.7 UNM may request that staff of STC administer aspects ofthe UNM patent and copyright 
responsibilities under separate contractual agreement. 
2.8 STC and UNM, as appropriate, shall maintain accurate and complete records of patent 
prosecution and commercialization costs and efforts for each Invention. STC shall 
prepare an annual report which shall include but is not limited to proceeds received and 
costs incurred in commercialization, prosecution of patent applications, and disbursements 
made to inventors and to UNM. 
2.9 STC acknowledges that it owes a fiduciary responsibility to UNM in the performance of 
its duties hereunder. 
2.10 All awards from legal actions shall be first used to reimburse STC's costs and attorney's 
fees, then the University's costs and attorney's fees, and the remainder shall be disbursed 
in accordance with the percentage distributions indicated in the assignment from the 
University to STC. 
2.11 The University employees and agents designated in writing by the University's President 
shall have access to all records of the STC but, to the extent permitted by law, appropriate 
provisions for confidentiality shall be made. 
2.12 In the event that STC has made no reasonable effort to commercialize an Invention within 
two (2) years of the assignment from the UNM to STC, STC shall assign the Invention to 
the University, if the University so requests. 
2.13 All provisions and rights of this agreement shall inure to and bind the successors and 
assignees of the parties whether said provisions or rights are granted in whole or in part. 
3.0 LEASING OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY PARK TO STC 
3.1 The University shall enter into leases with STC for management and development of the 
tracts of improved or unimproved land previously dedicated by the University as the 
University Center Research Park (later renamed the Science & Technology Park at the 
University of New Mexico), except for the Optoelectronic Materials Laboratory (to be 
funded by State General Obligation bonds) and its site. 
3.2 STC shall be responsible for securing tenants and subleasing all existing facilities at the 
Park and for the development and sublease of new facilities, except the Optoelectronic 
Materials Laboratory building. 
3.3 STC agrees to reimburse the University for any actual costs incurred upon the written 
request of STC by the University on behalf of the Park, including any debt financing 
obligations pertaining to improvements leased to STC. 
4 
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3.4 STC agrees to develop and maintain the Park in accordance with architectural and 
development requirements required by the University and defined in Appendix B. STC 
shall provide the University with an updated Master Plan including any changes 
periodically made by STC. 
3.5 The annual ground rent to be paid by STC to the University for the lease of a parcel of 
land at the Park will generally be nine percent (9%) of the fair market value of the land 
adjusted for market value periodically, at least every three years. In the case of a sublease 
of a parcel ofland by STC to a third-party that will construct buildings thereon, the 
ground rental rate may be modified by mutual agreement of the University and the STC on 
a parcel-by-parcel basis. In cases where STC is the lessee ofland on which buildings are 
owned by the University, STC agrees to pay as additional rent actual or imputed debt 
service to the University for the existing buildings. 
4.0 BUSINESS STRUCTURE OF STC 
4.1 STC shall create an initial business plan, including an outline of business emphasis and 
financial structure for the corporation. 
4.2 STC shall establish appropriate business accounting policies and provisions independent of 
the University with appropriate oversight by the Board of Directors, and require an annual 
audit ofthe corporation by an independent audit firm. 
4.3 STC shall provide the University: 
A. For two years from commencement of this agreement, a quarterly report to the 
Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee that includes any changes in the STC 
business plan and current status of business activities; and 
B. An annual report by September 30th of each year that includes an update of its 
business plan, the status of its various business activities, and a copy of the annual 
audit report. 
4.4 STC is encouraged to utilize New Mexico sources for procurement of goods and services 
to the maximum degree possible with appropriate business practices. The corporation 
may utilize University procurement contracts when it is deemed in the best interest of STC 
and is permissible by University procurement policies and procedures. 
4.5 The University agrees to make available to STC institutional support services, such as 
printing services, computing support, telecommunications, etc., as deemed needed by the 
corporation on a cost reimbursable basis. 
4.6 By September 30th of each year, STC will distribute to the University any retained 
earnings in excess of funds needed for its annual operating expenses, if requested by the 
Board of Regents. 
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5.0 OPERATING AGREEMENTS 
5.1 The University and S TC agree that, at all times and for all purposes of the agreement, 
STC as an entity in performance of its business under the authorization of this agreement 
shall act in an independent, separate legal capacity and not as an agent ofthe University, 
except where specifically authorized to act as agent in writing. Within the limits and 
restrictions of the New Mexico Tort Claims Act, Section 4-4-1 et seq NMSA 1978, each 
party agrees to be responsible for its own negligent acts or omissions which may occur 
during the performance of this agreement and which result in claims by individuals or 
entities not parties to the agreement. 
5.2 It is mutually understood and agreed that any alteration or variation of the terms of the 
STC Articles ofIncorporation, Bylaws or this Memorandum of Agreement shall be 
submitted for approval to the Board of Regents of The University of New Mexico. No 
amendment to this agreement shall be valid unless made in writing and signed by both 
parties. No oral understandings or agreements not incorporated herein, and no alterations 
or variations of the terms hereof, unless made in writing between both parties, shall be 
binding on either of the parties. 
All official notices required under this agreement shall be given as follows: 
Notices to University: 
Notices to STC: 
Vice PresidentlBusiness and Finance 
109 Scholes Hall 
The University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131-3001 
President 
Science & Technology Corporation @ UNM 
851 University Blvd., SE, Suite 200 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
6.0 TERMINATION 
6.1 This agreement may be terminated by either party effective upon written notice to the 
other party at least six (6) months in advance thereof If, for any reason, this agreement is 
terminated, or upon the dissolution or liquidation of STC, all assets of the corporation 
assigned or leased to the corporation by the University shall be transferred to the 
University or to any successor designated by the University upon termination of the 
Agreement. 
6.2 All leases to STC shall expressly incorporate by reference the terms of this Agreement and 
in all subleases to third parties there shall be incorporated the right of termination in 
/ 
Paragraph 6.1 above but such subleases may provide that any termination by the 
University shall not result in termination of an existing sublease to a third party. 
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• IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to be executed. 
• 
• 
The Regents of 
The University of Ne 
.L...-«'-'--.,.<:;: 
Date II -/3 "'0 l 
By: 
Date: /tJ-3/- 01 
~ 
Science & Technology Corporation 
@UNM 
Byn~~_ ~ 
Date: (0 .... 24 - i) \ 
By~L~ 
Asst. Secretary, Board of Directors 
This Revised Agreement was approved by the Board of Directors of the Science and Technology 
Corporation @ UNM on July 30,2001 and at a regularly called meeting of the Regents of the 
University of New Mexico held on October 9,2001. 
f:luserslgerri\M0A200 I.doc 
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RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
AUTHORIZING PARTICIPATION BY THE 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER 
WITH THE NEW MEXICO CANCER CARE ALLIANCE 
Be it resolved the by the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico (the "University"): 
WHEREAS, the University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center ("UNMHSC") operates a Cancer 
Research and Treatment Center that is preparing to seek designation by the National Cancer Institute as a 
comprehensive cancer center; 
WHEREAS, such designation will help to ensure that citizens of New Mexico have access to new 
therapeutic modalities and agents being tested in clinical trials sponsored by the National Cancer Institute, 
as well as other public and private sponsors, in the future; 
WHEREAS, such designation requires that sufficient numbers of New Mexico patients be enrolled in 
clinical trials of new cancer therapeutic agents; 
WHEREAS, a large number of such patients are treated by private practitioners who also wish to provide 
their patients with an opportunity to participate in those trials; 
WHEREAS, a collaboration among academic and private practitioners wiII serve to maximize the 
opportunity for New Mexico patients to participate in such trials without having to leave the state; 
WHEREAS, the Albuquerque healthcare institutions and oncology specialists practicing in the Albuquerque 
metropolitan area have been engaged in a planning process for several months to develop a mechanism by 
which they can participate jointly in such trials, as well as in joint patient and practitioner educational and 
other related programs; 
WHEREAS, the institutional and physician participants seek to establish a New Mexico Cancer Care 
Alliance (the "Alliance") that will provide a collaborative framework for offering clinical trials, joint tumor 
boards. a collaborative, streamlined process for assurance of human subject protection, and similar joint 
programs; and 
WHEREAS, the participants will seek to make participation in the Alliance available to other institutions 
and practitioners in the state after the Alliance becomes operational; 
NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: 
That the Board of Regents does hereby authorize the President of the University or his designees: 
1. To enter into agreements with the institutional and physician participants for establishment of 
the Alliance as a New Mexico nonprofit corporation, tax-exempt under Section 501 (c)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code; 
2. To enter into agreements with the Alliance. once established. by which the UNMHSC will 
panicipate in clinical trials and other joint programs with the Alliance; and 
.. ;6 
~. 
~. 
3. To execute such documents required to effectuate those purposes; and 
That the authorization by the Board of Regents is based on the understanding that the agreements will 
provide generally for the following: 
I. That the University'S Vice President for Health Sciences will appoint at least two 
representatives to the Board of Directors of the Alliance; 
2. That the cancer clinical trials of the UNMHSC will be conducted under the auspices of 
the Alliance, unless the Alliance should decline participation; 
3. That the UNMHSC will contribute to the start-up expenses of the Alliance in the 
estimated amount of$500,000 over a five-year period; 
4. That transactions between the UNMHSC and the Alliance for provision of services to 
each other in furtherance of their mutual objectives will be based on fair market value; 
and 
5. That the participation by the UNMHSC in the Alliance will enhance quality and 
accessibility of cancer care for citizens of New Mexico, training and expertise of New 
Mexico's current and future oncology specialists, and the research, teaching and public 
service missions of the UNMHSC. 
Adopted by a vote of 1 in favor, Oopposed, and () abstaining this 9th day of October 200 I. 
• The University of New Mexico 
• 
• 
Vice President for Business and Finance 
Scholes Hall 109 
Albuquerque. NM 87131-300 I 
Telephone (505) 277-7520 
FAX (505) 277-7577 
October 9,2001 
Dr. Bruce Hamlett, Executive Director 
State of New Mexico 
Commission on Higher Education 
1068 Cerrillos Road 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 
Per your letter of June 22, 2001 to Dr. William Gordon, the Commission on Higher Education 
approved the University of New Mexico budget on June 7, 2001 contingent upon: 
1. Receipt of an acceptable plan approved by the UNM Board of Regents detailing actions 
to be taken to eliminate the deficit in the Auxiliary budget within an acceptable 
timeframe. 
2. Actual I&G fund balances exceeding 3% of expenditures. No action is required on 
UNM's part as the University's budgeted I&G ending balance exceed 3% of expenses. 
The University of New Mexico will reduce the deficit in Auxiliary Enterprises by $350,000 per 
year through increased revenue, reduced costs or taking advantage of other opportunities not 
available at the present time. 
As indicated in the attached chart the Auxiliary Enterprise Fund Balance has gone from a 
negative $5,640,686 at 6130/99 to a negative $3,434,279 at 6/30101, an improvement of 
$2,206,407. We believe that the following paragraph, which appeared in last year response, is 
still fundamentally true. 
For the future, UNM believes that its Auxiliary Enterprises can sustain a break-even position and 
generate enough revenue in excess of expense to address their own capital replacement -
effectively these have not been addressed or funded since 1993. Each of these businesses 
operated in a price sensitive market. Customers demand quality at a fair price and will not utilize 
our auxiliaries unless they are able to provide quality at a fair price. We are hopeful that with 
appropriate planning and careful management, we will continue to make the kind of progress that 
we have made over the past two years. This will, however, be a difficult business undertaking, 
and a careful balance must be struck between using excess revenues to payoff deficits as 
opposed to reinvesting them in these business operations to ensure their future viability. The 
challenge for the future is going to be to formulate and implement a plan to payoff the deficit in 
our auxiliary operations without placing those operations in a situation where they are forced to 
price themselves out of the competitive business market. We will continue to work on that with 
the same diligence and energy that we have utilized in addressing the accrual of deficits in these 
areas. 
• 
• 
• 
Commission on Higher Education 
October 9,2001 
Page 2 
Sincerely, 
~~0f~ 
Julie C. Weaks 
Vice President for Business and Finance 
Approved: Jd2~ 
William C. Gordon, President 
University of New Mexico 
d, President 
Board of Regents 
University of New Mexico 
(date) 
(date) 
• I()~q--l)( 
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UNM E-Education Pilot Project Page 1 
NEW MEXICO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
1068 Cerrillos Rd., Santa Fe, NM 87501-4295 
CAPITAL PROJECT TRANSMITTAL SUMMARY SHEET 
Check the appropriate boxes below for materials accompanying this Summary Sheet and 
prepare the necessary attachments. You may attach extra pages if needed. When Commission 
action is requested, completed material must be received by the CHE staff at least 20 working 
days before the Commission meeting at which approval is to be requested. 
_X_ 
--X-
1. Institution University of New Mexico Date 08/06/2001 
2. Project Title UNM E-Education Pilot Project 
3. CHE meeting when project consideration is requested:_Y.:.-e=s::....-___ _ 
4. Contact person Dr. John Sobolewski, Dr. Art St. George· 
Phone 505=277-8125, 505-277-8106 
5. Required Forms for Project Categories: 
New Construction (All Forms except 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4) 
Alterations (All Forms except 3-1 and 3-4) 
Planning (Forms 1, 2, 6-1, 6-2, and 7) 
Demolition or Site Clearing (Forms 1, 2, 3-4, 4, 6-1, 6-2, and 7) 
Acquisition or Sale (Forms 1, 2, 4, 5, 6-1, 6-2, and 7) 
l Information Technology (Forms 1-1,1-2,5-1 and 7) 
6. A site plan of the proposed project. Attach this as Exhibit 1. (Required for final 
project approval.) 
7. Completed design development drawings of the project, including elevations and 
floor plans with each space numbered and identified as to use. Attach this as . 
Exhibit 2. (Required for final project approval.) 
8. Form 1 - Preliminary Data Form. 
9. Form 2 - Relationship to Institutional Plan and Mission 
10. Form 3 - List of Spaces involved in the project. 
11. Form 4 - Physical Plant Operation and Maintenance Costs. 
12 . Form 5 - Equipment Purchases 
13. Form 6-1 and 6-2 - Proposed Project Costs, Square Footage, and Funding Source 
14. Form 7 - Certification by Governing Board 
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learning to ensure New Mexico maintains an educated workforce. Consequently, the goal is 
- tcf -continue to provide students with traditional (lecture) forms of education, and to 
complement that by effectively using technology to provide non-traditional forms of 
education to anyone, located anywhere, at any time and at the pace needed by the 
individual.:, A longer term goal is to extend this form of distance and time independent 
education to help prepare K-12 students for college work through advanced placement 
courses, and graduates to acquire new skills required by workers in the 21 51 century. 
Accomplishing this will first require collaboration between the content providers in academic 
departments, and CIRT which is the· technology provider. Extending this model to the rest of 
New Mexico will require interinstitutional collaboration. 
Finally, CIRT must also provide the university with support of its mission critical business, 
financial and student systems to effectively administer and manage its teaching, research 
and public service missions. 
Major IT Issues 
The major IT issues at the University of New Mexico are similar to those at other major 
research institutions1 and can be summarized as: 
1. Increasing student expectations for IT support and services. This requires new 
planning and serv~E3 models, as well as new IT funding strategies to support student 
expectations while maintaining a reasonable return on the investment for IT support. 
2. Challenges in distributed learning and distance independent education. Besides the 
challenges of supporting a scalable and reliable distributed learning environment, the 
University will be faced with the problems of faculty training, incentives and resistance to 
change, as well as completely new procedures for handling curriculum development, 
residency requirements, course credits, fees and credit transfers. 
3. Intellectual property issues in a networked environment. This requires a 
reexamination of current laws and policies governing intellectual property, given that 
these laws are currently more applicable to printed information rather than information 
that is stored digitally and can be retrieved from anywhere at anytime by anyone 
authorized to do so. 
4. Information access policy and management. Given that institutional information may 
be public (e.g., the institution's Web pages) or highly confidential (e.g., student grades), 
and everything in between, an access policy is required for defining who has what kind of 
privilege to access what data. This in turn requires unique identifiers for users seeking 
access to privileged information with appropriate tools for authentication, authorization, 
and management of access privileges to the various institutional information resources. 
5. Growing complexity and cost of distributed and networked systems. It is not 
uncommon for research universities to have well over 10,000 distributed devices running 
multiple operating systems, protocols and applications, all of which must interoperate 
seamlessly and reliably. This, together with rising student expectations and shorter 
technology replacement cycles, all contribute to rising total costs. 
6. Recruitment, retention and retraining of IT staff. The combination of reduced number 
of graduates in computer-related fields, the lack of competitive salaries in higher 
education, and the increasing market demand for IT skills all contribute to the challenge in 
the recruitment and retention of experienced staff. This is compounded by the increasing 
rate of change of IT, forcing continuous retraining of existing staff in an environment that 
has concentrated on upgrading faculty rather than staff skills. This challenge will only 
increase as the demand for IT staff continues to exceed the supply. 
1 See http://www.cause.orgiinformation-resources/ir-Iibrary/htmUcem9742.html 
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Goals for FY 01-04 
UNM and its Health Sciences Center have initiated new strategic planning processes with the 
objective of having a new strategic plan in place by Summer of 2001. Unlike the current plan, 
the new plan will establish clear priorities, including priorities for IT, and tie them to the 
budget process. Consequently, the goals below may change next year given they are still 
based on the current strategic plan and current initiatives. These are: 
1. Enhance student computing by upgrading networking, hardware and software in 
existing student classrooms, pods and laboratories. This is an on-going project, with 
the goal being to provide direct support for the teaching and learning mission of the 
university. Without providing students with effective access to IT, and teaching them how 
to use it effectively in their disciplines, UNM would be graduating students with obsolete 
skills to function effectively in the 21 st Century. 
Depending upon the availability of funding, specific objectives include: 
• Upgrading network connectivity to 100 Mbps switched Ethernet for all student 
classrooms and pods. 
• Periodically upgrading classroom and pod workstations and their software to ensure 
they do not become obsolete. 
• Doubling the disk file storage students may have. 
Charging all students a technology fee is being considered as a potential funding source 
for these continuous enhancements. Such a fee will have to be approved by the Board of 
Regents. 
2. Enhance the University's local and wide area networking. Local and wide area 
network connectivity is essential to support the teaching, research, and public service 
missions of the university, and for supporting the effective management and 
administration of those functions. Specific objectives in the next three years include: 
• Complete rewiring to make all UNM buildings, including those newly acquired or 
refurbished (e.g., the new Student Union Building) to meet or exceed the category 5 
wiring standard. 
• Provide 100 Mbps switched Ethernet to all campus desktops. 
• 
• 
• 
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• Extending help desk hours into the evening to support students who encounter 
problems when accessing UNM courses and other information resources after 
normal work hours. 
The above will give both local and remote students a variety of options not available to 
them today. They will have the flexibility of being able to fully participate in the lecture in 
real-time, learn or preview lecture material using the Web at their leisure, and even 
review a particular lecture whenever they wish. In the future, this will be augmented by 
tools currently being evaluated at UNM for the ACCESS Grid that is being developed by 
NCSA (National Center for Supercomputing Applications) Alliance to support team 
interaction and collaboration in a distributed environment. These tools take advantage of 
high bandwidth networks, large format displays and voice/video over IP technologies to 
enable distributed groups to work collaboratively in group-oriented spaces. This is 
important since many educators believe that, to be fully effective, distance and time 
independent education must be augmented by effective distance independent group 
interaction tools to take the place of the interaction that occurs between students, as well 
as between students and faculty, before and after classes. 
The use of new aQd emerging information technologies for the effective delivery of 
education to where it is needed, when it is needed, and at a pace at which it is needed by 
individual students, will change conventional and continuing (lifelong or K-99) education in 
very profound ways. It allows students to have access to needed courses that might 
otherwise not be available locally, allows more flexibility in schedules and physical 
locations and, perhaps more important, it allows students to learn and revise course 
material at a pace that is comfortable to an individual. The net effect is a less restrictive 
and more student-friendly learning environment that could encourage more students, and 
especially minority students, to study the mathematical, scientific and engineering 
disciplines. 
CIRT has been working with other campus groups to provide the needed technology and 
support infrastructure for the effective delivery of distance and time independent 
education to all on and off campus students. A key component of this will be an 
enhanced network infrastructure (Goal 2) to provide the needed delivery mechanism. A 
pilot project currently under way (the UNM Internet Pilot Project) is to outsource the 
development of about twenty web based courses using the course content provided by 
UNM faculty, make those courses available to all, and evaluate their effectiveness. In the 
long term, however, the goal is to provide faculty with the training, support and the 
technological infrastructure to do that internally, should our evaluation show that this is 
more cost-effective. 
4. Simplify the University's major business processes and use them to implement 
new, more effective administrative systems. The objective here is to examine and 
reengineer or transform the current business processes of the University to: 
• Make them more valuable, more rational, simpler and easier to use. 
• Empower employees by delegating authority to the lowest levels while holding them 
responsible for fiscal efficiency and effectiveness. 
• Provide the right information to the right people at the right time and in the right 
format. 
• Eliminate the use of paper except where required by law or university policy. 
• 
• 
• 
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To store the amount of historical data required for such analyses to be meaningful, the 
storage for the exiting warehouse needs to be greatly increased. Furthermore, a 
committee must be established to carefully review and define all data elements to ensure 
the right data is used for the various analyses. Issues of data ownership and data update 
must be resolved and a policy defining who has what access privileges (e.g., read only, 
add, modify, delete) to what data. 
6. Consolidate the main campus and the Health Science Center (HSC) IT plans into 
one integrated UNM IT plan. The HSC used UNM IT resources to meet its common 
needs with main campus(e~g., Internet access, networking, e-mail, certain administrative 
applications) and augments these with its own resources to meet the unique needs of its 
hospital and various other clinics. HSC staff are active participants in establishing 
campus IT standards, on other campus IT related committees and, conversely, CIRT staff 
seNe actively on HSC IT committees. The goals are to establish common standards, 
share common seNices, and save costs by avoiding unnecessary duplication of 
expensive resources .. Currently, both the University and the HSC have initiated new 
strategic planning processes which will eventually result in new strategic plans for IT. The 
goal is to actively include the HSC center in all UNM planning and to eventually have a 
single, comprehen,~ive, integrated, and all-inclusive IT plan for UNM that includes all 
campus organizations. 
Inter-institutional Resource Sharing 
The UNM collaborates with other State tertiary institutions of education on a number of fronts 
to improve the State's educational IT infrastructure, to help reduce its costs, and to share 
expertise and resources. Examples of such collaborations include: 
• Participation and support of CHECS (Council for Higher Education 
Computing/Communications SeNices) conferences where information is shared with 
other universities and community colleges on common IT problems and solutions. 
• Negotiations Of statewide contracts and agreements that have reduced the cost of 
hardware and software acquisitions for all members of CHECS. Specific examples 
include: 
• A savings of almost $1 M for the purchase and renewal of several hundred licenses of the 
AUTOCAD software package that were purchased by UNM and several other State 
institutions at a discount of almost 90%. 
• A savings of about 25% for a statewide maintenance agreement for DEC equipment. 
• A one time 30% discount for IBM PC's that was made available to State institutions. 
• Providing 5 State institutions with access to UNM's library seNices by using the Internet to 
augment local library resources and avoid needless duplication of expensive resources. 
• Help for other State institutions in the preparation of NSF proposals for improved Internet 
connectivity. 
• Reduction in training costs by inviting other institutions to attend UNM arranged training 
courses in various areas of IT. 
• A state license for WebCT, a program for developing Web based courses. 
Another significant example of inter-institutional collaboration is CHECSNet, a statewide 
network for Higher Education in New Mexico. As shown in Page 23, it uses a combination of 
dedicated lines and the US West frame relay network to connect 22 state universities and 
community colleges to the Internet, via the "northern and southern Internet gateways" 
provided by UNM and New Mexico State University (UNM) respectively. 
NEW MEXICO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
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A. Project Description. 
This request is part of a long-term plan at UNM 
to transition the University to a position where it 
uses computer and communication 
technologies to more effectively achieve its 
mission to educate the citizens of New Mexico 
(NM). It builds upon existing campus and State 
infrastructures whenever possible to both 
enhance conventional campus classroom instruction and to. electronically deliver courses at 
anytime, to anywhere in the State and beyond if necessary. 
A total of $1 ,099,855 is re~uested to enhance current resources and provide the technology 
. infrastructure components needed to support UNM's long-term goal of transitioning to a 21 5t 
Century university by providing a mix of conventional and "at anytime, from anywhere" E-
education at a pace that is comfortable to the individual learner. The strategy is to make the 
E-education option available to all students in NM -- students at the main UNM campus and 
all its branches, including the Extended University and Continuing Education students, at 
other NM institutions of higher education, as well as students in rural areas of NM via dial-up 
access if conventional Internet access is not available. As more introductory UNM courses 
become Internet or Web-enabled, they will also become available to high school students 
wishing to take advanced placement or introductory college courses. 
The benefits to NM will be enormous. Besides enhancing conventional education, this E-
education project has the potential to deliver education to all areas of NM, including its 
traditionally underserved areas. The "at anytime and at the pace comfortable to the learner" 
part of E-education has the potential for improving retention and graduation rates, especially 
for adult and working students. It will also benefit those adults who have already graduated 
and wish to return to the University for additional job-related training. The project will also 
directly contribute to the expansion of collaborative access to educational resources and will 
leverage not only current UNM resources but also the resources of several related State 
initiatives such as ZIANET (electronic library access) and CHECSNet (Internet connectivity· 
among NM institutions of higher education), which are also described in this proposal. 
This request should be viewed as a natural evolution and enhancement of UNM's Internet 
Pilot Project which used the Internet to deliver 30 complete courses to 375 local and remote 
students during the 2000-2001 academic year. While the number of courses in this pilot will 
be increased to 20 in the Fall 2000 Semester, this does not include dozens of additional 
UNM courses which will also benefit since they are being "Web-enabled" by faculty who use 
computers and communication technologies to enhance traditional course content and 
learning in various ways. During the academic year 2000-2001, there were 75 such courses 
enrolling 6,000 students . 
Finally, this request is fully consistent with the educational mission of the University and 
meets both objectives established by the CHE for funding recommendations. Specifically, 
this project will: 
• 
• 
• 
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The PEW award is an example of how this is 
occurring. The University of New Mexico was 
recently notified that it is a recipient of a Round 
Three Grant Award from the PEW Foundation. 
The award of $200,000 will allow the Psychology 
Department to reduce the number of weekly 
lectures to one by supplementing the traditional 
face-to-face lecture with interactive hybrid CO-
RaM and Internet activities, quizzes and 
programmed self-instruction. This will also reduce 
the cost of offering the course and will result in a 
lower drop rate. 
Equipment and Enhancements Requested 
UNM plans to leverage and enhance its IT infrastructure to make it more effective for the 
delivery of distance and time independent education for both local and remote students, and 
to create a campus envirQnment that is less restrictive in terms of course schedules and 
course locations, more personal and student-friendly, and more learner-centered. To help 
accomplish this, it is proposed to acquire and implement the following: 
1. Addition of a full T:.1 network circuit for each of the Branch Campuses in support of on-
line education and access to the growing array of main campus electronic resources, 
including the library. 
2. Full T-1 connectivity for the Continuing Education and Extended University remote sites at 
Kirtland AFB and the West Mesa Center. 
3. Increase the quality and quantity of dial-up service by expanding the number of lines to 
500 and using channelized modems to improve access to campus resources from the 
home or work. This is important since UNM is a commuter campus with the great 
majority of students living in the local dialing area. 
4. Enhance the local campus network to support effective multicasting which is required to 
allow effective transportation of voice and video signals over the Internet. UNM has been 
working with Argonne National Laboratory and other leading research universities in 
developing these technologies which are rapidly obsoleting the use of old and expensive 
one-way Interactive Television and two-way audio technologies for distance education. 
5. Web-caching to provide improved Web-server performance and network service for local 
and remote on-line courses. 
6. Web server to locally host the currently outsourced Internet Pilot Project courses and 
providing a better, much cheaper service for the growing number of on-line courses. 
7. A Student Portal with collaboration from students. The purpose of such a portal is to 
transform a large, impersonal, and sometimes student-unfriendly institution like UNM into 
a smaller, friendlier, more personal institution by using the Web to provide a one-stop 
electronic source for all academic and administrative information, personalized for the 
student. 
8. Enhancement of the existing Data Warehouse to allow UNM to extend its analysis of 
student retention, student graduation rates, as well as move towards performance-based 
budgeting. 
9. A testbed for wireless access to the campus network from the area in and around the 
Student Union Building. This is viewed primarily as a learning experience in anticipation 
of much greater need in the near future as hand-held personal devices become more 
effective and affordable and as students demand more anytime, anywhere networking. 
10. A Teleclassroom that is compatible with that proposed by New Mexico Institute of Mining 
and Technology to replace old Interactive TV technology and support the transmission of 
• 
• 
• 
why both requests include a wireless 
component is to allow UNM to evaluate and 
resolve two potential problems with these 
technologies. These are the issue of 
interoperability between equipment made by 
different manufacturers but allegedly 
conforming to the same national standards, 
and the issue of "seamless" operation of 
wireless devices when crossing from one 
"transmission domain" to another. Both are 
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important issues and require two sets of physically separated but coordinated testbeds. 
B. Business Justification. 
(1) Project Relationship to Institution Goals. 
The mission of the University is to preserve knowledge through education, create new 
knowledge through re~earch, and to provide selected public services for the citizens of 
NM and society as a whole. A specific major UNM goal is to strengthen scholarship and 
academic excellence by becoming a national model of teaching and learning 
excellence. 
Rapid advances in computing and communication technologies make it now possible to 
cost-effectively extend high quality education beyond the boundaries of the campus, to 
the dorm, the home and other locations in the State where Internet access is available. In 
fact, it makes a paradigm shift possible -- from the current restricted situation of courses 
at specific times and specific physical locations to education for all students, 
independent of their location in the State, at their schedule and at a pace dictated by 
them. This is especially important for a commuter university like UNM with older students 
(average age is 28 years) for whom a flexible schedule is important given many work full 
or part-time. Transition to this new paradigm is a specific high priority goal (Goal 1 ) of the 
University's IT Strategic Plan and will help UNM towards its goal of becoming a "national 
model of teaching and learning excellence." 
As one demonstration of its commitment to E-education, the University launched its 
Internet Pilot Project in the Fall 1999 Semester using funds from its Evening and 
Weekend Program. This program was expanded from 11 to 20 Internet courses by the 
Fall 2000 Semester and plans are to double that again by the Fall 2001 Semester. 
Project Relationship to State IT Plan 
This project is consistent with and directly furthers several goals and objectives of the 
State IT Strategic Plan, specifically: 
- Strategy 3: "Education: and its four objectives. 
- Strategy 4: "Public Access and participation of Citizens" and its four objectives. 
Furthermore, it is in direct support of the following specific objectives defined by the CHE . 
Specifically: 
• 
• 
• 
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2. All students will have more flexibility in 
schedules, and Web courses'willallowthem 
to learn and revise course material at a pace 
comfortable to the individual. 
3. Top high school students will have the 
opportunity to take and receive credit for 
advanced placement or introductory college 
courses from their school or home. 
Graduation rates for such students are likely 
to improve. 
4. Working students will be able to take 
courses at anytime from work or home.' 
Studies have shown that if such students can take just one extra (time independent) 
course per semester, the retention and graduation rates greatly improve and students 
graduate on time or earlier than they had anticipated. 
In addition, the Web-enhanced courses and the proposed student portal will ultimately 
provide the following additional benefits: 
1. All students wilrbe able to preview course material before enrolling in the course to 
ensure it meets their needs and expectations. 
2. Though the portal, all students will have a single, user-friendly interface to 
electronically access all other resources of the University, including interaction with 
instructors and fellow students through e-mail and chat sessions, access to the library 
and the vast information of the Internet, test materials, grades, degree audit, 
advisement, career services and administrative information personalized for the 
student. 
The net effect is to create a much less restrictive, more student-friendly, and more 
student-centered environment. This is the type of environment needed by all students, 
but especially by older, non-traditional students who work and need to acquire new skills 
but are prevented from doing so by strict, inflexible class schedulesand locations during 
their work hours. Furthermore, more students will be using technology that is also used in 
the workforce, thus preparing them for a later career. Numerous studies show that this 
type of learning results in better retention and a deeper understanding of the subject 
matter. 
Faculty will also benefit trom the use of the proposed technology because it vastly 
expands their ability to offer students access to materials not possible under ordinary 
circumstances. Professors will be able to dynamically link students to a virtually unlimited 
array of on-line resources, information, and real-time data that are impossible or 
practically infeasible to place on library reserve. An emerging role of faculty would retain 
traditional processes to direct the learning experience, but would be expanded to use new 
technologies and learning resources to enhance instruction. Faculty will assume new 
roles as designers, developers, facilitators, mentors and coaches for learning. To 
assume these roles, faculty must be trained to utilize the new technologies, to master 
their applications, and to become more involved in defining and assessing the outcomes 
resulting from new and changing educational experiences. 
• 
• 
• 
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More effective use of technology to 
enhance education. The proposed Web 
servers and Web caches, as well as the 
extended help desk operation and 
evaluation of the Internet Pilot Project 
are relevant here. 
Enhancement of UNM's Student 
Information System (SIS), including 
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Financial Aid. This will be a major mUlti-year project for which a thorough 
requirements analysis has started. The proposed Student Portal is relevant here, 
and a summary of the information it would provide for each student is shown on the 
next page. It is the result of requirements analysis study that included students. 
• More effective use of data for coordinated and informed decision making in all areas 
including student· recruitment, retention, faculty workloads and academic data 
management in general. The proposed enhancements to UNM's data warehouse 
are relevant here. 
The last two items represent complex, multi-year projects. The Student Systems Re-
engineering teams have been working on Current State analysis of today's processes, to 
be completed by December 2001. The results and recommendations will be presented to 
the Executive Cabinet for review and action. However, enough analysis has been 
completed to allow UNM to proceed with the proposed Student Portal and the hardware 
upgrade to UNM's Warehouse. The next page is an example of the information a 
hypothetical student in Anthropology may obtain using the proposed Web-based Student 
Portal. 
(2) Functional Description of Major Deliverables. 
The major deliverables for this proposal include: 
1. Enhancement of branch campus access to courses and resources by the addition of a 
full T-1 line to each campus 
2. Enhancement of off-campus access to campus courses and resources from each 
Continuing Education and Extended University sites by installing a full T-1 line to 
Kirtland AFB and the West mesa Center. 
3. Enhancement of off-campus access to campus courses and resources by upgrading 
the existing 280 modem bank to 500 lines of 56 Kbps using channelized modems. 
4. Implement multicasting for the campus network to support transmission of audio and 
video signals over the Internet. 
5. Acquisition and implementation of a Web cache system for improved network 
response in support of on-line courses . 
• 
• 
• 
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6. Acquisition and implementation of a Web 
server dedicated to on-line courses. This 
provides local network access and will be a 
great improvement over the current service 
where one of the servers is at a remote 
Internet site in the eastern part of the USA. 
7. Acquisition and implementation of a Student 
Portal to provide integrated and 
~~9::'::Kirtland"~~nte;2}~~e~~~':~Yt 
<1/°1:8 ,:students~last:,ye.ar:,;t~d ...•. 
thejplanned'We'st :':Mes'a: 'Center '~. 
authenticated access by students to all of their academic, administrative and 
personalized information. 
8. Increase of 600GB of storage to the Data Warehouse, allowing for better analysis of 
student recruitment and retention data, as well as improved performance-based 
budgeting and academic data management in general. 
. 
9. Acquisition and implementation of a wireless system to evaluate the technology's 
ability to provide seamless, anytime, anywhere network access on campus. 
10. Acquisition of equipment and implementation of a Teleclassroom using the H.323 
standard for transmission of video and audio over the Internet. This is in collaboration 
with NMIMT for the interexchange of courses between the institutions. 
The majority of these projects require acquisition, installation, and testing of equipment or 
software before it is put into full production, with the latter being defined as the project 
completion date. No major problems are anticipated, but it should be mentioned that 
once implemented, the Student Portal will continue to be enhanced as students begin to 
use it and provide suggestions for its improvement. 
(3) Hardware/Software/Network Resources. 
The proposed project incrementally builds upon the existing hardware and software 
infrastructure to meet the emerging needs required by E-education. The strategy is to 
use hardware and software components that: 
• Adhere to open standards for interoperability with the existing infrastructure and to 
reduce costs through competition. 
• Are scalable so they can be easily upgraded to meet increasing needs 
• Are manageable to help reduce support costs 
• Are of "industrial robustness" to ensure they provide reliable production services 
• Include extended warranty provided by the vendor to reduce or even eliminate on-: 
going maintenance costs. 
Improved network connectivity to UNM branch campuses is critical because students in 
these geographical areas do not have high quality access to e-education from home. 
Seing on-campus is their only opportunity for high speed network access to main campus 
Internet courses and other support resources, including the Internet. To date, students 
have had to share a single T -1 line used for both academic and administrative 
• 
• 
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benefits and drawbacks of creating the portal 
inhouse as opposed to buying one from a 
vendor. The conclusion was that vendor-
supplied software would be a more desirable 
solution. 
UNM has a Data Warehouse that is used as a 
pilot to provide departments with access to 
three years of student history and to provide 
other data used for trend analysis. The pilot 
project has been successful with about 60 
individuals using the warehouse but user 
feedback indicates that more storage is 
required for more meaningful analyses of student recruitment, retention, graduation rates, 
outcomes and for performance based budgeting. 600 GB of storage is needed for this 
purpose. 
1999 was the inaugural year for the Internet Instructional Pilot Project. The project 
eventually enrolled 132 students in 11 courses. Unfortunately, no evaluation of the 
project has been performed so there is no information that can be used to understand the 
impact of the project. Our first priority is to locate a Masters or Ph.D. student in Education 
or Sociology with some evaluation experience and determine if the project can be done 
either for credit or perhaps as a thesis. if not, we will then need funds for an outside 
evaluation. The objective will be to evaluate the quality and effectiveness of the courses 
and use the feedback to make improvements, which will benefit all online courses at 
UNM. 
A summary of the items requested and the cost is provided in Appendix I and in Form 5-1 
that are attached. 
(4) Data and Data Relationships. 
The only part of this request dealing with data ownership is our proposal to increase 
storage of the existing Data Warehouse. No changes in data ownership or access 
policies are therefore anticipated. 
(5) Project Development Approach and Methodology. 
UNM's IT organization has a proven project management methodology that includes 
planning, site preparation, installation, validation, and thorough acceptance testing before 
any new hardware or software is put into full production. The strategy is to keep 
customization to an absolute minimum to reduce long term maintenance costs. 
All hardware and software installations proposed here will use this existing methodology. 
The Student Portal software will not be internally developed but we will use commercial 
software specifically developed for this purpose. The budget includes costs for 
consultants with considerable experience in installing such software at other universities 
and interfacing it with appropriate student databases. 
• (6) Risk Assessment and Management. 
UNM's IT organization has extensive experience in designing and installing networks, 
computer hardware, and software, so there is little risk in those aspects of the project. 
The table below shows the risks for the various deliverables. 
• 
• 
• 
F. 
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national projects in the effective· use·· of. new 
technologies in education . 
Project Staffing. 
As mentioned previously, UNM's IT organization 
has staff with extensive experience in all aspects of 
designing, planning, installing, operating and 
managing complex network, computer and software 
~'~~~~:f~I~~!~~~~:'~?~~!~~~i 
latestanti~virus,software" ' 
·'if{·'freely'downl.oadable'::for 
all' s'tudeiits';::'staff 'and " 
.' fac'ultytouS~.:·" ',' .' 
systems. Perhaps the only area where such experience is currently lacking is in the Student 
Portal software area but this will be mitigated by acquiring commercial software and using 
consultants with experience in installing such software at universities. 
G. Change Control and Problem Resolution. 
UNM uses a number of automated tools to effectively manage its mission critical seNers, 
networks and large application systems. The commercial TIVOl\TM system is used for 
change control. All criticaj resources are on regular maintenance contracts with the 
vendors, the center is staffed 24 hours, 7 days per week, and support staff take turns at 
carrying cell phones and be on-call for problem resolution when problems occur. 
H. Disaster Recovery art'd Loss/Damage Controls. 
As UNM becomes increasingly automated and dependent on its IT infrastructure, every effort 
is made to minimize downtime. The backbone network is fully redundant, and backup for 
Internet access is provided by the link to NMSU, with UNM reciprocating and providing similar 
backup for its sister institution. The computing center and all critical network components are 
on an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) to prevent downtime due to temporary loss of 
power. All data are automatically backed up on a daily basis and stored on a robotic tape 
library with a storage capacityof 20 TB. Weekly backup tapes are stored off site in a fireproof 
vault with environmental controls as an additional safeguard. 
I. System Security. 
CIRT staff includes a full-time security administrator with the responsibility to constantly 
monitor its production computer and network systems against internal and external threats. 
All users must have valid identification with non-guessable passwords to open systems. The 
commercial product ACF2 is used to further protect mission critical systems. The networks 
include a variety of filters and firewalls to thwart a variety of internal and external cyber 
attacks. All the latest virus detection packages are downloadable from central seNers for all 
students, staff and faculty to use. In recent months, when many commercial and government 
systems experienced serious downtimes due to viral and other hacker attacks, UNM central 
systems were not affected, proving the effectiveness of UNM's safeguards. 
J. Testing, Validation, and User Acceptance. Testing, Validation, and User Acceptance 
As mentioned before, planning, design, site preparation, installation implementation, testing, 
including acceptance testing for new equipment and software, are all part of standard 
procedures for installation of all hardware and software systems. Vendors are not paid 
unless their systems pass stringent acceptance criteria. For hardware systems, this is at 
least 95% uptime over 720 hours (30 days) of continuous, problem-free operation. 
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APPENDIX I 
• Item Description I Cost I T -1 circuits to Branch Campuses 
• To Gallup Branch $28,011 ! 
• To Valencia Branch 10,823 
• To Taos Branch 26,390 
• To Los Alamos Branch 17,631 
T-1 circuits to Extended University Centers 
• To Kirtland AFB Center 6,000 , 
, 
• To West Mesa Center 6,000 
Expansion and enhancement of dial-up lines 300,000 
Equipment upgrade for multicasting 100,000 I 
Two enterprise Web cache servers @ $15,000 
I 
30,000 
each I 
Enterprise Blackboard server 20,000 ! 
Student Portal Implementation I 250,000 
RAID storage for Data Warehouse I! 150,000 
• 
Wireless test bed 30,000 
Extension of support hours 50,000 
Internet Pilot Project Evaluation 25,000 
T eleclassroom 50,000 
TOTAL ! $1,099,855 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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NEW MEXICO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
FORM 7: CERTIFICATION BY GOVERNING BOARD 
Institution: University of New Mexico Original: _____ _ 
Revision: _____ _ 
Project: UNM E-Education Pilot Project Rev. Date: _____ _ 
ORIGINAL CERTIFICATION 
I hereby certify that, 00 the basis of the information contained in Forms 1 through 6 for 
approval of capital projects and the attached preliminary floor plans, elevations and site plan, if 
appropriate, the Governing Board has approved the original submission of this project, at its 
meeting held on __ ----''''-________ _ 
Signed ________________ _ 
William Gordon 
President 
REVISED SUBMISSION CERTIFICATION 
I hereby certify that the Governing Board approved this revised submission at its meeting 
on _____________ _ 
Signed ________________ _ 
William Gordon 
President 
e 
NEW MEXICO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
1068 Cerrillos Rd., Santa Fe, NM"87501-4295 
CAPITAL PROJECT TRANSMITTAL SUMMARY SHEET 
1. Institution: The University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center Date: 8/712001 
2. Project Title: Mobile Electronic Classrooms 
3. CHE rneeting when project consideration is requested: 8/15/2001 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Contact person: Dr. Holly Shipp Buchanan 
Email: hbuchanan@salud.unm.edu 
Required Forms for Project Categories: 
Phone: 505-272-2548 
New Construction (All Forms except 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4) 
Alterations (All Forms except 3-1 and 3-4) 
Planning (Forms 1, 2, 6-1, 6-2, and 7) 
Demolition or Site Clearing (Forms 1, 2, 3-4, 4, 6-1, 6-2, and 7) 
Acquisition or Sale (Forms 1,2,4, 5, 6-1, 6-2, and 7) 
L Information Technology (Forms 1-1, 1-2,5-1 and 7) 
A site plan of the proposed project. Attach this as Exhibit 1. (Required for final 
project approval.) 
e-7. Completed design development drawings of the project, including elevations 
and floor plans with each space numbered and identified as to use. Attach this 
as Exhibit 2. (Required for final project approval.) 
e 
-X- 8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
-L 12. 
13. 
Form 1 - Preliminary Data Form. 
Form 2 - Relationship to Institutional Plan and Mission 
Form 3 - List of Spaces involved in the project. 
Form 4 - PhYSical Plant Operation and Maintenance Costs. 
Form 5 - Equipment Purchases 
Form 6-1 and 6-2 - Proposed Project Costs, Square Footage, and Funding 
Source 
---X- 14. Form 7 - Certification by Governing Board 
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NEW MEXICO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
FORM 1-1: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PRELIMINARY DATA FORM 
• INSTITUTION OVERVIEW 
• 
• 
A. Statement of Institution Mission 
The primary mission of the UNM 
Health Sciences Center (HSC) is to 
improve and enhance the health of New 
Mexico's citizens through education, 
research, patient care, and partnering. As 
such, the HSC goal is to educate and train 
the next generation of talented healthcare 
professionals, to facilitate faculty 
scholarship and research, to conduct statewide outreach, and to provide our patients the 
finest and most advanced medical care available through the partnership of research and 
patient care. 
As the largest integrated healthcare treatment and education complex in New 
Mexico, the Health Sciences Center is vital to the health and well-being of the entire 
state. It serves as a critical resource for health professionals throughout their careers. It 
is committed to improving and enhancing the health of New Mexico's citizens through 
education, research, and patient care. Although its mission is similar to those of other 
academic health centers, it is fundamentally different from other healthcare 
organizations within the state, which concentrate almost exclusively on healthcare 
delivery. The strength of the Health Sciences Center lies in the interdependence of its 
education, patient care, and research programs. This atmosphere of continuous 
exploration and innovation, coupled with a "hands-on" approach to learning, has 
improved the quality of care for all New Mexicans. 
B. Statement of Institution Goals 
During 1999, a comprehensive strategic planning process involving faculty and staff 
from throughout the HSC identified a vision statement, strategic programmatic goals and 
strategic infrastructure themes for the future (See Appendix I). These include: 
HSC Vision: 
Our vision is to identify and solve the most important questions of human health in our 
communities through education, scholarship, and service with commitment to HSC core 
values that emphasize a culture of shared expectations regarding: 
Integrity, accountability and decisiveness in commitment to excellence; 
Compassion and respect in our interactions with students, patience and colleagues; 
Diversity in people and thinking; 
Effective utilization of our resources; and 
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• 
• 
• 
The HSC Leadership Council is comprised of representatives from academics and 
operations and includes the Deans of the three schools (School of Medicine, College of 
Nursing, and College of Pharmacy), the Associate Vice President of Finance & 
Administration, the Associate Vice President of Clinical Operations, the Senior Legal 
Counsel, and the Director of the Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center. The 
Vice President of Health Sciences, R. Philip Eaton, MD, is a member of the UNM 
Executi ve Cabinet and reports to UNM President Gordon (See attached organization chart 
of the Health Sciences Center, Appendix II). 
DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
A. Current IT Environment, Strategies, and Goals. 
The development of the HSC IT environment is guided by a Three-Year Information 
Technology Plan, which serves as a blueprint for all information technology initiatives 
through FY2004. It is reviewed annually to: 
ensure compliance with the institution's mission and goals; 
identify appropriate adjustments that may arise during the course of 
implementation; 
address new or emergent issues and trends in the larger healthcare or IT 
environment. 
The Director of the Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center (HSLIC) serves 
as the coordinator of this IT planning process. An organization chart for the HSLIC 
appears in the Appendix III. 
Knowledge Management, and its companion 
Information Technology, have been identified 
as priorities of the HSC and are represented by 
two of the infrastructure themes on the HSC 
Strategic Plan (See APPENDIX I). Together, 
the Knowledge Management and Information 
Technology themes and programs are referred to as KMIT. 
The objectives described within the HSC Three-Year IT Plan were identified through 
feedback from each of the academic and organizational units of the HSC and include 
faculty and staff through representation on the KMIT Advisory Council and the KMIT 
Leadership Council. 
The KMIT Advisory Council is a user group comprised of faculty representatives 
from the academic and clinical components as well as faculty and staff appointees of the 
Vice President of Health Sciences. The KMIT Advisory Council provides feedback on 
knowledge management and information technology issues regarding resource and service 
needs as well as on information technology policy development. This user council 
provides advice to the members of the KMIT Leadership Council. 
The KMIT Leadership Council is comprised of the Director of the Health Sciences 
Library and Informatics Center (chair), the Associate Vice President for Finance and 
Administration, and the Chief Information Officer of the University Hospital. 
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• 
• 
• 
E. Create a master information technology plan that will serve as a long-range guide 
-- ---- forintegration of information systems. 
Technical Infrastructure Focus 
A. Continue to work with main campus IT authority (CIRT) in developing the HSC 
campus network (e.g., implement high-speed backbone, develop more flexible 
functional IF addressing scheme, implement a campus-wide logical and physical 
segmentation plan, improve remote access, and create an environment friendly to 
mobile users). 
B. Create standards (equipment, applications, network) to reduce costs and improve 
quality of service and increase the HSC's ability to support users, applications, 
equipment, and network services. 
C. Expand technologies to support distance education, public access computing, and 
instruction via web-based and other interactive electronic curricular resources. 
D. Continue consolidation of decentralized resources, where feasible and appropriate 
(e.g., identify redundant hardware/technical support resources, purchase and 
implement HSC-wide network management system, create single point of service 
support resource, evaluate leasing options and "thin-client" technologies). 
Academic Focus 
A. Educate and prepare students, faculty, and healthcare practitioners to effectively 
use information technologies to perform their responsibilities in a more cost-
effective manner, and to improve access and utilization of health care resources. 
B. Incorporate infoITI1atics and evidence:"based medicine into the HSC curricula. 
C. Increase access to health information resources (especially electronic and other 
library resources) available for faculty, clinicians, researchers, and citizens. 
D. Encourage the use of distance education and other technologies to provide 
education (curriculum and continuing education) for students, practitioners, and 
citizens throughout the state, regardless of location. 
Research Focus 
A. Ensure sufficient computing capability to assure biomedical (including pharmacy, 
nursing, allied health, public health, and interdisciplinary efforts), health and 
patient outcomes research. 
B. Create knowledge-based resources to acquire, organize, make accessible, and 
deliver results of research, especially those related to unique New Mexico 
populations and health related issues. 
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• 
• In collaboration with Albuquerque High Performance Computing Center, new 
Access Grid technology was installed within the Health Sciences Library and 
Informatics Center. This new technology will permit TCP/IP-based video 
conferencing from multipoint -to-multipoint. 
• The quality and security of Remote access to HSC services was greatly improved 
in regards to security and quality do to the migration to a Citrix server for access to 
University Hospital clinical systems and the establishment of a proxy server for 
library resources. 
• A uniform file directory structure and standard email client was made available to 
all academic and clinical units. 
• A standardized design and navigation established for the HSC website; pages are 
more easily recognized and navigated. Web-based curriculum and training was 
expanded to include: College of Nursing, College of Pharmacy and Human 
Research Review Committee. 
• An electronic medical record was made operational with implementation of Cerner 
PowerChart Viewer and PowerChart Office and the inclusion of transcriptions in 
the clinical repository . 
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The primary programmatic theme addressed by this proposal is Educational 
Innovation. The Mobile Electronic Classrooms will extend the learning environment to _____ _ 
almost any existing conference/classroom space on and even off campus. Extending the 
learning environment beyond the traditional classroom experience will help the HSC to 
remain competitive in the marketplace for students and faculty. It also offers faculty an 
array of instructional technology tools required by students in today's environment. The 
proposal also links to the Information Technology and Building and Capital infrastructure 
themes found in the HSC strategic plan. The Mobile Electronic Classrooms project 
represents a cost effective means of providing more classroom resources when compared to 
the cost and limitations of dedicated space. It also develops expertise in core information 
technologies (802.11 b wireless and educational software support). 
The Mobile Electronic Classrooms Project was developed in accordance with the 
standards and guidelines established by UNM's Computer & Information Resources & 
Technology (CIRT) group. The CHE FY03 proposals submitted from CIRT and the Health 
Sciences Library and Informatics Center are linked and support common IT developmental 
goals for UNM with specialized strategies that focus upon the specific unique needs and 
missions of each campus. 
(2) Summary Cost-Benefit Analysis 
A single 16 seat mobile classroom as specified in this proposal will cost $50,000. The 
cost of the equipment and specialized furniture for a fixed location electronic classroom is 
quite similar. However, re-defining existing space as a classroom represents a cost in terms 
of losing that space for other purposes. Thus the mobile classrooms represent a cost saving 
solution in that no new space is needed. Even if dedicated space were available, the cost of 
renovation (electrical wiring, new lighting, etc.) can exceed the cost of the equipment itself 
and justifies the mobile concept as even more cost effective. 
This project doubles the Health Sciences Center electronic classroom resources. The 
need for technology-enabled classrooms is perhaps best expressed by Dr. Scott Obainshain, 
Associate Dean for· Undergraduate Medical Education, "Current! y the small number of 
properly equipped classrooms limits the learning experience. With wireless networking we 
could use any room on the North Campus and with the portable electronic classroom, even 
off campus, to access exhibits and other information such as the cases or laboratory tests 
they could order. This could greatly facilitate the timing and scheduling of our educational 
activities." Only 2 of the 66 classrooms support electronic classroom technologies. 
Doubling that number will have a tremendous impact for the cost. 
This proposal assumes that space is a limited resource. The fact that a new educat~on 
building is scheduled for availability in the next four or five years underscores the current 
gap between need and availability. The proposal also assumes that funding to support the 
expansion of the set of technology available resources is limited. If funding and space were 
not constrained an alternative would be to renovate existing classrooms with the 
appropriate technology. However, given the inevitability of the new building and limited 
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C. Schedule. 
Pre-Project Planning 
Preparations for the Mobile Electronic Classrooms have begun in a number of areas; initial 
consultation with CIRT (UNM main campus computing center) regarding wireless technologies 
were started several months ago, with the intention to establish a university wide technology 
standard in regards to wireless solutions. The Mobile Electronic Classrooms project team has 
begun to develop the needed expertise to support and maintain 802.11 b wireless technologies in an 
academic setting. Recently, wireless access points were installed in the Health Sciences Library 
and Informatics Center, in an effort to enlarge the current public computing areas, which are used 
by students and faculty within the library. These wireless access points were chosen as a reliable 
and secure solution that avoided the great expense that is traditionally incurred with hard-wire 
installations, which often require a fair amount of remodeling. 
The wireless access points for the HSLIC and the proposed Mobile Electronic Classrooms 
Project were developed through direct consultations with CIRT. This collaborative process 
included the engineering of the network topology and wireless "Building Fog" within the HSLIC, 
and choosing the installation vendor asWeII as selecting equipment. This process also established 
authentication procedures and security standards for future wireless installations. 
Project Timeline 
STAGE Ql FY03 Q2FY03 Q3 FY03 
1. Purchase/ acquire / setup • 
2. Test • 
3. Solicit faculty input • • • 
4. Acceptance testing/pilot • • 
5. Train users and • 
instructors 
6. Solicit student input • • 
7. Production • 
8. Evaluate • 
9. Adjust program based • 
upon faculty/student input 
and evaluations 
D. Technical Overview. 
(1) Project Requirements and Complexity. 
The mobile electronic classrooms addresses several faculty and student concerns. Faculty 
cannot aggressively incorporate new IT dependent techniques into their coursework when 
classroom resources are so limited. Likewise, students now expect coursework to utilize 
Internet-based resources. Training students to use these resources has become a 
fundamental part of the educational program. The mobile electronic classrooms project 
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(5) Project Development 'Approach al1d Methodology 
This project will ___ u~~ __ th~ _ IAIMS (Integrated Advanced Infonnation Management 
System) planning methodology. It is an enterprise-wide planning strategy and actively 
includes user feedback/participation when defining requirements definition and assessing 
effecti veness. 
(6) Risk Assessment and Management 
DatalUser infonnation security risks are addressed in section 1.2-1, below. All 
equipment in this project will be tagged with a university property tracking tag and 
registered with UNM Risk Management for replacement in case of theft or catastrophe. 
The cart is designed to be a secure storage environment and will be locked appropriately. 
All instructors using the cart will receive basic training that will emphasize security 
(locking classroom doors during breaks, storing laptops and equipment in the cart overnight 
etc.). 
E. Project Management 
Project management will be under the general direction of the HSC infonnation systems 
planning coordinator (the Director of the Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center). 
This position is a member of the HSC Leadership Council and reports to the Vice President 
for Health Sciences. Project monitoring will follow the implementation schedule identified 
in this document. A project team will be developed to include faculty representation from 
each of the colleges/schools to assist in the development, oversight of implementation and 
evaluation of the Mobile Electronic Classrooms. The project team will also include a 
number of HSC IT staff members and infonnation/technology librarians as appropriate, and 
representatives from other campus units (e.g., CIRT, UH MIS). 
F. Project Staffing 
The Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center is responsible for supporting 
Infonnation Technology within the HSC as a whole, as well as for collaborative endeavors 
with the UNM Hospital's MIS department and CIRT on UNM's main campus. An 
organization chart for the HSLIC appears in the Appendix ill. 
The prbjectsponsor for Mobile EleCtronic Classrooms is Holly Shipp Buchanan, MLn, 
MBA, EdD (Professor, School of Medicine), Director of the Health Sciences Library and 
Infonnatics Center. In addition to Dr. Buchanan, faculty in each of the colleges/schools 
will be involved in this project, to advise regarding the development and integration of the 
use of the Mobile Electronic Classrooms into the existing curricular structure of their 
respective colleges/schools. For example, several faculty members in the School of 
Medicine and College of Pharmacy have already voiced strong interest in coordinating with 
the HSLIC in incorporating the Mobile Electronic Classrooms within their lecture and 
laboratory based courses. 
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will be re-imaged on a regular basis and password caching will not be enabled in laptop 
browsers.. Thus user aut~entication information entered during classes will not be at risk. 
Wireless transmissions will be encrypted using the 128-bit WEPP (Wired Equivalent 
Privacy protocol) to deter unauthorized examination of network information. Applications 
will have their own security developed around certificate-based encryption (SSL, SSH etc.). 
J. Testing, Validation, and User Acceptance 
This project will use standard IT 
development processes to assure the 
development of quality curricular products 
that meet student and faculty needs. 
In keeping with the planned project 
timeline (section 1-2c), the Mobile 
Electronic Classrooms Project will be under 
a continual process of testing, evaluation, the 
solicitation of end user feedback during the initial phases of deployment. Once accepted by 
our users and in production, the Mobile Electronic Classrooms will be evaluated on a 
regular basis using the methods described in section 1-2g .. These two processes will be 
undertaken to ensure faculty and student acceptance and the successful incorporation of the 
Mobile Electronic Classrooms into existing HSC academic programs as a useful and 
producti ve resource. 
• K. Training 
• 
The Library and Informatics Center supports a progressive education program. 
Regularly scheduled classes are available for faulty, staff and students. The HSLIC 
Associate Director of Education Services manages the program and ensures the appropriate 
integration of information technologies (infonnatics) into the curriculum. Courses range 
from database search strategies and online curriculum authoring tools to the integration of 
emerging technologies into curriculum. These training opportunities incorporate an 
evaluative, feedback process to assess the performance of these training programs and to 
assure that the needs of our users are met. 
As described in section 1-2g, the HSLIC currently has a limited number LCD projectors 
and laptop computers, which are available to faculty members. When these items are 
circulated;. each faculty m.ember is pro"ided personalized, hands-on training regarding the 
use and function of the equipment. Training for the Mobile Electronic Classrooms will be 
handled in a similar fashion. Based upon the evaluative process built into the project 
timeline and recommendations from faculty advisors, training may be adjusted and 
modified to better meet the demands of our users and constituency . 
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NEW MEXICO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
FORM 5-1: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SPECIAL APPROPRIATION REQUEST 
• 
Information System Name.& Acr.onym: Mobile Electronic Classrooms 
System of Project Cost (dollars in thousands) 
FYOO and FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 and 
Prior Actual OpSud Request Request Estimate Subsequent 
General Fund * 
Oth. State Funds * 
I.S'/I.A. Trans. 0 
Federal Funds 0 
TOTAL 100 
* Could be either General Funds, Severance tax bonds or General Obligation Bonds 
Expenditure Categories (dollars in thousands) 
FYOO and FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 and 
.. Prior Actual Op8ud Request Request Estimate Subsequent 
000 Per. Svs . 
• 010 Emp. Sen. 020 liS Travel 
030 Maint.lRep. 
040 Sup'/Mat. 
050 Cont. Svs. 
060 Op. Costs 
070 Oth. Costs 
080 Cap. Out. 100 
095 OIS Travel 
150 Oth. Fin. 
TOTAL 100 
.. 
" 
• 
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NEW MEXICO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
FORM 7: CERTIFICATION BY GOVERNING BOARD 
• Institution: The University of New Mexico, Health Sciences Center 
Project: Mobile Electronic Classrooms 
Original: 817/2001 
Revision: 
----Rev: 
----
• 
• 
Date: 8/8/2001 
ORIGINAL CERTIFICATION 
I hereby certify that, on the basis of the information contained in Forms 1 through 6 for approval of 
capital projects and the attached preliminary floor plans, evations and site plan, if appropriate, the Governing 
Board has approved the original submission of this pr Ject, at its meeting held on _________ _ 
Signed __ ~~~--~~~~-~ __ -~~~-~~--­r R. Philip Eaton, M.D - Interim Vice President for Health Sciences 
Signed __ ~~_~~~~~~~~~ ________ _ 
William C. Gordon, Ph.D - President 
REVISED SUBMISSION CERTIFICATION 
I hereby certify that the Governing Board approved this revised submission at its meeting on 
Signed -=--=:-::-:--=-_---:-=-=----=-_-:--=-:---:::---:-:-_:--_____ -=-=-_:_:----
R. Philip Eaton, M.D - Interim Vice President for Health Sciences 
Signed ___ ~-------------------
William C. Gordon, Ph.D - President 
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Appendix I - UNM HSC Strategic Plan 
HSC Vision: Our vision is to identify and solve the most important questions of human health in our communities through 
education, scholarship and service with commitment to the HSC core values. 
Clinical Care: 
Provide accessible, highest 
quality, patient focused, 
efficient inpatient, 
ambulatory and community-
level health care. 
1. AREAS OF EMPHASIS· 
Education: 
Provide New Mexicans innovative 
educational programs within and 
across the College of Nursing, 
College of Pharmacy and School 
Research: 
of Medicine. 
B1m 
Advance the 
foundation of 
knowledge in 
pharmacy, nursing 
and medicine. 
-
Administration: 
Provide efficient, leading edge, 
effective infrastructure, facilities, 
and management systems to 
advance and support education, 
research and clinical care. 
The Health Sciences Center will identify areas of emphasis aimed at meeting our vision to solve problems in human health for New 
Mexicans. 
2. SERVICE DELIVERY 
The Health Sciences Center will create and replicate service delivery models for clinical care, education. and scholarship that focus on 
the best outcomes for users. 
3. EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION 
The Health Sciences Center will provide collaborative. degree-oriented educational opportunities for New Mexicans. 
4. TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH 
The Health Sciences Center will provide research that emphasizes bench to bedside applications for the health care industry and advance 
the health of New Mexicans. 
1. MARKETING/COMMUNICATION 
The Health Science Center will enhal!~e our marketing programs to ensure that all stakeholders recognize and can articulate the value 
that the organization· provides to the state of New Mexico. . 
2. PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
The Health Sciences Center will promote partnerships with public and private organizations as a way to extend our value to the 
State of New Mexico and its citizens. 
3. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
The Health Sciences Center will provide library and knowledge generating resources and services that rival those of nationally 
recognized peer academic health care centers. 
4. INSTITUTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
The Health Sciences Center will continually define and meet or exceed customer and stakeholder expectations and national 
benchmarks for our service and mission areas. 
5. INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
To support our missions. the Health Sciences Center will employ information/telecommunications technologies that are cost-effective. 
leading edge. integrated. and universally accessible. 
6. STAFF AND FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
The Health Science Center will aim to create an environment of professional growth where all staff. faculty. clinicians and investigators 
are successful and accountable to improved outcomes for our patients. students and partners. 
7. BUILDING/CAPITAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
The Health Sciences Center will provide building and capital equipment infrastructure that will facilitate accomplishment of our 
missions. 
HSC Core Values: Our core values emphasize a culture of shared expectations regarding: 
Integrity, accountability and, decisivelJ.ess in commitm.ent to excellence; 
Compassion and respect in our interaction with students. patients and colleagues; 
Diversity in people and thinking; 
Effective utilization of our resources; and 
Advancement of our institutional mission while supporting professional and personal growth. 
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University of New Mexico 
Alumni Association 
Report to the UNM Regents 
October 9, 2001 
Updates and activities of the Alumni Association include the following: 
\Velcome Back Davs 
Each year the Alumni Association hosts two days of this annual campus event. August 23 and 
24, over seventy-five alumni volunteers serve 5,000 hot dogs to appreciative students on both 
north and main campus. The get-together gives volunteers a chance to hone their serving skills 
and meet students, staff and faculty. 
On October 7, we hosted a "thank you" for those volunteers, who have been "dishing out the 
dogs to Lobos," at the Hot Air Balloon Fiesta. Being served, of course, were Hot Dogs, Brats & 
Related Fare. The Balloon Glow and fireworks acted as the background for the evening. 
Alumni Letterman Association 
The Alumni Lettermen's Athletic Hall of Honor banquet took place on Thursday, September l3, 
at the Marriott Hotel. Over 250 guests attended to recognize Inductees, Laurel Brassey Iversen, 
Jill Hutchinson, Joe Vivian; Posthumous Inductee, Jim Stevens; Distinguished Service Award, 
Joe Boehning; Male Athlete of the Year, Wil Collins-Golf and Female Athlete of the Year, Nikki 
Heckroth-Women's Basketball. 
Alumni Chapters 
Alumni Chapters are busy with Fall activities. A big event for Fall is "Green Chile Across 
America." A taste of home is provided for by the Alumni office. Green chile (a total of 2,000 
plus pounds) was sent to Chapters and their various roasting picnics. Chapters participating 
included Austin, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San Diego, Washington, D.C., Norcal, New 
York and Las Vegas. 
Lobo football was celebrated at Baylor with over 150 UNM Alumni and friends attending the 
tailgate and game. A second tailgate will be hosted in San Diego on November 2. 
Alumni Association Board of Directors 
The Alumni Association Board of Directors will convene for their Fall meeting on Thursday, 
October 25,9:00 a.m., in the Bobo Room, Hodgin Hall. 
.. .. . 
• 
• 
• 
Homecoming 2001, "Coming Home on Route 66" 
It has been a frantic summer preparing for this year's events. Highlights include the Faculty & 
Staff Luncheon, the Heritage Club Dinner, Class of '51 Reunion, Affinity Reunions, Alumni 
Letterman Annual Meeting, Fiesta 66 "Soc Hop," the All-University Breakfast, Fiesta 66 
Tailgate and the activities during and after the Lobos vs. Air Force Falcons Football game. 
Everyone is looking forward to this year's new event, the Fiesta 66 "Soc Hop," where the 1950's 
will be celebrated. 
The Zia Awards which honor those " ... New Mexico residents with a UNM degree who have 
distinguished themselves in anyone or more of the following categories: philanthropic 
endeavors, public office, service to the University, community and volunteer activities, business 
or professional fields, or who have made a contribution to education," will be presented at the 
All-University Breakfast, Saturday, October 27. This year's recipients are Randolph "Dolph" 
Barnhouse, Laura Hueter Bass, Michael J. Glennon, Angela J. Jewell, J. Howard Mock, and Sam 
J. Butler. 
NOTE: The Homecoming Committee 2000 received a Merit Award from the New Mexico 
Chapter of the American Marketing Association for their Homecoming theme and accompanying 
collateral. 
Harris Publishing 
An Alumni directory in both paper and online will be published this coming year and is expected 
out in August 2002. 
Mirage 
The winter issue of the Mirage will be in mailboxes the 2nd week of November. 
Funding for Individuals' 
through GPSA 
Student Research Allocations 
Committee (SRAC) Grants 
Purpose: 
SRAC grants are used by graduate and 
professional students for research and travel. 
'Research' is broadly used to include laboratory, 
field, library, museum, or other work necessary to 
collect and analyze information for use in a thesis, 
dissertation, or scholarly article for publication, or 
to complete a project (not coursework) required 
for a degree. 'Travel' is used in a broad sense to 
include arrival to and departure from place Vl'here 
research is taking place, or attendance at a 
conference (presentation at the conference is not 
required.) Distinction is made between travel to 
conferences to present a paper, travel to conduct 
research and travel for other reasons (see 
Specialized Travel Grants.) 
Eligibility Requirements: 
Applicants must be UNM graduate students. 
Award: 
Applicants can receive a maximum of $500 in SRAC 
money per academic year. For example, if you received 
a $400 Fall SRAC grant, you are only eligible for $100 
in the Spring. 
Application Deadline: 
The final completed SRAC applications are due at 
12:00 noon in the GPSA office on the fifth Friday of 
classes for Fall and Spring semesters. Summer session 
applications are due the first Friday of classes. The 
researchlrravel/ presentation, etc. being funded must 
take place during the current funding period or only 
one semester retroactively. For example, an applicant 
may fill out an application for an activity in the Spring 
and then ask for funding in either Spring and/or 
Summer. The funding periods are as follows: 
Summer: June 1 - August 14 
Fall: August 15 - December 31 
Spring: January 1 - May 31 
Contact: 
The GPSA Office at 277-3803. 
http://www.unm.eduJ~gpsa/srac.htm 
Specialized Travel (ST) Grants 
Purpose: 
The Specialized Travel Fund was created to help with 
travel expenses for applicants whose needs are nor 
covered untler the SRAC grants. This includes, but is 
nor limited to job interviews, clinicals, workshops, 
presentations, and lectures. ST Funds cannot be used 
for attendance of any event classified as a conference 
(even if you are presenting) or for travel to conduct 
research. These expenses are covered by SRAC 
grants. 
Eligibility Requirements: 
You must be a currently enrolled UNM graduate 
student. You may only be awarded a ST grant once per 
academic year. Travel to be funded must occur within 
the academic semester during which the request is 
made. 
Award: 
Students may receive a maximum of $200 per 
academic year. You may only be awarded once per 
year. 
Application Deadline: 
The final completed ST applications are due at 12:00 
noon in the GPSA office on the fifth Friday of classes 
for Fall and Spring semesters. Summer session 
applications are due the first Friday of classes. 
Contact: 
The GPSA Office at 277-3803. 
http://www.unm.edu/~gpsa/st.htm 
Proiects Committee Funds 
, 
Purpose: 
The GPSA Projects committee provides financial 
assistance to your student organization to promore 
educational endeavors that benefit graduate and 
professional students. This includes, but is not limited 
to lectures, workshops, symposia, cultutal events, and 
equipment purchases for special projects. 
ri ~ 
'1 f' 
'. 
Eligibility Requirements: 
Student organizations or individual students whose 
projects will benefit graduate students are eligible. 
Proposals are reviewed using the following priorities: 
benefit to graduate students; other funding sources 
sought; status of requestor (chartered GPSA organiza-
tion and graduate students/other organizations and 
individuals.) Ongoing events (those funded cwo times 
previously by Projects money) are not eligible for 
funding. 
Award: 
The committee may fund up to $500. Proposals 
requesting funds greater than $500 should be 
submitted to the Projects Committee, however a 
request must be made to Council who will vote to 
approve any amount requested over $500. 
Application Deadline: 
Th.ere is no specific due-date for Projecrs applications. 
They may be turned in at any time during the school 
year. However, to be considered at the Projects 
committee meeting for any given month they must be 
turned in one week prior to that meeting. 
Contact: 
The GPSA Office at 277-3803. 
http://www.unm.edu/~gpsa/projects.htm 
Funding for Organizations 
through GPSA 
The financial goal of the GPSA is to provide funds to 
graduate and professional students in order to enhance 
their academic and professional development. GPSA ac-
complishes this goal direcdy, by providing funds for aca-
demic and professional activities, and indirecdy, by pro-
viding funds for suppOrt services. GPSA does not under-
take to provide sole funding for any group; nor will fund-
ing in one year be a guarantee of funding in subsequent 
years. 
Pro-Rated Benefit Funds 
Pro-Rated Benefit (PB) Funds are available each 
semester to every charteted departmental graduate 
student organization (GSO). 
Each semester every graduate student pays $20 in 
GPSA fees when they pay for their tuition. A percent 
of this per student per semester can be requested for 
your department's use. These are called pro-rated 
benefit funds (PB Funds). The more students you have 
in your department, the greater amount of PB funds 
your department will receive. 
In order to collect your PB funds, make sure that your 
department's graduate student organization (GSO) is 
chartered with the Student Activities Office. You must 
be a departmental organization in order to receive 
these funds. 
Contact: 
Student Government Accounting Office 277-7888 
http://www.unm.edu/~gpsa/pbfunds.htm 
Funding for Non-Departmental 
Organizations 
Non-Departmental Organizations may apply for 
funding on a yearly basis. Applications along with the 
completed budget process are accepted early in the 
spring semester and notification is given by the end of 
the spring semester. 
Funds are awarded on a merit basis. Highest priority 
will be given to those groups meeting the criteria and 
limits described in the Finance Code. Some of the 
criteria considered include the purpose of the organiza-
tion, the population served, histoty of service, and the 
quality of the application. 
No group is eligible for more than $3,000 of funds. 
For othet capitations on funding please consult the 
Finance Code. 
~ , c cS', " ", 'V I ~ ,c ,~ . ; ~ 
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Funding for Individuals 
through OGS 
The office of Graduate Studies (OGS) administers a 
variety of financial support programs, as described below. 
Wirh rhe exception of the Graduate Fellowship and RPT 
Grants, for which students may apply directly, nominees 
are selected at the departmental level and their nomina-
tion materials are forwarded to the OGS. Students 
interested in being considered as departmental nominees 
should contact their departments well in advance of the 
published deadline date. 
Students should also consider contacting their 
academic departments about the availability of assistant-
ships, the University Financial Aid Office for information 
on loan programs for graduate study, and the University 
Library for resource materials on external financial 
assistance. 
For additional information, or to receive an applica-
tion for the Graduate Fellowship, RPT Grant, or 
Minority Doctoral Assistance Student Loan-for-Service 
Program, please call the OGS Graduate Assistance 
Programs Coordinator at 277-7395. 
http://www. unm.edu/-ogshmpgl eformslindex.html 
Graduate Dean's Dissertation Fellowship 
Purpose: 
To provide financial assistance to students who are in 
their final year of completing a Ph.D., Ed.D., or MFA 
degree. 
Eligibility Requirements: 
Canaidates will be considered only through nomination 
by their ac~demic departments. They must be in the 
process of writing the dissertation, and -it should be 
anticipated that the dissertation will be completed by the 
end of the fellowship year. Previous recipients will not be 
eligible. 
Award: 
$8,000 stipend for the academic year. This award does 
not cover tuition or fees. Half of the award is given in 
the fall semester. Recipients are required to submit a 
written progress report at the end of the fall semester. 
The spring 2002 stipend will not be disbursed until the 
progress report°is submitted. 
Nomination Deadline: 
Nomination materials must be received by the OGS no 
later than March 1,2002. 
Graduate Fellowship 
Purpose: 
To increase enrollment of students from groups 
traditionally underrepresented in graduate education. 
Special emphasis will be placed upon academic fields of 
high national or regional priority, and fields in which 
underrepresenration has been greatest. A student may 
concurrently hold a Graduate Fellowship and a .50 FTE 
Assistantship. 
Eligibility Requirements: 
Priority is given to students who have been accepted to 
begin graduate study or who are in the first year of their 
graduate program and who are residents of the State of 
New Mexico. 
Stipend: 
Annual awards shall be $7,200, to be disbursed in 
installments of $3600 each semester. Approximately 15 
new fellowships are awarded annually. Master's students 
may retain their fellowships for a second year, and 
doctoral students for a third year if they remain in full-
time status and in good academic standing. This award 
does not cover tuition or fees. 
Application Deadline: 
Materials must be received by the OGS no later than 
March 1, 2002. 
Minority Doctoral Assistance Student 
Loan-for-Service Program (MDSLP) 
Purpose: 
To encourage outstanding students from groups 
underrepresented in select academic disciplines to earn 
their doctoral degrees at institutions outside the state of 
New Mexico, and to assume faculty positions at the 
University of New Mexico upon completion of their 
doctoral studies. Funding arrangements to support the 
salaries of those students who return to UNM as 
members of the faculty will be negotiated among the 
. pertinent chairs, deans and Provost (or designee). 
Eligibility Requirements: 
Eligibility is limited to individuals who: 1) will be 
pursuing doctoral degrees in engineering, physical or life 
sciences, mathematics, or other academic disciplines in 
which women and ethnic minorities are 
underrepresented; 2) are citizens of the United States or 
permanent resident aliens, and residents of New Mexico; 
3) have received a Bachelor's or Master's Degree from a 
New Mexico Institution of Higher Education; 4) have 
been admitted as full-time students to an eligible field of 
study at an eligible institution. 
Loan Amount: 
A maximum of $25,000 per year. Students who enter 
the program with a Bachelor's Degree may hold their 
awards for up to five years; those who enter with a 
Master's Degree may hold their awards for up to four 
years. 
Nomination Deadline: 
Materials musr be received by [he OGS no later than 
February 15, 2002. 
Graduate Research, Proiect and Travel Grant lRITl ' 
Purpose: 
To defray the costs of research projects, such as materials 
or equipment, and for travel required to collect data or to 
present the results of the research at professional meetings. 
Eligibility Requirements: 
All graduate students in good academic standing, full-time 
or part-time, may apply for the RPT Grant. Students may 
receive only one RPT grant for rhe academic year. 
Award: 
Awards are dependent upon individual proposals and 
funding limits, which may vary from year to year. 
Application Deadline: 
To be announced annually. 
3% Scholarship 
Purpose: 
The 3% Scholarship is an award in the amount equivalenr 
to the tuition and GPSA fees for which a student is 
registered during the Fall semester 2002 and Spring 
semester 2003. The purpose of the award is to provide 
financial support and to promote progress toward 
completion of the graduate degree. 
Eligibility Requirements: 
Nominees must be residents of [he State of New Mexico 
and full-time degree-seeking graduate students in the 
nominating department during the Fall semester 2002 and 
Spring semester 2003. Although the fellowship is awarded 
primarily on the basis of academic merit, it is preferable 
(although not necessary) that a nominee demonstrate 
financial need. 
Stipend: . 
An award up to the amount in tuition and GPSA fees for 
which a student is registered during the Fall semester 2002 
and Spring semester 2003. 
Nomination Deadline: 
Nominations will be accepted from graduate units at any 
time between March 1 and May 30, 2002. 
The University of New Mexico 
GPSA 
Funding 
\;~fJi1.li'-.•••••••••••• 
Funding Avenues 
Provided by the 
Graduate and 
Professional 
Student 
Association 
Bldg. 83, Lower Level, Rm 124 
Phone: (505) 277-3803 
Fax: (505) 277-4159 
Email: gpsa@unm.edu 
Website: www.unm.edu/-gpsa 
THE SPRING STORM 
A ONE-DAY COMMUNITY SERVICE EVENT 
On April 6, 2002, the UNM Community will join 
together to work on hundreds of community 
service projects throughout the Albuquerque 
area. JOIN US and help us give back to the com-
munity while meeting new people and having 
LOTS OF FUN! 
Service Projects Include 
t EDUCATION t BEAUTIFICATION t VISITATION 
• CONSTRUCTION t REJUVENATION • 
Projects will be assigned based on interest in 
labor or non-labor projects. 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
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JOIN THE ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SPRING STORM: 
THE COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE 
Interested in being involved with an exciting new service organization? Join the 
Community Experience and be an integral part of the Spring Storm. Whatever 
your interests and level of commitment, the Community Experience has a place 
for you! 
Ultimately, the Community Experience will evolve into the center of volunte 
service at VNM. Working with local organizations, the Community Experience 
will gather and organize numerous service opportunities in which students and 
organizations can participate. These opportunities will range from yearlong 
weekly commitments to one-day events - including the Annual Spring Storm. 
HELP US BIDLD A GREAT ORGANIZATION! 
For more information, please contact us at www.unm.edul-communityexperience or email at TCE@unm.edu 
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EDUCATION 
MARiA GRIEGO·RABY 
800 20TIi STREET NW 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEVV MEXICO 87104 
(505) 881-8070 
Master of Business Administration, University of New Mexico, Anderson Schools of 
Management, 1986 
Bachelor of Business Administration, Anderson Schools of Management; Marketing 
concentrati~ Spanish minor, University of New Mexico, 1980 
La Universidad de las Americas, Puebla, Mexico; Spanish concentration, 1979 
EXPERIENCE 
President Principal - 1988 To Present 
Contract As6OdRtes, Inc. - Offices located in Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Los Alamos, 
New Mexico. 
Ambiente Comercial - Cuidad Juarez, Otihuahua, Mexico. 
Professional Fundraiser -1983-1985 
Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA. Office of Development. Traveled U.S.; motivated, 
:i trained and directed volunteers. 
Administrative' Analyst· 198~1983 
Amoco Production Company, Denver, CO. Oil field Roustabout and Management 
Trainee. Managed oil field activities. 
Bilingual; English and Spanish. Son - Francisco Luis Raby-Mondrag6n. 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Professional Highlights -
Maria Griego-Raby is the majority owner of Contract Associates, Inc. Contract 
Associates is a commercial and office furniture company that represents Haworth 
furnishings throughout the state of New Mexico ana Mexico. Haworth is the second 
largest manufacturer of office furnishings in the world . 
• 
• 
• 
She has been involved nationally with Haworth Dealer's Council, which is a 
representation of dealerships from various regions of the U.S., Canada and South 
America. 
In addition to being recognized natioriaIly in her industry, she has also been named one 
of the Top 25 Women-Owned business in New Mexico. In 2001 Maria was a recipient of 
the UNM Anderson School of Management Hall of Fame Award. Marla also received 
The University of New Mexico Alumni Association Zia Award in 2000, and was named 
the United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Business Woman of the Year in 1999. 
She has also been recognized and awarded Rio Grande Minority Purchasing Council-
Minority Supplier of the Year, nominated by Los Alamos National Laboratory and U.S. 
West Communication, SBA-SmalI Business Person of the Year, as well as Los Alamos 
National Laboratory-Overall Best Just-In-Time Vendor. Contract Associates has been 
twice named the recipient of the U.S. Small Business Adntinistration Administrator's 
Award for Excellence for installations at Holloman Air Force Base and Naval Weapons 
Evaluation Facility. 
CurrentAifiliations-
Albuquerque Hispano O1amber of Commerce Board of Directors, Albuquerque 
Community Foundation Board of Directors, Governor's Prayer Breakfast Executive 
Committee. 
Past Affiliations -
Past President UNM Alumni Association; Greater Albuquerque Clamber of Commerce's 
Leadership Albuquerque Curriculum Committee Chairperson and Vice Chair, Board of 
Directors, Rio Grande Minority Purchasing Council's Minority Input Committee 
Cllairperson, Rio Grande Minority Purchasing Council Board of Directors, Presbyterian 
Hospital FOWldation Board of Directors, Presbytmian Healthcare Services Board of 
Directors, The Albuquerque Conservation Association (fACA) Board of Directors, New 
Mexico Chapter International Facility Management Association (lFMA) Founding 
Member Board of Directors, New Mexico Symphony Board of Directors, 
UNM/ Anderson Schools of Management Board of Directors, Albuquerque Zoological 
Society Board of Directors, YWCA Woman on The Move Award Nominee. She was also 
honored as a dlstinguished graduate of Albuquerque High School. 
